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This work defines (and rethinks) anadiplosis, a figure of repetition that, I 

argue, has long been entwined with the desire to represent a mystical or 

iconoclastic experience. After tracing the etymology of this rhetorical tool, I 

observe and analyze its presence in the biblical Song of the Ascents, Dante’s 

Commedia, and the poetry of Amelia Rosselli. Anadiplosis reveals itself as 

Jacob's ladder, one with which words ascend towards the idea of God or, 

conversely, divinities are dragged into the mundane. This double movement 

becomes the matrix that structures my further inquiry: while approaching the 

paradox of ineffability in relation to repetition via Giorgio Agamben, the gospel 

of John, Dante, Caterina da Siena, Mariangela Gualtieri, and Gershom 

Scholem, I highlight that the use of anadiplosis unveils the limits of language 

when confronted with the divine. Lastly, together with Pier Paolo Pasolini and 

Walter Benjamin’s theorization of the allegory, I reflect upon the desacralizing 

power of anadiplosis: a weapon to kill gods, fathers, and empty religious 

institutions – and to invest them with radical new meanings.  
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Sapere che la veridica cima canta in un trasporto 
che tu non sempre puoi toccare: sapere che ogni  

pezzo di carne tua è bramata dai cani, dietro  
la tenda degli addii, dietro la lacrima del solitario,  

dietro l’importanza del nuovo sole che appena  
appena porta compagnia se tu sei solo. Rovina  
la casa che ti porta la guardia, rovina l’uccello  

che non sogna di restare al tuo nido preparato,  
rovina l’inchiostro che si fa beffa della tua  

ingratitudine, rovina gli arcangioli che non  
sanno dove tu hai nascosto gli angioli che non sanno temere.  

 
Amelia Rosselli, La libellula: Panegirico della Libertà (1958) 

 

 
Ah, fare liberato dal credere!  

Liberazione che avviene in una città panterrestre di cemento!  
Il passato visto – visitato – come un sacrario,  

o meglio un Pantheon, perchè la rozza fede  
non supera gli Dei ma li allinea frontalmente:  

le esperienze restano compresenti, anche se le più antiche  
son fossili. Ora tutto nel Tempio è fossile, e tutto  

è dunque allineato: nulla è superato, e neanche dimenticato.  
 

Pier Paolo Pasolini, da Transumanar e organizzar (1971) 
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PREFACE 

 
Why are lyrical attempts to convey a mystical experience so often shaped by 

repetition? Is repetition a stylistic choice or could it be regarded as a sign of 

the faltering suspension to which language is subjected when exposed to an 

excess that escapes representation? This dissertation focuses on a specific 

rhetorical figure of repetition called anadiplosis, which I explore from a 

theoretical and etymological perspective. I argue that anadiplosis, taken as an 

object crossing genres, eras and distant authors, performs a bidirectional 

movement: it creates a linguistic ladder through which the text tries to reach 

an entity contained in transcendence or, conversely, violently hurls it to the 

ground. I posit that this rhetorical tool is fundamental, on the one hand, to 

understanding the potentialities and limits of language; on the other, it 

materializes an original attitude towards poetry, the idea of God, and 

iconoclasm.  

 
I first encountered anadiplosis more than a decade ago, when I started 

to hermeneutically wrestle with Amelia Rosselli’s poetry (more specifically, La 

libellula)1 in the hollow hope of deciphering (or possessing) its 

impenetrability. I soon realized that the fascination Rosselli held for me 

originated in her obsessive use of language – one that speaks about a struggle 

against representation, spatial constraints, and the impossible relationship 

with transcendence. This struggle, I later discovered, had a name (or better, is 
                                                 
1 Rosselli, La libellula (1996).   
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rendered through a rhetorical tool that bears a name): anadiplosis. From the 

moment this realization fell upon my head (similarly to Aeschylus’ turtle), I 

have never read poetry in the same manner: this simple and yet complex 

device started to direct and inform my experience as a reader in irrevocable 

ways.  

Anadiplosis is a rhetorical figure, whereby a word or phrase repeats at 

the end of one verse and at the beginning of the next (the scheme would be 

...x/x…). This dissertation follows anadiplosis in several exemplary cases, 

reading the spatial and temporal trajectories that this figure draws in the text 

as linguistic ladders through which language ascends or descends towards the 

object at the center of a poem. Climax performs a similar effect: referred to in 

antiquity as a continued anadiplosis (...x/x...y/y…) and literally meaning 

“staircase” in Greek, this figure forces language to proceed gradually, pausing 

at every step before moving to the next.  

In the course of my dissertation, I demonstrate that a clear distinction 

between anadiplosis and climax is not only obsolete, but also incomplete: 

every anadiplosis is a climax when its aim is to create a motion in the text, 

and every climax contains an “anadiplotic” element at its core. The similarity 

between the two figures is crystallized in the expression anadiplosis/climax, 

which I have coined to highlight their singular and yet inseparable nature.  

This work wields anadiplosis/climax as a tool to intervene in debates 

around philosophical hermeneutics, political theology, and the limits of 
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representation. The figure at the center of my research, in this sense, does not 

reduce the literary, aesthetic, semantic, and ontological richness of the works I 

analyze to a mere rhetorical figure or a theoretical fetish; it rather opens 

horizons of interpretation that direct our gaze to other discourses, other 

potentialities.  I have organized this dissertation around two axes. The first 

traces a genealogy of anadiplosis/climax, engaging with both classic 

philosophical texts and Jewish rhetorical practices. The second follows this 

device through several Italian poetic and cinematic examples, displaying how 

it performs its function in the body of the lyric and the ways it engages with 

the trope of ineffability. What I am interested in is the idea of an inexpressible 

experience in relation to language: I demonstrate that the desire to represent 

the ineffable idea of God is crucial to the use of anadiplosis/climax.  

Is it possible to look at repetition as an effective device for bridging the 

gap between a subject and the ultimately ungraspable object contained in 

transcendence? If so, what exactly is the shape that language – when engaged 

with repetition – assumes in the text? Can we recognize repetition as a 

necessary means to reach spatial proximity with the object? In answering these 

questions, I demonstrate that the desire to linguistically translate a mystical 

experience is connected, more often than not, to a different use of words. 

Language falters, and distance, in this theoretical horizon, could be considered 

as the significant space where language reflects upon itself and its limits: only 

a linguistic ladder could re-establish a lost dialogue with transcendence. In 

trying to grasp the ungraspable, to express the inexpressible, rhetorical 
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repetition represents the relentless struggle (which assumes various and 

fascinating forms) against the boundaries of language. What I have also 

outlined in my dissertation is how the presence of anadiplosis/climax in 

contemporary poetics (e.g. the work of Pier Paolo Pasolini and Amelia 

Rosselli) suggests that a mystical journey to transcendence is in danger of 

discarding the divine nature of the material world, of everyday objects. In 

twentieth- and twenty-first century Italian poetry, the rhetorical figure at the 

center of my research is mostly used in an opposite fashion: to drag religious 

objects and images to the ground. I argue that anadiplosis/climax today 

intervenes radically by materializing an attitude towards the world; conscious 

of the fact that the ladder does not lead anywhere, language and images 

become traces of the catastrophic fall of God in the Italian post-war allegorical 

landscape.  

  As a Visiting Research Fellow at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem I 

had the opportunity to work in several archives that offered me first-hand 

access to invaluable philosophical and cultural material related (tangentially or 

directly) to anadiplosis/climax.2 The interdisciplinary outlook that will be 

found in my dissertation, informed by my literary education in Italy and Israel 

and my professional experience in contemporary art, combines a strong 

involvement with different fields (architecture, performance, theatre, cinema 

and feminism) with a constant return to Jewish philosophy. Each analysis I 

conduct in this work, in fact, is strongly infused with the Hebrew language, 

                                                 
2 The Gershom Scholem Collection at the National Library of Israel, above all.   
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Judaism, and mystical Christian traditions (often via Walter Benjamin’s and 

Giorgio Agamben’s theoretical elucidations).  

 This dissertation is articulated through three chapters. The first 

introduces the fundamental terms of my research while setting the theoretical 

basis of my work. While concerned with the etymology and origin of 

anadiplosis/climax, I take into consideration passages from Dante’s 

Commedia and the Songs of Ascent (Psalms 120-134) in their original Hebrew, 

indicating how they employ repetition as a means of building a gradual 

movement towards the idea of God.  

The second chapter is  interested in the idea of an inexpressible 

experience in relation to poetry: here I demonstrate that the desire to 

represent the ineffability of God is often connected to the use of 

anadiplosis/climax. I reflect upon this trope by observing Caterina da Siena 

and Dante’s works, which I introduce by way of an analysis of Abel and Cain’s 

biblical episode in conjunction with the theatre experience of contemporary 

poet Mariangela Gualtieri.   

The third and last chapter outlines how the presence of 

anadiplosis/climax in Pier Paolo Pasolini’s La ricotta (1963) suggests that a 

mystical journey to transcendence is not only impossible, but also obscures the 

divine nature of the material world – of everyday objects, political struggles, 

and people. In Pasolini, the rhetorical figure at the center of my research is 

mostly used to push religious objects and images from the Christian tradition 

into the mundane.  
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Following the conclusion, two brief appendixes stand as elucidations – 

or, better, corollaries – to my work: while in the first I reproduce the useful 

and accurate scheme sketched by Bice Mortara Garavelli in her Manuale di 

retorica (1988), the second appendix includes a small piece of creative non-

fiction (“If. An Altarpiece for Amelia Rosselli”) that I devoted to the 

omnipresent repetition of the conjunction “if” in Rosselli’s lyrics. When 

thinking about the organization of this work – or better, its architecture – I 

realized I wanted to build something in dialogue with itself, an organism that 

would categorically refuse compartmentalization: a building (perhaps a 

haunted one) whose rooms contain keys to other rooms where we might find 

objects that could remind us of something else – something we encountered, 

perhaps, while exploring a different floor of the house. My footnotes, in this 

light, should be regarded as a sort of red thread traversing a small maze – one 

that is not constructed through monadic chapters/chambers.  

Lastly, and following a similar attitude, I believe that my project 

contributes towards a new, post-critical interpellation of rhetoric while 

creating a conversation between Jewish mysticism and Italian poetry. 

Stemming from the comparison between anadiplosis/climax and the figure of 

the ladder, I wished to examine language (lyrical language, more specifically) 

through a theoretical/ontological lens, while simultaneously unveiling the 

hermeneutic potentialities of repetition. Often overlooked and regarded as a 
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symptom (e.g. of madness),3 anadiplosis/climax ultimately informs us about 

the limits and potentialities of words – words that, if repeated enough and 

with enough vehemence, can make us almost ascend to the divine or, as a sort 

of postmodern consolation, will haul gigantic gods, Christs, and their symbolic 

paraphernalia into the fallen landscape of contemporary history. They will 

partake in our experience of the world – “Christ deformed/the world in a 

thousand ways, catacomb of tears.” (Rosselli, War Variations 257) – or 

perhaps they are going to feast (and die, while on a fake cross) on a ridiculous 

banquet of curd cheese.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 As an almost obvious example, see Shakespeare depicting Ophelia’s madness 
(Hamlet 4.5) or, in order to linger on the authors that constellate this dissertation, 
Pasolini’s review of Amelia Rosselli’s poetry (n.13 of this work). This “symptom”, 
interestingly but not surprisingly, is noted and particularly emphasized in women 
authors or literary characters – contributing to the infamous “madwoman in the attic” 
trope and the exclusions that consequently arise from it (see the fundamental, 
homonymous text by Gilbert and Gubar). For the psychoanalytic matrix of the so-
called “repetition compulsion” phenomenon, see Sigmund Freud’s 1914 article 
“Remembering, Repeating, and Working Through” (now in Beyond the Pleasure 
Principle and Other Writings, 2003).  
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CHAPTER 1 
Anadiplosis, or Jacob’s Climax 

Ascending and Descending Through Poetic Staircases and Ladders 
 

 
Fig.1. The Ladder of Divine Ascent, Saint Catherine’s Monastery, 
Mount Sinai (twelfth century). 
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Anadiplosis/climax 

Bice Mortara Garavelli, who more than others successfully reintroduced 

the study of rhetoric in Italy (her Manuale di retorica was first published in 

1988) while creating a concise and clear taxonomy of the broad (and complex) 

constellation of figures, locates anadiplosis in the first triad of the figures of 

speech (or léxeṓs schḗmata in Greek, and figurae elocutionis/figurae 

verborum in Latin),4 together with epanalepsis and climax. Anadiplosis, from 

the Greek ἀναδίπλωσις (anadìplṓsis), literally means “reduplication.” In its 

most basic definition this figure repeats, at the beginning of the sentence or 

the verse, the last word or sentence from the previous one (the scheme would 

be …x/x…). Like epanalepsis (a simple repetition of an expression in any 

excerpt of a text) and climax, anadiplosis organizes repetition in a way that all 

the recurrent elements are contiguous to one another: this proximity is 

responsible for the main effect ascribed to anadiplosis which is, as easily 

predictable and often criticized, an addition of emphasis to the enunciation. It 

is not surprising that these three figures are widely (and frequently 

unwittingly) spread in common language: they insist upon an idea already 

formulated or a concept that the interlocutor would want to evoke in order to 

resume the thread of a speech.5  

                                                 
4 See Appendix 1.  
5 I will neglect discussing the use of anadiplosis in public speech and in its negative 
connotations. This thread would easily lead to analyzing the substantial use that 
Benito Mussolini made of this rhetorical device in addressing and persuading 
manipulated throngs of people (one of the most explicit and desperate examples is the 
famous “Discorso al lirico di Milano”, pronounced in December 1944, where the soon 
to be defeated Mussolini tried appealing to bystanders with a worn-out insistence 
upon dated fascist images); or, on the other hand, it could offer the occasion to 
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 The purpose of this first chapter is to follow anadiplosis through a 

number of poetic examples, dwelling upon its ambiguous and volatile nature, 

for this figure exceeds its limits, often morphing into climax. I will mostly 

attempt to pinpoint what I believe to be its most significant function: as a 

figure of repetition of the same (word or phrases) in distinct moments, 

anadiplosis contributes to creating a sort of linguistic ladder through which 

the text develops an ascending or descending movement towards the lyric 

object – an object that in any case remains mostly unattainable. As Giorgio 

Agamben states in the preface of Stanze (1977), we must face and question the 

schism between lyrical diction and philosophical lexicon:  

 In the West, the word is thus divided between a word that is 

unaware, as if fallen from the sky, and enjoys the object of 

knowledge by representing it in a beautiful form, and a word that 

has all seriousness and consciousness for itself but does not enjoy 

its object because it does not know how to represent it. The split 

between poetry and philosophy testifies the impossibility, for 

Western culture, of fully possessing the object of knowledge […] 

(Agamben, Stanzas xvii) 

Anadiplosis displays the will of the verse (and that of language, in a 

broader sense) to grasp a desired object that requires an ascension (as we will 

                                                                                                                                             
observe the presence of anadiplosis in mass media. Mario Alighiero Manacorda, in Il 
linguaggio televisivo ovvero la folle anadiplosi (1980), identifies the figure as the 
main tool that misleads listeners or spectators, forcing them to neglect the very 
substance of the message in favor of its form.  
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see in the “Songs of Ascents” and in Dante) or, conversely, a descent (as 

traceable in Amelia Rosselli). Agamben explains that in both cases the object is 

doomed to remain ultimately ungraspable. What is left to poetry is often the 

remnant of this unresolved tension, of an afflicted quest enacted by language 

in order to get close to something unreachable. Deeply connected to the 

question of naming the world in Jewish mysticism and in Walter Benjamin’s 

theoretical landscape,6 anadiplosis could be rendered iconographically with 

the ladder present in Jacob’s dream: “And he dreamed, and behold! a ladder 

set up on the ground and its top reached to heaven; and behold, angels of God 

were ascending and descending upon it” (The New Oxford Annotated Bible, 

Gen. 28.1).7 In a bidirectional movement towards and from transcendence, 

angels climb a ladder that seems to be connected directly to Heaven. As with 

the angels, words are ascending towards/descending from the coveted object 

of knowledge: the end of the verse marks the end of one of the steps towards it; 

the following verse emphatically renovates the movement by marking a new 

beginning (a different step).  

It is exactly in this spatial configuration that anadiplosis blends into 

another figure, climax, which etymologically and linguistically inspired the 

image I have suggested: the Greek word κλῖμαξ, in fact, literally means 

“staircase” and its Latin version is “gradatio” (“step”). Mortara Garavelli 

rightly states that it is vital to distinguish two different usages of this figure of 

                                                 
6 A question that I will try to delve into within the second and third chapter of this 
dissertation.  
7 The two Hebrew terms are עולים (olim, “ascending”) and ויורדים (ve-yoredim, “and 
descending”).  
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speech (195).8 The first one – considered the most ancient – has the structure 

of a continued anadiplosis (the scheme would be …x/x…y/y…) and makes 

language proceed gradually, stopping every step of the way before moving to 

the next. In his Institutio oratoria (a sort of handbook for the perfect orator 

written during the Domitian empire), Quintilian offers us a very useful 

definition of this particular kind of artifice: “Gradatio, quae dicitur κλῖμαξ, 

apertiorem  habet artem et magis adfectatam ideoque esse rarior debet. Est 

autem ipsa quoque adiectionis; repetit enim quae dicta sunt et, priusquam ad 

aliud descendant, in prioribus resistit.” (Quintilian, Instituto oratoria 9: 54-

55).9 It is significant to observe that the rhetorician uses the term “descendent” 

(from the verb “descendĕre”, which means literally “to go down, to penetrate”) 

in describing the movement enacted by a continued anadiplosis – not 

mentioning, in fact, the more frequent ascensional function that has been 

broadly incarnated by this figure (as we will shortly highlight in Dante and in 

the Tanakh).  

It is interesting to observe how Wilhelm Gesenius (one of the greatest 

Semitic philologists of the nineteenth century), on the contrary, omits the 

descending tendency of anadiplosis while commenting on the Tehillim 

structure (which I will attempt to analyze more in depth later in this chapter). 
                                                 
8 The second kind of climax – which I will not discuss here – is not a figure of 
repetition but of accumulation: it presents a succession of words amplifying (or 
deteriorating) the idea that is communicated. E.g. “esta selva selvaggia e aspra e forte” 
(Dante, Inferno I, 5) [“that wood was, so savage and harsh and strong” (Dante, 
Inferno I, 5)].  
9 “Gradation, called in Greek Climax, has a more obvious and conscious art about it, 
and accordingly should be used less often. It is too a Figure of Addition, since it 
repeats what has been said, and pauses on each earlier step before it proceeds to the 
next.” (Quintilian, The Orator’s Education 4:131-133).  
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The philologist proposes the following definition: the rhetorical figure “ut 

antecedentis sententiae pars ab initio subsequentis repeti et passim\novis 

verborum copiis augeri et quasi ascendere soleat” (Genesius, Guilielmi 

Gesenii ... Thesaurus Philologicus Criticus Linguae Hebraeae Et Chaldaeae 

Veteris Testamenti).10  The formal characteristics of the figure remain the 

same in both cases – the last word of the sentence is repeated at the beginning 

of the following one – but the directions of the movement seem to be 

interchangeable. Jacob’s dream, therefore, crystallizes what anadiplosis can 

achieve only in distinct cases: either the rhetorical device lifts language up to 

the object it wishes to grasp, or it drags the abstract idea down to a more 

concrete landscape. Anadiplosis represents, in this perspective, the catalyst of 

a series of tendencies that fight against each other – tendencies that are 

irreducible and yet complementary.   

The idea of a gradual fall enacted by language – combined with the 

image of the ladder – gives me the opportunity to introduce a modern example 

of anadiplosis/climax.11 The poems below are taken from Amelia Rosselli’s 

Variazioni belliche (1964),12 her most important and influential work, 

                                                 
10 Tregelles proposes the following translation: “it is constructed with an acc. of the 
thing, which goes up in great plenty, as though it all were changed into it” (Genesius's 
Hebrew and Chadlee Lexicon to the Old Testament Scriptures, DCXXXI).  
11I have chosen to use, from this point onwards, the expression anadiplosis/climax in 
order to crystallize the fact that in the works I am about to analyze the distinction 
between these two figures is not only obsolete, but incomplete: every anadiplosis is a 
climax when its aim is to create a motion in the text; every climax contains at its core 
an “anadiplotic” element, as I attempted to explain when defining the two rhetorical 
figures.   
12 The analyses of Rosselli’s poems contained in this chapter are a 
continuation/development of a project I initiated with my master’s thesis at Sapienza, 
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gloriously introduced to the Italian intelligentsia by Pier Paolo Pasolini’s 

(in)famous review.13 The collection opposes various Christological visions to a 

painful consciousness of the fragility of the sacred – which follows a downfall 

trajectory in the poetic structure and in its images.  

Interviewed by Giacinto Spagnoletti on the collection’s theme, Rosselli 

answers:  

Ho voluto esprimere il nascere e il morire di una passionalità da 

principio imbrigliata e contorta, e poi sfociata in lotta e 

denuncia; solo verso le ultime pagine il libro si placa e le poesie 

diventano meno violente, più trasparenti. C’è anche nella parte 

centrale una problematica religiosa che, al momento della 

delusione, sfocia in libertà dalla passione. (Rosselli and 

Spagnoletti 298) 

[I wanted to express the birth and death of a passionality that 

was from the first bridled and contorted, and then led into battle 

                                                                                                                                             
University of Rome. The title of my previous work was “Amelia Rosselli e le variazioni 
del se/Sé” (“Amelia Rosselli and the Variations of the If/the Self”).  
13 Pier Paolo Pasolini's “Notizia su Amelia Rosselli” ["A Note on Amelia Rosselli"], 
published on Il Menabò in 1963 (now in Rosselli, War Variations 378-382), marked 
Rosselli’s official debut in the literary world and simultaneously influenced her 
readers for the years to come. In praising the talent of the young Rosselli, Pasolini 
concentrated his attention on the presence of Freudian slips and on the enigmatic 
aspects of her syntax, failing to give importance to the semantic abundance of her 
poetry – which is generated from a desperate desire for order and a more than 
conscious reimagination of the lyrical structure. His opinion, however, gave enormous 
visibility to Rosselli’s work in recognizing an element of uniqueness to her poetry: “I 
would say in the past few years I have never run across anything of its kind, so 
powerfully amorphous, so objectively superb” (382). Subsequent interpretations that 
followed Pasolini’s review concentrated on the delirious and irrational aspect of 
Rosselli’s language, neglecting to give credibility to the linguistic choices that aimed at 
interrogating the authority of the literary canon and the foundations of the Italian 
language itself. 
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and denunciation; it is only towards the last pages that the book 

is placated and the poems become less violent, more transparent. 

There is also a religious problematic in the central section that, at 

the moment of disillusionment, leads into the freedom of passion 

(Rosselli, Locomotrix 260)]  

This brief and yet powerful claim serves two purposes: if on the one 

hand the poet clarifies the movement onto which the collection is constructed 

(or, more precisely, the double movements that inform and punctuate the 

progression of Rosselli’s lyrics), on the other she is giving voice to an 

interesting identification between the agony of Christ and her own experience. 

In this scenario, the word passion seems to be embodied and performed in its 

two main meanings – sensual desires are constantly intertwined with 

multifarious visions of Jesus’ martyrdom.14  

It is namely around this ambiguity that the visions of Christ arise: the 

“religious problematic” felt by Rosselli assumes the shape of visionary 

tableaux, painful altarpieces exuding the disappointed aspiration to 

transcendence.15 Rosselli declares in a previous interview (1978):  

Sei religiosa? 

«Da giovane sono stata addirittura mistica, ora non sono 

religiosa». 

                                                 
14 This interesting polysemy will reappear in the third chapter of this work, where I 
analyze Pier Paolo Pasolini’s short movie La ricotta (1963) as an anadiplotic parable 
centered around what I call “a proletarian passion”.  
15 A very similar operation is enacted by Pasolini in La ricotta, where he translates 
Stracci’s martyrdom alongside a reenactment of Rosso Fiorentino and Pontormo’s 
altarpieces. See, once again, the third chapter of my work.    
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Ma un poeta può non essere mistico? 

«No, dici bene. Lo è». (Rosselli, Una scrittura plurale 291) 

[Are you religious?  

«When I was young I was even mystical. Now I am not 

religious». 

However, can a poet be non-mystical?  

«You’re right. Actually he/she is». (Borelli 67)]  

It is from the heart of her mysticism that the poet rereads the tale of the 

sacrifice: Rosselli identifies with Christ, imbuing his story with subjective and 

political connotations while, at the same time, fully incorporating the 

anagogic16 call poetry seems to inevitably carry with itself.   

The variation that opens the second section of Rosselli’s collection 

eloquently sets the stage for the lyrics to come:  

Se nella notte sorgeva un dubbio su dell’essenza del mio 

cristianesimo, essa svaniva con la lacrima della canzonetta 

del bar vicino. Se dalla notte sorgeva il dubbio dello 

etmisfero cangiante e sproporzionato, allora richiedevo 

aiuto. Se nell’inferno delle ore notturne richiamo a me 

gli angioli e le protettrici che salpavano per sponde 

molto più dirette delle mie, se dalle lacrime che sgorgavano  
                                                 
16 I use the word “anagogic” following its exegetical definition: in Hugo of St. Victor’s 
view, an anagogic reading of the Scriptures (which is a development of the allegorical 
one) takes into greater consideration the transcendental afflatus a certain image 
discloses: “Anagoge, id est sursum ductio, cum per visible invisibile factum 
declarator” [“Anagogy, that is, an uplifting {takes place} when, through a visible fact, 
an invisible one is declared”] (in Colilli, Agamben and the Signature of Astrology 
114). The Greek word ἀναγωγή, in fact, means “elevation”.  
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diramavo missili e pedate inconscie [sic] agli amici che mal  

tenevano le loro parti di soldati amorosi, se dalle finezze 

del mio spirito nascevano battaglie e contraddizioni, -  

allora moriva in me la noia, scombinava l’allegria il mio 

malanno insoddisfatto; continuava l’aria fine e le canzoni 

attorno attorno svolgevano attività febbrili, cantonate 

disperse, ultime lacrime di cristo che non si muoveva per  

sì picciol cosa, piccola parte della notte nella mia prigionia. 

(Rosselli, War Variations 96) 

[If in the night a doubt arose about the essence of my  

Christianity, it disappeared with the tear in the pop tune  

From the nearby café. If from the night a doubt arose on the  

Changing and proportionless etmisphere, then I again asked for  

Help. If in the hell of nighttime hours I call back to me  

The angels and protectresses who sailed toward shores  

Much straighter than mine, if from the tears that poured out  

I issued missiles and unconscious kicks to the friends who badly  

Kept up their roles of amorous soldiers, if from the refinements  

Of my spirit battles and contradictions were born –  

Then boredom died inside of me, happiness unsettled my  

Unsatisfied malaise; the fine air continued and the songs  

Around and around unfolded feverish activities, scattered  

Street corners, last tears of christ who did not move for  
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So small a thing, small part of the night in my prison. (Rosselli, 

War Variations 97)].  

The repetition of the hypothetical conjunction “se” (“if”) discloses and 

marks the rhythm of the poem.17 The opening verse of the lyric (and of the 

section itself) expresses the will of researching the essence of the poet’s 

cristianesimo – this quest, however, disappears with the “lacrima della 

canzonetta/del bar vicino” (“the tear in the pop tune/from the nearby café”): 

the sounds of the city, in their pathetic connotation, preclude a theological 

meditation. In the following lines the lyric subject abandons herself to slovenly 

ruminations that undermine the certainty of the world and demolish its reality 

(“se dalla notte sorgeva il dubbio dello/etmisfero18 cangiante e 

sproporzionato”). Rage, solidified in war images against her 

partners/comrades (whose only sin is to not perform their roles of “soldati 

amorosi” satisfactorily), is fostered by the solitude felt among her own 

contradictions.  

The entropic landscape drawn by the “malanno insoddisfatto”, however, 

does not constitute a reason for a second coming of Christ whom, together 

                                                 
17 See Appendix 2.  
18 Amelia Rosselli’s linguistic operation, which could be inscribed in her apolid 
plurilinguism (a result of her afflicted youth, in the aftermath of her father’s 
assassination in 1937), is brilliantly explained by the poet herself in the precious 
glossary that accompanies the collection. The entry for this particular word recites: 
“etmisfero (da “emisfero” e “atmosfera”, riducendo spazio a livello umano). Secondo 
me una fusione troppo astratta e dubbia. In una seconda edizione avrei preferito forse 
eliminare questa “fusione-associativa”, ma si ripete anche qua e là in altre poesie.” 
(Rosselli, Una scrittura plurale 70) [“etmisfero (from “emisfero” and “atmosfera”, 
reducing space on a human level). I think this is a too abstract and doubtful fusion. In 
a second edition I would have perhaps preferred this “associative-fusion” to be 
eliminated, but it recurs here and there in other poems” (translation mine)]. 
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with his tears, won’t go to any trouble for such insignificant matters (“ultime 

lacrime di cristo che non si muoveva per/sì picciol cosa, piccola parte della 

notte nella mia prigionia”).  

Contro dell’erba tramavo inganni e ingiurie e a nessun costo 

avrei seguito la strada più semplice delle fortitudini. Contro  

tutto e tutte le miserie ergevo castelli in aria presto demoliti  

dalla mia mano sagace. Contro della notte ergeva confini e  

sempre agonizzava il nostro signore Jesù cristo tomba sepolcrale. 

(Rosselli, War Variations 286)  

[Against the grass I hatched plots and injuries and at no cost 

would I have taken the simpler path of strength. Against  

all and all miseries I raised castles in air soon demolished  

by my shrewd hand. Against the night he raised borders and  

always agonized our lord Jesus Christ sepulchral tomb. (Rosselli, 

War Variations 287)]  

Here the bitterness of the subject’s condition does not appear as 

imposed, but unusually desired. The insulting revolt against the surface of 

nature – “contro dell’erba” – mirrors the vocation of not following the “simpler 

path of strength” (presumably, the blunders of an easier and controlled life, of 

a peaceful conformism). Ephemeral edifices (“castelli in aria”) are hurled 

against everybody and against all inquietudes: the inconsistency of their 

structure, however, calls for a sudden demolition.  It is in the casing of this 

movement – where flaming images chase themselves, uninterruptedly – that 
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we encounter, once again, Jesù (the spelling might derive from the Latin Iesus, 

but almost certainly in Rosselli is the English Jesus). His appearance is 

marked by a final, explicit metonymy (“cristo tomba sepolcrale”) that fixes him 

in an instant of agony (“sempre agonizzava”): Christ is eternally in history. His 

martyrdom, eloquently compared to the poet’s sorrow, raises borders against 

the night (in other words, shapes a feeble hope in limiting darkness). In the 

next lyric, one of the tools of Christ’s agony – or better, one of the instruments 

that ascertained his death – makes its entrance in the texture of an ambiguous 

love poem:  

Nel tuo occhio sornione io scorgevo l’irrepetibile 

abitudine al vuoto. Con una lancia mischiata al  

sangue tentavo di rompere il ghiaccio. Ma dalla 

polvere sollevata al tuo primo apparire cantavo 

a me stessa menzogne! Con una lancia mischiata al 

sangue tentavo l’irrepetibile. […] (Rosselli, War Variations 348) 

[In your slay eye I discerned the unrepeatable  

habit of emptiness. With a spear mixed in  

blood I tried to break the ice. But from  

the dust raised at your first appearance I sang  

lies to myself! With a spear mixed in  

blood I tried the unrepeatable. (Rosselli, War Variations 349)]  

 
In the eye of the other – who oftentimes is a silent vessel of negative 

thoughts – occurs a bitter “habit of emptiness.” The poet wants to “break the 
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ice”/dissolve the tension with a “spear mixed in/blood”: I see here a spear 

soaked in blood and water – the Arma Christi make their appearance in the 

texture of the everyday, eluding any holiness (or perhaps, even more 

interestingly, resignifing it).  

Rosselli’s iconoclastic vocation intensifies in the course of the collection, 

ascending to hallucinatory visions of open blasphemy:    

Il Cristo trainava (sotto della sua ombrella) (la sua croce) un 

informe materiale; parole trainanti nella polvere del dipinto 

del chiostro di vetro. Sotto alla sua chiostra di vetro 

il Cristo trainava una sciabola. Dodici pecore sogghignavano  

distrattamente alla sua predica. Io montavo in arabeschi 

il mio pudore dozzinale, su per le vetrate ricurve della 

sua sala da pranzo, margherite colate in piombo su dei prati  

e i cieli oscuranti di blu feroce. Io salivo i gradini della 

pietà molto ben concentrata in se stessa, con la croce 

quadriforme 

della sua durezza alle spalle. Il Cristo incrociato era una  

colomba, che spaziava teneramente, lusingava con la sua coda 

i teneri colori del cielo appena accennato. Il Cristo deformava  

il mondo in mille maniere, catacombe delle lacrime. I suoi  

occhi Bizantini splendenti e crudeli stagliavano rondinelle  

nel cavo del cuore. La crudeltà si taceva forse meno maestra 

del mondo, o universo con la sottana troppo piccola, se lui 
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piangeva. Io che cado supina dalla croce m’investo della  

sua mantella di fasto originario. Bellezza armonia che scintilli 

anche per i prati ora secchiti: marmo che non cade, curva 

di spalla sepolta e rinata, con la spala che intacca i geroglifici  

del mondo. Forma cunea, alfabeto – triangolo, – punta al cielo 

le tue dita sporcate di terriccio. (Rosselli, War Variations 254-

256) 

[Christ dragged (under his umbrella) (his cross) a  

shapeless material; words dragging in the dust of the painting  

of the glass cloister. Under his glass cloister  

Christ dragged a sabre. Twelve sheep grinned  

Distracted at his sermon. I mounted in arabesques  

My shoddy modesty, up the curved glass windows of  

His dining room, lead-cast daisies in meadows  

And darkening skies of fierce blue. I climbed the steps of  

Mercy very carefully bent on itself, with the quadrigorm cross 

Of its hardness at my back. The crossed Christ was a  

Dove, that roamed tenderly, enticing with his tail  

The tender colors of the sky barely sketched. Christ deformed  

The world in a thousand ways, catacomb of tears. His  

Byzantine eyes cruel and shining cut swallows  

Out of the heart’s cavity. Cruelty became perhaps less mater  

Of the world, or universe with too small a skirt, if he  
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Cried. I who fall on my back off the cross invest myself with  

His mantle of former splendor. Beauty harmony that gleams  

Even for meadows now parched: marble that does not fall, curved  

Shoulder buried and reborn, with the shovel that nicks the 

world’s  

Hieroglyphs. Cuneiform, alphabet-triangle,-point to the sky 

Your fingers covered with dirt. (Rosselli, War Variations 256-

257)] 

Christ drags, together with the cross (here ironically defined as an 

“ombrella”),19 a shapeless material – the adjective is used in the original 

“informe” in its double meaning, as both “inconsistent” and “monstrous”. This 

material is in fact a cluster of words, now heaved “in the dust of the 

painting/of the glass cloister.” We are now in front of a fresco/mosaic where, 

protected from or imprisoned by the glass, an apparently heroic Christ 

brandishes a sabre. However, the sermon of this warrior-Messiah makes the 

twelve sheep sneer, while looking at him with dismissive distraction.20  

Here, almost abruptly, starts a powerful ascensional dash: this prepares 

the stage for the following elevation, which will end with a downfall from the 

cross towards which the subject had ascended.   

                                                 
19 In Glossarietto esplicativo (a small text Rosselli gave Pier Paolo Pasolini in 1961 to 
help him deciphering the pluringuism of her lyric collection), the poet writes: “Il mio 
ombrella («ombrello» è regionale; «ombrella» corrente)” (Rosselli, Una scrittura 
plurale 71). I see, additionally, an evident homophony with the English “umbrella”. 
See n.18.  
20 See figures 2,3, and 4.  
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The subject “mounted in arabesques” her own “shoddy modesty”, 

ascending towards the windows of Christ’s “dining room”, constellated by 

“lead-cast daisies” and “fierce blue” skies. The rich decoration of the religious 

scene illuminates and intensifies the body of the lyric, forging its images. The 

“steps of/mercy” are climbed with a cross – emblem of courage and “hardness” 

– at her back. “The crossed Christ” (another vaguely ironic choice to designate 

the crucifixion) becomes a dove21 that caresses the sky with its soft tail. The 

last section of the poem presents the revolutionary potential Christ incarnates 

in the present: this consciousness is combined here with a crazed 

identification. The agony of Jesus deforms the world, it does not give meaning 

to it: the mundane becomes, in “a thousand ways”, the catacomb of tears. 

Swallows take flight from Christ’s eyes, and his cry has the power of rendering 

malice less pompous (cruelty used to feel like the master of the universe which, 

in turn, clumsily wears “too small a skirt”).  

“I who fall on my back off the cross invest myself with/His mantle of 

former splendor”: the subject experiences in herself the drama of the 

deposition, perhaps the moment in which the aporia of Christ’s flesh takes 

place more openly: the divine, here, is a cadaver. She falls off the cross and 

then, almost immediately, she wears his mantle (a symbol of an uncertain 

grandiose past, during which his sermons were maybe less laughable).  

                                                 
21 Sacrificial and sacrificed animal, the dove symbolizes the Holy Spirit. The animal 
appears in the episode of Jesus’ baptism, where “the Holy spirit descended upon him 
in bodily form, as a dove” (Luke 3.22).  The bird as a materialization of the spirit of 
God dates to the Old Testament, as interestingly crystallized in Genesis (1.2 and 8.11). 
See also fig. 4.  
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 Fig.2. Parousia of Christ, Basilica of Santi Cosma and Damiano, Rome 
(Sixth and Seventh Century A.D.).   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. The Good Shepherd, Mausoleum of Galla Placidia,  
          Ravenna (Fifth Century A.D.).  
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Fig.4. The apse of the Sant’Apollinare in Classe’s 
Basilica, Ravenna (Sixth Century A.D). In this, as well as 
in the previous apses (fig.2 and 3) I perceive a strong 
parallelism between the iconographical representation 
of Christ and Rosselli’s verses. More specifically, the 
Christ at the core of the three mosaics (with his 
“Byzantine eyes”) wears distinguished imperial clothing 
(a “mantle of former splendor”), surrounded by sheep, 
daisies, and skies of “fierce blue”. The Ravenna pieces, in 
particular, display a cross that vaguely resembles a 
sword. The scenes are a direct translation of Matthew 
10.16 (the famous discourse Jesus delivers to his 
apostles regarding their evangelical mission): “Behold, I 
send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: be ye 
therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.”  
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This vision brings with itself a new atmosphere of harmonious peacefulness: 

beauty almost dances, sparking, in the meadows (they are now “parched”) and 

the marble does not seem to be subjected to decay. The “curved/shoulder” – a 

quite singular synecdoche signifying Christ – is buried but promptly resurrects 

with a “shovel”22 that notches (and interprets, at the same time) the world’s 

hieroglyphs. The lyric ends with a prayer: the poet invites the “cuneiform, 

alphabet-triangle” form (the cross, I argue) to direct itself to the sky with its 

“fingers covered with dirt”: the lower extremity of the cross is plunged into the 

earth, but here Rosselli might point, more vastly, at the opposition between 

transcendence and immanence (a dichotomy infinitely present in her poetic 

corpus). Another vision of dead Christ:  

Contiamo infiniti morti! La danza è quasi finita! la morte,  

lo scoppio, la rondinella che giace ferita al suolo, la malattia, 

e il disagio, la povertà e il demonio sono le mie cassette  

dinamitarde. Tarda arrivavo alla pietà – tarda giacevo fra  

dei conti in tasca disturbati dalla pace che non si offriva.  

Vicino alla morte il suolo rendeva ai collezionisti il prezzo  

della gloria. Tardi giaceva al suolo che rendeva il suo sangue 

imbevuto di lacrime la pace. Cristo seduto al suolo su delle  

gambe inclinate giaceva anche nel sangue quando Maria lo  

travagliò. […] (Rosselli, War Variations 106)  

                                                 
22 I am inclined to read this as a typo (it would be, then, the “spalla” of the previous 
verse). The absence of an indication regarding this mistake in her Glossarietto 
esplicativo could perhaps lead to a different interpretation: is Rosselli here referring 
to the verb “spalare” (“to shovel”)?   
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[We count endless dead! The dance is almost over! Death,  

the explosion, the swallow lying wounded on the ground, disease,  

and hardship, poverty and the devil are my cases of  

dynamite. Late I arrived to pity – late I lay among  

bills in the pocket troubled by a peace that was not offered.  

Near death the ground returned to the collectors the price  

Of glory. Late he lay on the ground that returned his blood 

soaked with  

Tears peace. Christ sitting on the ground on  

Reclined legs also lay in blood when Mary labored  

With him. […] (Rosselli, War Variations 107)]   

The macabre declamation with which the poet chooses to open the lyric 

is the concluding shout of a sacrificial ritual: the dance is about to end, namely 

because the number of corpses is infinite. “Cases of dynamite” (explosions that 

the lyric subject always seems to direct towards herself and language) are 

“death”, the “explosion”, “the swallow lying wounded on the ground”,23 

“disease”, “hardship”, “poverty”, and the “devil”. Even if only later, the poet 

finally touches upon “pity”/”pietà”: a dual, polysemic word – one that echoes 

compassion while also referring to the sculptural crystallization of maternal 

                                                 
23 The bestiary of War Variations is not incredibly crowded but seems to pay 
particular attention to two birds: the dove (see n.21) and the swallow. Interestingly 
enough, the swallow (whose most famous appearance is in Ovid’s Metamorphosis, VI, 
661-674) stands in Rosselli as the mythical (and material) incarnation of the 
aspiration to a more spiritual dimension. As in T.S. Eliot– the bird appears at the end 
of his Waste Land as an emblem of impossible regeneration – in Rosselli the swallow 
is crystallized in a song modulated on fragments and ruins. The animal is a symbol of 
a craved, and yet perpetually aborted, ambition.  
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love towards, again, the corpse of Christ. Pity, in this sense, gathers under the 

same mark of blood the martyrdom and the birth of Jesus (the verb “labored”, 

referring to Mary, undoubtedly being an indication of this reading). Silvia de 

March understands the lyric through a more biographical, but nevertheless 

significant, lens:   

Il festino della vita è quasi terminato. La congerie di mali che ne è 

causa […] si amplia di valenze cosmiche (la morte, lo scoppio, la 

rondinella che giace ferita al suolo) e sociali (la malattia, il disagio, la 

povertà) e specifica la carica esplosiva che include, disponibile sia 

contro, che a uso del soggetto […]. La pace non si trova se essa non si 

porge. Per ora, giace al suolo, imbrattata di sangue e lacrime: il prezzo 

della gloria di qualche caduto e che ora viene reso dal terreno 

(estensione dell’Acheronte) ai collezionisti di gloria. Naturale pensare 

ai martiri antifascisti e alle onorificenze che gli eredi erano convocati a 

ritirare […]. La decade degli anni Cinquanta è costellata di 

commemorazioni, convegni, documentari, targhe e medaglie alla 

memoria dei fratelli Rosselli, a esaltarne infine l’inutilità del sacrificio di 

fronte a un contesto sociale e politico che ne ha tradito speranze e 

sofferenze. (de March 125-126)  

[The life feast is almost over. The accumulation of evils that caused its 

ending has reached cosmic (death, explosion, the swallow lying 

wounded on the ground) and social (disease, hardship, poverty) 

meanings, clarifying their explosive potential (one that is available 
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against and for the subject, at the same time).  One cannot find peace if 

peace is not offered. For now, it lays on the ground, soaked with blood 

and tears: the price of glory, which is now returned from the soil (an 

extension of the Acheron) to collectors. Our mind goes to antifascist 

martyrs and to the honors the descendants were called to collect […]. 

The Fifties are constellated with commemorations, conferences, 

documentaries, plaques, and medals to the memory of the Rosselli’s 

brothers: all to exalt the uselessness of their sacrifice in a social and 

political context that betrayed its hopes and sufferings. (translation 

mine)].  

It is History that carves and allegorically shifts the stations of Christ’s sacrifice:   

Salpa la tua pietà per altre sponde ridi ancora di Jesù  

Che cadde disfatto dopo anni e anni di lotta condizionata 

alla elevazione di Maria. […] (Rosselli, War Variations 260) 

[Your mercy sets sail for other shores you still laugh about Jesus 

who fell undone after years and years of struggle subjected to 

the elevation of Mary. […] (Rosselli, War Variations 261)] 

Jesus falls, and his spill is laughable. His struggle is “subjected to/the 

elevation” (or ascension, spiritual and physical) of his own mother. The 

majesty of Christ is reduced to something small, almost innocuous. Christ is 

irremediably, grotesquely moving in the mundane.24  

                                                 

24 In his The Origin of German Tragic Drama (1928), Walter Benjamin speaks about 
the literary move of placing Christ in the ordinary as one of the main allegorical 
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Such an inversion does not fail to contain political and social 

connotations:  

Se dalla valigia dell’incognita sortiva una scatola 

sorpresa non era per il mio grande amare. Se dalla sorpresa 

nasceva un frutto proibito era per la esigenza del tempo 

proibito. Se nelle nuvole che cascano ogni giorno vi è 

un cielo che nasconde qualche verità; allora è per il tuo  

farraginoso andare che io rimo per un altro secolo. Dentro  

della notte che non chiudeva mai finestra vi era un calzolaio 

che rimava anche lui a perfezione. Con i suoi quattro figlioli  

chiedeva pietà e non partecipava a nessuna danza. Se dai  

quattro figlioli era possibile allevare una bestia che  

non ruminasse nel cielo allora era necessario pur sapendo 

quale valore avesse la notte discendere dagli gradini.  

Dentro della bisaccia e fuori vi era il regalo del contadino 

con le sue perle a mano. Dentro della nuova vita dei soldati  

salpavano Jesù e Jesù coi carri armati. (Rosselli, War Variations 

304) 

                                                                                                                                             
procedures: “The attempt to gather all worldly events into the graphic foreground is 
not undertaken only in order to heighten the tension between immanence and 
transcendence, but also to secure for the latter the greatest conceivable rigour, 
exclusiveness and inexorability. It is an unsurpassably spectacular gesture to place 
even Christ in the realm of the provisional, the everyday, the unreliable.” (Benjamin 
183). A spectacular gesture Rosselli performs in many of her war variations, 
translating the mystical instant into an allegorical, tumultuous via crucis with which 
she fully identifies. See the third chapter of my work, where this quote by Benjamin 
will appear again.  
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[If from the suitcase of the unknown came a surprise  

box it wasn’t for my great loving. If from the surprise  

a forbidden fruit was born it was for the demand of forbidden  

time. If in the clouds that fall every day there is  

a sky that hides a certain truth; then it is for your  

muddled going that I rhyme for another century. Inside  

the night that never closed a window there was a shoemaker  

who also rhymed to perfection. With his four children  

he asked for mercy and didn’t take part in any dance. If from  

the four children it was possible to raise an animal that  

wouldn’t ruminate in the sky then it was necessary even knowing  

what value had the night to descend from the steps.  

Inside the knapsack and out there the peasant’s gift  

With his pearls in hand. Inside a new life the soldiers  

Set out Jesus and Jesus in their tanks. (Rosselli, War Variations 

305)] [emphasis added] 

A “forbidden fruit” ripens among this lyric’s accumulation of images; 

the clouds fall, and their precipitated fragments contain a sky that hides “a 

certain truth”.25  

                                                 
25 Rosselli seems to echo here the event of the shattering of the vessels, a theory 
proposed by Kabbalist Rabbi Isaac Luna of Safed in 1570: the “ten glowing vessels in 
the void eventually cannot contain the Divine light flowing into them, so they explode, 
breaking into myriad shards. In the Kabbalah, the shattering of the vessels is part of 
the cycle of creation and destruction that began long before this universe” (Gorlin 
140). A sort of Big Bang that will also prove fundamental in understanding Gershom 
Scholem’s vision of language (see Chapter 2 of this work).  
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“Then” (here as elsewhere a word that signals a return to reality) it is to 

the slow progress of an anonymous other that the poet dedicates her rhymes 

(rhymes that are for “another century”, anyway).  Literary activities do not 

partake in the course of History but, at the same time, these verses manifest 

the hope of being appreciated by posterity. A parallelism with a more authentic 

experience bursts out at the heart of poverty: “inside/the night that never 

closed a window” – an incessant darkness that does not concede any rest – 

“there was a shoemaker/who also rhymed to perfection”. His poetic vein is 

generated by “mercy”26 and by withdrawing from the world’s turmoil (he 

“didn’t take part in any dance”). If from gazing at his condition the poet 

realizes that it is possible to “raise and animal/that wouldn’t ruminate in the 

sky” (in other words, writing poems that do not engage with a desire to grasp 

metaphysical ideas), then it was truly indispensable to keep rhyming – even if 

conscious of the extraordinary nature of spiritual meditations, which 

interestingly take place on a staircase (the subject recognizes the value of 

descending “from the steps”).   The farmer nurtures some pearls, turning into 

the guardian of a shinier perfection in his candid simplicity. The poem ends 

with a war vision: in the “new life the soldiers/set out Jesus and Jesus in their 

tanks”. Another variation of Christ in an unusual military landscape: he is clad 

with revolutionary clothes and dragged into the gravity of the twentieth 

century.   

                                                 
26 In the original, the word – bearing a different polysemic impetus than the English 
translation – is “pietà” (again).  
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Rosselli’s Christ falls into History: he stands as its agonizing emblem, 

while carrying corpses on his shoulders (fig.5). The poet’s mysticism does not 

elevate the lyric subject to transcendence: the small ascensional movement 

makes the poet climb the few steps that separate her from the top of the cross. 

Once there, she falls again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Christ carries the bodily remains of the dead up a ladder to his 
position on the cross, etching by Augustine Hirschvogel (1547). This 
unusual depiction of the crucifixion – or rather, of the forces at play in 
the event itself – displays a strapping Christ who willingly ascends 
towards his fate while shouldering a variety of corpses, skeletons and a 
demonic figure. As a rare iconographic illustration of the sacrifice 
(one that places Christ’s agency at its core), this etching seems to eerily 
crystallize Rosselli’s visions of the martyrdom as a recurrent act of 
freedom and redemption, carried out in the midst of history – “Il 
Cristo trainava (sotto della sua ombrella) (la sua croce) un/informe 
materiale” (Rosselli, War Variations 273). 
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It is not only God’s son (whose human nature represents, ultimately, a 

fall into immanence through incarnation) who collapses into the mundane, but 

also a crowd of powerful, gigantic gods. Dragged out from an uncertain 

mythical past – their missing characterization does not allow us to position 

them in the classical pantheon nor in the vast ranks of oriental divinities – 

they capitulate under a terrible disillusion and are reduced to defenseless 

objects that have collapsed to the ground. Fragments among fragments, they 

present themselves as empty semblances of an impossible relation with 

transcendence. The missed possibility of an ascension, in Rosselli, is recounted 

as a tragic event: war objects (a pistol, in this case) are often gathered around 

the description of sudden downfalls. The descent is rendered rhetorically by a 

massive use of anadiplosis/climax:  

Pistola levata infallibile sul mio ritorno in patria 

tu cominci bene e finisci male ma non fallisci. La  

tendenza al bene era rimessa agli dei. Gli dei scendevano  

scendevano scendevano dilapidati. 

Colma di ansie io mi misi a scrivere, il girovago  

delle mie fortune. (Rosselli, War Variations 152) [emphasis 

added] 

[Pistol raised infallible against my return home 

you begin well and end badly but you don’t fail. The 

tendency to good was restored to the gods. The gods came 

down 
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came down came down delapidated. 

Full of anxiety I put myself to writing, the tramp 

of my fortunes. (Rosselli, War Variations 153)]. [emphasis 

added] 

The tendency towards goodness to which the divinities are entitled is 

immediately revealed as impossible. Language articulates the violent downfall 

in a powerful, double anadiplosis/climax: the first one (“gli dei”) is enacted in 

the same line. After the pause offered by the full stop, which ends the first 

sentence and the neutral atmosphere created by the verse (the divinities, until 

now, seem to maintain benevolent features), Rosselli repeats the expression 

“gli dei” in order to drag them into a new, nightmarish atmosphere. The 

second anadiplosis/climax, reinforced by a subsequent repetition of the 

already repeated verb “scendevano,” produces a visual effect that helps the 

reader to envision the gradual squandering: the construction of the verse pulls 

those entities away from their own Empyrean (and that downfall, in fact, 

anticipates the psychological breakdown of the poet, who starts to work “colma 

di ansie”). The triple reiteration of the word “scendevano” follows the stoning 

which the deities are victims of (“scendevano dilapidati”), offering us a perfect 

example of the visual movement that anadiplosis/climax can create in the lyric 

structure.27  

                                                 

27 See also the following variation: “Per gli grandi dei traditi io scendevo ancora 
immersa nelle/acque della nullità, paradiso tradito amore confuso con/il bisogno. Per 
le grandi strade della città tradite con la fiera e il mercato-tu scendevi ancora 
molto/precipitosamente/nel mio cuore vorace./Per le strade precipitose del mio 
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Anadiplosis/climax recurs in several more moments of Variazioni 

belliche, and one of the lyrics that appears later in the collection could be 

connected to the above example and to what I suggest is the core of this 

rhetorical figure:  

La tua debolezza è la mia vittoria. Perché la tua vita  

non si perdesse perché la mia si raddrizzasse, perché io 

cantassi ancora liberamente; perché tu potessi giuocare  

ed affermare la tua verità: perché io potessi sapere!  

della tua ingratitudine, della tua incongruenza, per  

la mia ingratitudine per la tua incongruenza facevo salti 

mortali! ma le divinità (o sono perse?) ma le divinità 

cadevano reciprocamente nel gran buio della mia scala  

poco divina: poco divina era la mia insonnia e la tua 

religione era un salto nel buio. (Rosselli, War Variations 242)  

[Your weakness is my victory. So that your life may 

not get lost so that mine might be straightened out, so that 

I might sing freely again; so that you might play 

and declare your truth: so that I might know! 

of your ingratitude for your incongruity I used to somersaults! 

but the divinities (are they lost?) but the divinities 

                                                                                                                                             
sangue avvanzato io scendevo tradita.” (Rosselli, War Variations 336) [“By the 
betrayed great gods I descended still plunged in the/waters of nothingness, paradise 
betrayed with/the fair and market-you descended still very/precipitously/in my 
famished heart/By the precipitous streets of my left-over blood I descended betrayed” 
(Rosselli, War Variations 337)].  
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fell reciprocally into the great darkness of my not very 

divine staircase: not very divine was my insomnia and your 

religion was a leap in the dark. (Rosselli, War Variations 243)]. 

[emphasis added] 

The addressee elicits, as always in Rosselli, an anxious exploration of her 

drives and needs that ultimately define themselves in opposition to the ones of 

the “other”. The confrontation with this other – deeply loved, we presume – 

initiates a movement of hope and vitality (“perché la tua vita/non si perdesse 

perché la mia si raddrizzasse/perché io cantassi ancora liberamente”) that 

opens up the subsequent consciousness of a shared imperfection shaped on 

the two terms “ingratitudine” and “incongruenza”. Again, the downfall of the 

gods – whose existence is called into question “(o sono perse?)”, enclosed in a 

cautious and almost timid parenthesis – undeceives the gaze onto the world. 

Here the collapse is rendered with a more violent verb – the “divinità” do not 

come down, as in the previous lyric, but they fall (“cadevano reciprocamente”), 

almost stumbling clumsily over each other – and this takes place in the 

darkness (are these deities falling because they cannot see the progression of 

the steps towards the mundane?) of a “scala/poco divina”. Once again, we 

encounter a staircase that resembles Jacob’s angelic one in its core (it 

maintains the function of filling the gap between the mundane and heaven) 

but conversely stands here as a personal site of the slaughter of the divine.  
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The anadiplosis/climax at the center of this variation is played around 

the adversative conjunction “ma”, which transforms the initial atmosphere of 

the lyric (a sort of twisted yet affectionate love poem) into a recognition of the 

impossibility of an ascesis and, consequently, of the emptiness of an idea of 

communion with the other (“poco divina era la mia insomnia e la tua/religione 

un salto nel buio”). The staircase, therefore, seems to be the central object of 

this poem: it has the power to transform its atmosphere and – as in the 

previous example – it functions on two different levels. On the one hand, the 

staircase becomes the space around which the lyric adapts its own tone (the 

love poem disappears after the apparition of the “scala poco divina”, emblem 

of an aborted ascension and a clumsy descent); on the other, language itself 

mimics that downfall through anadiplosis/climax (again, in their original 

etymologies). The repetition of the word “divinità” not only adds an anxious 

emphasis to the sudden realization of the fall: it also contributes to visualizing 

the crowd of divinities that are subjected to decadence.  

The image of the staircase, or ladder, recurs in Western mystical 

writings as a luminous tòpos of ascension: from the (presumed) biblical source 

in Bereshit/Genesis (which interestingly depicts, as we have already observed, 

a double movement of ascension and descent) it is possible to encounter 

different articulations of this object as an anticipation of the cross of Christ28 – 

                                                 
28 A less fervent usage of the image can be found in Eugenio Montale, who turns the 
staircase into a metaphor of old age and loss in the famous lyric “Ho sceso, dandoti il 
braccio, almeno un milione di scale” (1967): “Ho sceso, dandoti il braccio, almeno un 
milione di scale/e ora che non ci sei è il vuoto ad ogni gradino./Anche così è stato il 
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“La croce di Cristo sublima la funzione della scala come veicolo dell’ascesi 

mistica: essa è lo strumento sacrificale grazie al quale l’umanità viene redenta 

dal peccato e liberata dalla dannazione eterna” (Battistini 238) [“Christ’s 

Crucifix sublimates the function of the stairway as a vehicle of mystical ascesis:  

it is the sacrificial instrument thanks to which humanity is redeemed from sin 

and freed from eternal damnation” (translation mine)].29 An eloquent 

architectural crystallization of this tradition could be found in the so-called 

                                                                                                                                             
breve il nostro lungo viaggio./Il mio dura tuttora, né più mi occorrono /le 
coincidenze, le prenotazioni,/le trappole, gli scorni di chi crede/che la realtà sia quella 
che si vede.//Ho sceso milioni di scale dandoti il braccio/non già perché con 
quattr’occhi forse si vede di più./Con te le ho scese perché sapevo che di noi due/le 
sole vere pupille, sebbene tanto offuscate,/erano le tue.” [“With your arm in mine, I 
have descended a lifetime of stairs./Now that you are no longer beside me, a void 
opens up at each step./Our long voyage has been brief./Mine still goes on, though I’ve 
no more use/ for bookings, time-tables, traps,/ the ignominy of those who 
think/reality is what one sees.//A lifetime of steps, your arm in mine…/Not that four 
eyes are better than two,/but between us the only true eyes,/though clouded, were 
yours.” (Montale, Xenia and Motets 39-40)]; or recalls the mystical tradition of 
considering poetry as a vehicle of ascension to God in the poem “Siria” (1952): 
“Dicevano gli antichi che la poesia/È scala a Dio. Forse non è così/Se mi leggi. Ma il 
giorno io lo seppi/Che ritrovai per te la voce, sciolto/In un gregge di nuvoli e di 
capre/Dirompenti da un greppo a brucar bave/ Di pruno e di falasco, e i volti scarni/ 
Della luna e del sole si fondevano,/il motore era guasto ed una freccia/di sangue su un 
macigno segnalava/ la via di Aleppo.” (Montale 240) [“The ancients said that 
poetry/is a stairway to God. Maybe not/when you read me. But I knew it was true/the 
day I found my voice again through you,/freed among a herd of clouds and 
goats/stampeding from a ravine to browse/the spume of thorns and marsh grass,/and 
the gaunt faces of the sun and moon/were one, the car broke down/and an arrow of 
blood on a boulder pointed/the way to Aleppo.” (Montale, Collected Poems 345)]. 
Montale here displays a perfect example of how one of the oldest literary tòpoi could 
survive and be adapted to a modern (and painful) epiphany. The first three verses are 
marked by two solemn enjambements (“Dicevano gli antichi che la poesia//e` scala a 
Dio. Forse non e` così//se mi leggi.”) whose intention is to emphatically undermine 
an ancient ideal that views poetry as a vehicle of ascension towards God. The 
fragmented structure of the initial verses (the enjambement, it is worth recalling, 
consists in a missed completion of a sentence in the space of a single verse) renders 
the shallowness of the poet’s conviction.  
29 The examples of this Christological interpretation of the ladder in mystical 
literature are various and impossible to fully consider here. It would be worthwhile to 
mention, however, the presence of the image of the cross as a means of ascension in 
Catherine of Siena, whose texts will be analyzed in the second chapter of my work.  
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“Scala Santa” in Rome (see fig.6), one of the most popular pilgrimage 

destinations for Catholics around the world who repentantly climb it on their 

knees in a tiring ascension towards the object of veneration, depicted at the 

end of the staircase.30  

The holy site has recently benefited from renewed touristic attention 

following Paolo Sorrentino’s Academy Award-winning La grande bellezza 

(2013): the epilogue of the movie is partly dedicated to the exhausting 

pilgrimage of a decrepit nun (Suor Maria, “la Santa”) who drags herself to the 

top of the stairs (see fig.7) – a powerful and yet facile counterpoint to the orgy 

of parties and colorful emptiness (the most interesting sequences of the movie) 

which attempts to add a redemptive conclusion to the film. 

 

                                                 
30 Alessandro Mauro wrote an interesting book that, through a series of detailed and 
entertaining vignettes, offers us a list of some of the many staircases that constellate 
the city of Rome. See Alessandro Mauro, Se Roma é fatta a scale: stanno alle strade 
come traverse però fatte di gradini (2016).  
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Fig.6. The “Scala Santa” in Rome, which is traditionally considered to be the 
staircase by which Jesus Christ reached the room where Pilatus interrogated 
him. It is composed of twenty-eight steps (photograph by the author).  
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Fig.7. Suor Maria reaches the top of the holy staircase, gazing into the eyes of the 
man to whom she devoted her life (and with whom we cinematographically share 
a point of view): the crucified Jesus Christ. The sequence could be seen as a 
depiction of two personal love stories, played onto a double movement of 
ascension and descent – the images following the old nun’s elevation are 
assembled together with the descent into memory experienced by Jep 
Gambardella (who, in search of his “radici”/roots, finally abandons Rome 
looking for his first, deceased love).  From the movie La grande bellezza [The 
Great Beauty] by Paolo Sorrentino (2013). 

 
Angelic/Christological staircases could only lead us to Dante and his 

Divina Commedia, which not only exemplarily incorporates an ascensional 

movement (the poem, as is widely known, is entirely built upon an idea of 

verticality, from purification to redemption), but also offers us one of the most 

evocative descriptions of Jacob’s ladder – which appears, predictably, in the 

Paradiso. Canto XXI marks an important passage in the journey’s structure 

towards the Empyrean: Dante is in the last of the planet’s spheres, the one that 

contains the contemplative spirits – those who chose to gather around God’s 

light. This is the sphere of the Anchorites, of the people who willingly detached 

themselves from the world: this Canto stands as a sort of bridge31 between two 

                                                 
31  The image/figure of the bridge will be discussed in the second chapter of my 
dissertation.  
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dimensions (the mundane and the transcendental), and the staircase is the 

image used by Dante for filling the gap between earth and heaven:  

Dentro al cristallo che ‘l vocabol porta,  

  cerchiando il mondo, del suo caro duce 

  sotto cui giacque ogne malizia morta,  

  di color d’oro che raggio traluce 

  vid’io uno scaleo eretto in suso 

  tanto, che nol seguiva la mia luce.  

  Vidi anche per li gradi scender giuso 

  tanti splendor, ch’io pensai ch’ogne lume 

che par nel ciel, quindi fosse diffuso. (Paradiso XXI, 25-33) 

[emphasis added] 

[Within the crystal that bears the name, as it 

circles the world, of that dear ruler under whom  

every malice lay dead,  

I saw a ladder, the color of gold struck by the  

Sun, erected upward so far that my light could 

Not follow it.  

And I saw coming down by its degrees so many  

Splendors that I thought every light that shows in the  

Heavens must be poured out from there. (Paradiso XXI, 25-33)] 

[emphasis added] 
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Dante is in the sphere of Saturn (the “cristallo che ‘l vocabol porta,/cerchiando 

il mondo, del suo caro duce/sotto cui guacque ogne malizia morta”: this sky 

carries the name of the god Saturn under whom, according to the myth, the 

earth experienced a period of peace and justice) and almost suddenly he 

stands before a vision that exceeds his sight (“nol seguiva la mia luce”). With 

its verticality, a golden staircase cuts through the circular dimension of the 

Paradiso. This image is directly inspired by the staircase dreamt by Jacob in 

Bereshit, and is here read (and written) as a symbol of ascetic life.32 Many 

spirits (“splendor”) descend on its steps (“per li gradi”): it is significant to 

point out the impossibility of recounting the exact number of lights moving on 

                                                 
32 Many Christian treatises used to take the staircase as a symbol of the moral steps 
towards the contemplation of God. It is worth mentioning, at least, the ones that 
inspired Dante the most: first of all the Rule by St.Benedict (who happens to be the 
protector of Canto XXI). In his collection of precepts for his monks, St. Benedict 
writes: “Unde, fratres, si summae humilitatis volumus culmen attingere et ad 
exaltationem illam caelestem ad quam per praesentis vitae humilitatem ascenditur 
volumus velociter pervenire, actibus nostris ascendentibus scala illa erigenda est 
quae in somnio lacob apparuit, per quam ei descendentes et ascendentes 
angeli monstrabantur. Non aliud sine dubio descensus ille et ascensus a nobis 
intellegitur nisi exaltatione descendere et humilitate ascendere. Scala vero ipsa erecta 
nostra est vita in saeculo, quae humiliato corde a Domino erigatur ad caelum.Latera 
enim eius scalae dicimus nostrum esse corpus et animam, in qua latera diversos 
gradus humilitatis vel disciplinae evocatio divina ascendendo inseruit.” (Sancti 
Benedicti, VII) [emphasis added]. In this chapter on humility, Benedict renovates the 
biblical object by assigning it the value of a tool through which exercising moral 
virtues. Similarly, St Bonaventure of Bagnoregio writes in his Itinerarium mentis in 
deum (a great source of inspiration for Dante’s theology): “Quoniam igitur prius 
est ascendere quam descendere in scala Iacob, primum gradum ascensionis 
collocemus in imo, ponendo totum istum mundum sensibilem nobis tanquam 
speculum, per quod transeamus ad Deum, opificem summum, ut simus veri Hebraei 
transeuntes de Aegypto ad terram Patribus repromissam, simus etiam Christiani cum 
Christo transeuntes ex hoc mundo ad Patrem, simus et sapientiae amatores, quae 
vocat et dicit: Transite ad me omnes, qui concupiscitis me, et a generationibus meis 
adimplemini. A magnitudine namque speciei et creaturae cognoscibiliter poterit 
Creator horum videri.” (Bonaventura 1,9) [emphasis added], turning the ladder not 
only into a vehicle of ascension towards God, but also as an imaginary bridge between 
the Old and the New Testament.  
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the staircase. Dante seems to be so astonished by the number of spirits that are 

descending the ladder that he builds the following parallelism: he believes that 

every star in the sky is a derivation of those lights (“ogne lume che par nel ciel, 

quindi fosse diffuse”). The impossibility of language to describe the full length 

of the staircase and the exact number of lights descending from it could be 

considered as a timid manifestation of “excessus mentis” – one of Dante’s 

favorite artifices in the Paradiso to render the ineffability of heavenly visions, 

a kind of ecstasy that exceeds the capacity of the narrator to use language in 

order to describe what he has in front of his eyes – which we will encounter 

more specifically in one of the excerpts I am about to analyze.  

 Dante does not use anadiplosis/climax to depict the golden staircase, 

and this is not exactly surprising since the rhetorical figure is not one of the 

poet’s favorites (Dante was much fonder of alliteration, oxymoron and 

metaphor). It would be incorrect, however, to completely dismiss the presence 

of our figure in the stratified structure of the Commedia. Tibor Wlassics, in his 

“Note sull’anadiplosi nella Commedia”, rightly states that Dante’s anadiplosis 

should not be interpreted as an unambiguous figure, but as a unique and living 

reality with a meaning that changes in every occurrence (Wlassics 69-90). It is 

not possible, therefore, to extrapolate a univocal reason why Dante uses this 

figure – sometimes anadiplosis serves the basic function of rendering the 

informality of a dialogue between two characters, in other verses it contributes 

to glooming an atmosphere or to creating a syntactic juxtaposition that 

becomes a visual one. Let us consider the following examples:  
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  Né ‘l dir l’andar, né l’andar lui piú lento  

  facea, ma ragionando andavam forte,  

sì come nave pinta da buon vento; (Dante, Purgatorio XXIV, 1-3) 

[emphasis added]  

[Speech did not slow our walking, nor walking  

our speech, but we hastened on while speaking,  

like a ship driven by a good wind; (Dante, Purgatorio XXIV, 1-

3)] [emphasis added] 

 
The three verses open the second of the two Canti (XXIII and XXIV) that are 

built around the character of Forese Donati (Dante’s close friend and poet). 

Anadiplosis here has the function of linguistically representing the pace of the 

two friends’ stroll, thanks to the repetition of the word “l’andare” (here in the 

sense of “andatura”). The figure marks the coexistence between the movement 

in space and the rapidity of Dante and Forese’s dialogue (which is not 

interrupted or slowed by the walk through the sixth terrace, populated by 

gluttonous penitents), adding a colloquial aura to the entire progression of 

Canto XXIV. Just a few lines later, in fact, we find a second anadiplosis which 

reproduces an informal speech between two friends: 

«Questi», e mostrò col dito, «è Bonagiunta, 

Bonagiunta da Lucca; e quella faccia 

di là da lui più che l’altre trapunta 

ebbe la Santa Chiesa in le sue braccia». (Dante, Purgatorio 

XXIV, 19-22) [emphasis added] 
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[This"—and he pointed with his finger—"is Bonagiunta,  

Bonagiunta of Lucca; and that face beyond him,  

more pierced through than the others,  

had Holy Church in his embrace” (Dante, Purgatorio XXIV, 19-

22)] [emphasis added] 

Forese identifies Bonagiunta (another poet contemporary to the two friends) 

and points him out to Dante. It is easy to recognize that here the use of 

anadiplosis/climax serves a couple of similar functions: it confers, as we 

mentioned regarding the previous example, an informal tone to the dialogue 

and it also emphasizes the surprise of the encounter.  

 Emphasis and colloquialism are not, on the other hand, the only two 

effects Dante wishes to achieve through anadiplosis/climax – the nature of 

which in this poet, I wish to insist together with Wlassics, is essentially 

fluctuating. I will ultimately concentrate my attention on a “terzina” that 

makes use of anadiplosis/climax as an expressive vehicle of what has been 

formerly mentioned: the literary artifice called “excessus mentis”. We find one 

of its most significant examples in Canto XXXIII of Paradiso, which is 

considered  

[I]l canto estremo del poema, estremo nel suo oggetto e nella 

forma d’arte che lo racconta […]. Nel canto XXX si sono lasciati il 

tempo e lo spazio, varcando il limite dell’universo, l’”esterna 

riva” del Cristallino, ed entrando così nella dimensione eterna, 
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figurata dell’Empireo. Ora anche l’Empireo, luogo spirituale ma 

che ancora accoglie un insieme di realtà visibili – la rosa, i beati, 

gli angeli, Maria stessa-, è in qualche modo oltrepassato. Dante 

resta qui solo di fronte al raggio della luce divina; davanti ai suoi 

occhi sparisce ogni forma. (Chiavacci Leonardi 899) [The 

extreme canto of the poem, extreme in its subject and in the 

artform that narrates it […]. Time and space have been left in 

Canto XXX, crossing the boundary of the universe, the “extreme 

shore” of the Cristallino, in such a way entering the eternal and 

figurative dimension of the Empyrean.  Hence even the 

Empyrean, a spiritual place but one that still welcomes a 

collection of visible realities – the rose, the blessed, angels, Mary 

herself – is somehow outdated.  Dante lingers here and only 

before the beam of divine light; every form disappears before his 

very eyes. (translation mine)]  

The incipit of this canto (the prayer to the Virgin) has recently become 

well-known thanks to crowded public recitals in Florentine squares (broadcast 

and massively followed on television); what is more significant is that in this 

final part of the poem we find the conclusive apex of what transversally 

crossed Dante’s Paradise, which is “la dichiarazione di impotenza, il cosiddetto 

topos dell’ineffabile, che ricorre come un filo che si riannoda dall’inizio stesso 

del canto I (vv.4-9) via via più volte lungo la cantica, per trovare qui la sua 

massima espressione, il suo vero compimento” (Chiavacci Leonardi 899-900) 
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[“the declaration of impotence, the so-called topos of the ineffable, recurring 

like a thread that is knotted again from the beginning of Canto I itself (vv.4-9), 

gradually many times along the cantica, herein finding its highest expression, 

its true fulfillment” (translation mine)].33 Dante has abandoned the Empyrean 

and all the human forms that travelled with him (the last of which is Bernardo, 

who disappears from the poet’s sight just after the prayer to the Virgin). He is 

now alone before a wordless, luminous other. What Dante expresses in the 

next terzina is namely the inexpressibility of that vision: 

  Da quinci innanzi il mio veder fu maggio  

Che ‘l parlar mostra, ch’a tal vista cede,  

e cede la memoria a tanto oltraggio.  

(Paradiso XXXIII, 55-57) [emphasis added] 

[From here onward my seeing was greater than  

speech can show, which gives way before such a  

sight, and memory gives way before such excess.  

(Paradiso XXXIII, 55-57)] [emphasis added] 

 
Dante chooses to use anadiplosis/climax to linguistically convey the limits of 

human representation, and at the same time to spatially represent the decline 

of human (and literary) faculties in conveying the ineffable. A crossed, gradual 
                                                 
33 “Nel ciel che più de la sua luce prende/fu’ io, e vidi cose che ridire/né sa né può chi 
di là sù discende;/perché appressando sé al suo disire,/nostro intelletto si profonda 
tanto,/che dietro la memoria non può ire.” (Paradiso I, 4-9) [“In the heaven that 
receives most of his light/have I been, and I have seen things that/one who comes 
down from there cannot/remember and cannot utter/for as it draws near to its desire, 
our intellect goes/so deep that the memory cannot follow it.” (Paradiso I, 4-9)].  See 
the second chapter of this work.  
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descent into the restrictions of language – restrictions that Dante is here only 

rhetorically depicting, since he will soon prove his abilities towards a cosmic 

poetry that no mystical writer had ever attempted before – that sounds like a 

warning. From now on, the verses explain, human words are not sufficient to 

retell what he saw, because what he saw overpowered what his tongue can 

report to us, as readers (exemplifying what Agamben claimed about the 

ultimate impossibility to grasp the object of desire/knowledge). It is not in his 

power to speak because language falters (dragging memory with it) in front of 

such an excess (“oltraggio” has to be intended as something that crosses over 

something else, in this case his own capacities).  Anadiplosis/climax gives us 

the spatial configuration of that decline with the repetition of the verb “cede” – 

the first one related to “’l parlar”, the second to “la memoria”.  The figure 

marks a point of no return in the poem’s architecture: from now on, Dante is 

forced to deal with the exhausting task of describing what appears shapeless, 

incommensurable. No longer objects, but the inaccessibility of the light. What 

he will be offering us, after this anadiplosis/climax, is only the vague 

impression that his decadent senses could barely evoke.  

 San Giacomo, in Canto XXV, invites Dante to look directly into the light 

(that obviously represents one of the virtues), explaining that whatever 

ascends from the world could greatly benefit from that transcendent glow – 

the poet’s visual faculty could be improved under the action of heavenly rays:  

  Leva la testa e fa che t’assicuri:  

  ché ciò che vien qua su del mortal mondo,  
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  convien ch’ai nostri raggi si maturi. (Paradiso XXV, 34-36) 

[Raise your head and be reassured, for what comes  

up here from the mortal world must ripen in our rays.  

(Paradiso XXV, 34-36)]  

The question of the human faculty’s narrowness is directly intertwined with 

the ideal of ascension, which finds an interesting articulation in the next 

terzina of the same Canto, where Dante (ultimately reassured) raises his eyes 

to the mountains while acknowledging the effect that the excess of light has 

had on his sight (“che li ‘ncurvaron pria col troppo pondo”):  

  Questo conforto del foco secondo 

mi venne; ond’io leväi li occhi a’ monti 

che li ‘ncurvaron pria col troppo pondo. (Paradiso XXV, 37-39) 

[emphasis added] 

[This encouragement came to me from the  

second flame, and so I lifted up my eyes to the  

mountains that had earlier bent them down with  

excessive weight. (Paradiso XXV, 37-39)] [emphasis added] 

 
This obviously isn’t the only occurrence where we encounter a linguistic 

expression suggesting an idea of ascension (the last word of all the three 

Cantiche, as widely known, is “stelle”)34 – e.g. the epilogue of Inferno (“Lo 

duca e io per quel cammino ascoso/intrammo a ritornar nel chiaro mondo; e 

                                                 
34 For an interesting study on the role of landscape (and cosmogonies) in Dante, see 
Attilio Momigliano, Il paesaggio della "divina Commedia" (1932).  
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sanza cura aver d’alcun riposo,/salimmo su, el primo e io secondo,/tanto ch’io 

vidi de le cose belle/che porta ‘l ciel, per un pertugio tondo./E quindi uscimmo 

a riveder le stelle” (XXXIV, 133-139) [“My leader and I entered on that hidden 

path/to return to the bright world; and, without taking care for rest at all,/ up 

we climbed, he first and I second,/ until I saw the beautiful things/the heavens 

carry, through a round opening/And thence we came forth to look again at the 

stars.” (XXXIV, 133-139)]), where Dante and Virgilio re-ascend from darkness; 

or Canto VIII of Purgatorio, that offers the pilgrim-poet a vision of the three 

theological virtues in the form of three shining stars (“Li occhi miei ghiotti 

andavan pur al cielo,/pur là dove le stelle son più tarde,/sì come rota più 

presso a lo stelo.” (VIII, 85-87) [“My greedy eyes were still seeking the sky,/ 

especially where the stars are slowest, like a wheel/ closest to the axle.” (VIII, 

85-87)]).  

I have chosen to focus on this particular terzina (Paradiso XXV, 37-39) 

because it contains a biblical reference that leads us (at an anadiplotic pace, I 

could say) to the next step of our quest. The expression “ond’io leväi li occhi a’ 

monti” is, in fact, taken almost literally from the 120th (the 121st in the Hebrew 

version that I will refer to, from now on) Psalm – the first of a series of songs 

called “Songs of Ascents”. We read in the Vulgata: “Levavi oculos meos in 

montes, unde veniet auxilium mihi” (Ps. 120.1) [emphasis added]. The 

Commedia is variously punctuated by biblical references – the Old and New 

Testament can be considered the fundamental substrates of Dante’s writing, 

representing a rich semantic and figurative field onto which his new “sacrato 
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poema” is constructed– but this quotation significantly gives us the 

opportunity to look into the biblical ascensional songs which, surprisingly, 

seem to constitute the paradigmatic illustration of anadiplosis/climax as we 

are describing it.  

 

Songs of Ascents/Gradual Songs 

An eloquent example of how anadiplosis/climax contributes towards 

building a textual and linguistic ascension can be found in the so-called “Song 

of Ascents” (ִׁשיר ַהַּמֲעלֹות, Shir HaMa'a lot), part of the Tehillim – in the third 

and last section of the Hebrew Bible. The book of Tehillim (which literally 

means “praises”, better known in the Christian tradition as the Book of 

Psalms) constitutes an interesting unicum in the Tanakh edifice, namely 

because it is the only section in which it is not believed that the word is directly 

inspired (and sent) by God. On the contrary, it is a collection of prayers that 

are addressed to the divinity: a book in which the linguistic tension towards an 

invisible object is more than evident and where the use of anadiplosis/climax 

seems vital in the quest for that unattainable idea. The book of Tehillim,34F

35 as a 

whole, contains a wide range of themes: from the celebration of Zion (48) to 

the dark pessimism that accompanies the lack of faith (73); from the 

expectation of a messianic and redemptive future (72) to the desperate and 

hopeless realization of God’s silence (88). I will focus upon the presence of 

                                                 
35 Steve Reich composed in 1981 a work called Tehillim for four voices and orchestra, 
which partly contributes towards understanding and reflecting upon the rhythm of 
these songs.   
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anadiplosis/climax in the aforementioned “Songs of Ascents”, which occupy a 

small part of the book (songs 120-134).  

This section – made up of 15 songs, similar to the 15 steps of the Temple 

of Jerusalem – could be considered a sort of booklet for the pilgrim who was 

headed towards the Holy city during the three Pilgrimage Festivals (or Shalosh 

Regalim, גליםר שלוש  ): Pesach, Shavuot and Sukkot. Physical climbing becomes 

an expression of an aspired access to God. Stylistically, all the songs present 

the frequent employment of catch-words and repetitions – and 

anadiplosis/climax is the privileged and most significant artifice used to 

suggest the gradual (and sometimes exhausting) mounting of the stairs. All 

fifteen songs present the same superscription: ִׁשיר ַהַּמֲעלֹות (as I said, “song of 

ascents”). Gianpaolo Anderlini offers an eloquent explanation regarding this 

recurrence:  

L’espressione, polisemica e aperta, può avere diversi significati: 

“cantico dei gradini”. Altra interpretazione: “cantico delle 

ascensioni”. Altra interpretazione: “cantico delle salite”. Altra 

interpretazione: “cantico delle elevazioni”. E un significato non 

esclude l’altro, anzi lo integra e lo porta a compimento. 

(Anderlini 14) [The expression, both polysemous and open, may 

have different meanings: “cantica of the steps”. Another 

interpretation: “cantica of ascensions”. Another interpretation: 

“cantica of ascents”.  Another interpretation: “cantica of 

elevations”.  And one meaning does not rule out the other.  On 
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the contrary, it integrates the meaning and brings it to 

completion. (translation mine)]  

The superscription found at the beginning of these psalms could therefore be 

interpreted as an explanation of the purpose of these songs (the ascension to 

Mount Zion or to the Temple of Jerusalem in order to celebrate the three 

major Jewish festivities) but also providing insight regarding the construction 

of these texts – each of them is one step further in this journey of ascension36 

which takes off (not by chance) with the words ָוהֹ ְיה  el-YHWH, “towards‘) ֶאל 

YHWH”),36F

37 as to open the entire section with a slash towards another spiritual 

dimension (the first song of the series reads “A song of ascent./In my distress I 

cried to HASHEM,37F

38/and  He answered me” [Ps. 120.1-3]).   

The critical interpretations of this series of songs are various and 

impossible to account for here. It is, however, essential to recall the formal 

debate surrounding this specific articulation of biblical Hebrew poetry (raised 

over the meaning of the superscription at the beginning of these songs), a 

debate that has been successfully summarized by Loren D. Crow (Crow 15-18). 

It is also important to clarify that anadiplosis/climax is a very frequent 

rhetorical artifice in biblical writing (less present than parallelism and 

modification) but there is, however, “a simplicity of expression in the Songs of 

Ascents that lends itself to this kind of poetic structure” (Crow 16). It would 
                                                 
36 The word ַמֲעֵלה (ma’alà, “ascent”) derives from the root of the verb לעלות (la’alot, “to 
ascend”) – a root that we encountered in the episode of Jacob’s dream regarding the 
angels moving onto the ladder.  
37 I will discuss the question of naming the world through the issue of the name(s) of 
God and the Tetragrammaton for Scholem in the next chapter of this dissertation.  
38 The word HASHEM, in Hebrew, means literally “the name” – one of the many ways 
to name God without pronouncing the Tetragram YHWH.  
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probably be more exhaustive to take these fifteen psalms as an indivisible 

group of songs – as B.D. Eerdmans has suggested, “trying to understand each 

of these little psalms as an independent song we do not get satisfactory results” 

since “the psalms appear to be mutually connected” (555-556). Nevertheless, 

in the quest for the presence of our kinetic rhetorical figure, we will read two of 

the “Songs of Ascents”, looking at them as connected (in a broader project of 

ascending to the Temple of Jerusalem or the idea of God) and yet independent 

poems that could be analyzed separately. The first of the two examples is the 

second song of the series (the one that brought us here via Dante’s quotation 

in Paradiso XXV, 38): Psalm 121.  

 :ַלַּמֲעלֹות, ִׁשיר  א
 .ֶעְזִריָיבֹא , ֵמַאִין    --ֶהָהִרים-ֶאל, ֶאָּׂשא ֵעיַני

1A Song to the Ascents. 
I lift up my eyes unto the mountains:  
from whence shall my help come? 

  ,My help comes from HASHEM 2 .ָׁשַמִים ָוָאֶרץ, ֹעֵׂשה    --ְיהָוהֵמִעם , ֶעְזִרי  ב
maker of heaven and earth. 

  ;He will not allow your foot to falter 3  .ֹׁשְמֶר�, ָינּום-ַאל   ; ִיֵּתן ַלּמֹוט ַרְגֶל�-ַאל  ג
Your Guardian will not slumber. 

 Behold, the Guardian of Israel neither 4 .ִיְׂשָרֵאל, ׁשֹוֵמר    --ְולֹא ִייָׁשן, ָינּום-ִהֵּנה לֹא  ד
slumbers nor sleeps.  

 ;HASHEM is your Guardian 5 .ְיִמיֶנ�ַיד -ַעל, ְיהָוה ִצְּל�   ; ֹׁשְמֶר� ְיהָוה  ה
HASHEM is your shade at your right 
hand. 

  ,The sun will not harm you by day 6 .ְוָיֵרַח ַּבָּלְיָלה   ; ַיֶּכָּכה-ַהֶּׁשֶמׁש לֹא, יֹוָמם  ו
 nor the moon by night. 

 HASHEM will protect39 you from 7 .ַנְפֶׁש�-ֶאת, ִיְׁשֹמר   : ָרע-ִמָּכל ִיְׁשָמְר�, ְיהָוה  ז
every evil, He will guard your soul.  

 HASHEM will guard your departure 8 .עֹוָלם-ְוַעד, ֵמַעָּתה    --ֵצאְת� ּובֹוֶא�-ִיְׁשָמר ,ְיהָוה  ח
and your arrival, from this time and 
forever.  (Tehillim 1510-1513) [emphasis 
added] 

                                                 
39 The more correct translation would be “guard”.  
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This chapter of the Tehillim (as abovementioned, the Hebrew word for 

“praises”) constitutes a sort of exception in the structure of the “ascensional” 

section, as a whole: here the superscription does not read ִׁשיר ַהַּמֲעלֹות (“a song 

of Ascents”) but interestingly presents a small variation (the letter ל) able to 

mark a huge difference in the structure of this song and in the economy of the 

“suite” of psalms. The first line recites ַלַּמֲעלֹות ִׁשיר , meaning “a song to the 

Ascents”. This can indicate a dedication to the heights and/or a more marked 

leap towards them – the mountains toward which the pilgrims are lifting their 

eyes up have raised all kinds of exegetical attempts, the more convincing of 

which seems to be the one that speculates about the landscape as the theatre of 

YHWH’s theophany (as elsewhere and before, i.e. Mount Zion).39F

40 What is at 

issue in this song, from a general point of view, is a blessing. The 

believer/pilgrim is trying to find comfort in God, requesting his protection in 

his everyday life. Anadiplosis/climax is articulating itself around two main 

concepts here: first, the request (that, springing from the mundane, needs to 

ascend to transcendence) for help; second, the figure of YHWH who bursts 

into human existence to ensure and grant that help (and HASHEM appears in 

the manner of a guardian precipitating, although momentarily, in the 

mundane).  

 The first two verses, therefore, revolve around the repetition of the 

expression “my help” (ezrì,ֶעְזִרי), which appears at the end of the first sentence 

and at the beginning of the next (see the connections I have drawn in the 

                                                 
40 See Crow 40.  
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Hebrew text). Anadiplosis/climax serves the function of underlying the 

emphasis through which the believer is crying for YHWH’s help and to fortify a 

confession of belief by trying to get close to the object of worship – “the first 

two lines are a statement of faith, in the form of an answered rhetorical 

question” (Crow 41). The poem then displays a change in perspective: “the 

supplicant becomes a you rather than an I” (Crow 40), turning this song into a  

prayer over the supplicant, who has just affirmed faith in the God 

who created heaven and earth. […] After the supplicant’s 

rhetorical question and answer, the second speaker (a priest?) 

presides over the song, which amounts to a oracle that God will 

“guard” (shomer, שומר) all of life for the worshipper […]. The 

point of the psalm is that at all times, in all places, whatever one 

is doing, YHWH provides protection. (Crow 41-42)  

In the Hebrew original the verbal root that indicates the “guarding” of the 

sentinel recurs six times, anadiplotically distributed over the course of the 

poem and gradually measuring the increasing presence of God in the believer’s 

existence. God is in fact depicted as a trustworthy sentinel - he never sleeps 

nor slumbers, seems to be ready to protect his follower from the attack of solar 

or sidereal rays and from all kinds of adversities (now and forever more). So 

what is the function of anadiplosis/climax in the blessing section of the poem? 

If we look closely at the succession of images the psalmist is offering us 

through the massive reiteration of the root shomer and the Tetragram, we 
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notice that the rhetorical figure is crucial for increasingly immersing the 

abstract presence of HASHEM in the world. If initially the role of the 

“Guardian of Israel” is rendered through the basic functions of a careful and 

alerted sentinel, then–at a gradual pace–language builds images that connote 

HASHEM as an omnipresent and eternal entity (as section eight of the quoted 

song reads, the departures and arrivals refer not only to the journey of the 

pilgrim, but to the presumed presence of God from birth to death). 

Anadiplosis/climax renders in the space of this brief song the double 

movement towards and from the object, exposing what the core of this 

rhetorical figure seems to be.  

The image of the sentinel is repeated – with a renewed meaning – in 

what is considered the most famous (thus more translated and commented) 

“Song of Ascents”:  chapter 130, known in the Christian traditions as “De 

Profundis”. This psalm presents, more than other episodes in the Tanakh, the 

consciousness of an ascensional and asymmetrical dialogue with the deity – a 

dialogue which ultimately could be read as a monologue, or a dialogue in 

absentia (Anderlini 135). Despite the usual superscription that indicates (once 

again) the purpose of this song, the voice of the psalmist seems to emerge from 

underground, from an abyss:  

 :ִׁשיר ַהַּמֲעלֹות  א
 .ְיהָוה   ִמַּמֲעַמִּקים ְקָראִתי� 

1 A Song of Ascents.  
from the depths I called You, HASHEM. 

 :ִׁשְמָעה ְבקֹוִלי   , ֲאֹדָני  ב
   ,My Lord, hear my voice 2 .ַּתֲחנּוָני, ְלקֹול    --ַקֻּׁשבֹות, ִּתְהֶייָנה ָאְזֶני�

may Your ears be attentive to the sound 
of my pleas. 
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 If Thou, O YAH, preserve iniquities, O 3 .ִמי ַיֲעֹמד, ֲאֹדָני    --ָיּה-נֹות ִּתְׁשָמרֲעֹו-ִאם  ג
Lord, who could endure? 

  For with You is forgiveness, that You 4 .ִּתָּוֵרא, ְלַמַען    --ִעְּמ� ַהְּסִליָחה-ִּכי  ד
may be feared. 

 I put confidence in HASHEM, my soul 5 .ְוִלְדָברֹו הֹוָחְלִּתי   ; ִקְּוָתה ַנְפִׁשי, ְיהָוהִקִּויִתי   ה
put confidence, and I hoped for His 
word. 

 I yearn for my Lord, among those 6 .ֹׁשְמִרים ַלֹּבֶקר, ִמֹּׁשְמִרים ַלֹּבֶקר    --ַלאֹדָניַנְפִׁשי   ו
longing for the dawn, those longing 
for the dawn.  

   : ְיהָוה-ֶאל, ַיֵחל ִיְׂשָרֵאל  ז
 
 .ְוַהְרֵּבה ִעּמֹו ְפדּות; ַהֶחֶסדְיהָוה -ִעם-ִּכי 

7 Let Israel hope for HASHEM, for with 
HASHEM is kindness, and with Him is 
abundant redemption.  

 And He shall redeem Israel from all its 8 .ֹנָתיוֲעֹו, ִמֹּכל    --ִיְׂשָרֵאל-ִיְפֶּדה ֶאת, ְוהּוא  ח
iniquities. (Tehillim 1564-1567) 
[emphasis added] 

 

The first verses of the song raise by themselves some initial questions that we 

might ask ourselves together with Anderlini (127): what are the depths to 

which the psalmist refers? Are these individual or collective depths (i.e. the 

abyss of a sinner or the catastrophic exile of Israel)? The answer is not 

univocal, and looking at the original Hebrew does not seem to solve the issue. 

The text presents the word ַּמֲעַמִּקים, which recurs in other passages of the 

Tanakh,40F

41 and the root of the expression connects these depths to the depths 

of the sea:  

Le altre attestazioni bibliche della parola […] sembrano 

confermare il collegamento con le profondità del mare […]. Ma la 

profondità delle acque richiama non solo l’esilio e l’angustia del 

                                                 
41 Isaiah 51.10; Tehillim 69, 3.15 and Ezekiel 27.34.   
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tempo presente, ma anche e soprattutto indica il baratro in cui 

precipita l’uomo quando è avvolto dalle funi del peccato che lo 

trascinano nell’abisso dello she’òl. (Anderlini 128) [The other 

biblical attestations of the word […] seem to confirm a 

connection to ocean depths […]. But the depth of water not only 

recalls the exile and angst of the present, but also and especially 

indicates the chasm into which man plummets when he is 

enveloped by the tendrils of sin that drag him down into the 

abyss of she’òl. (translation mine)]   

The ascending movement is therefore accentuated by the position in which the 

point of view is placed: down by the water, an entire people or an individual is 

grasping for redemption, calling out for God.  

This anadiplosis/climax (a sort of underwater ladder spread out 

through the text) poses a difficult question to the reader (a difficulty partly 

expressed by the translation I chose to include): is it possible to consider this a 

full and extended anadiplosis/climax, given the many different synonyms 

used to name God (or rather, to not name him directly)?42 The alternation of 

the Tetragrammaton with אֹדָני (Adonai, meaning literally “my Lord”) is here 

extensive and makes us reflect upon the movement these two terms bring to 

the text: could we really consider this as an anadiplotic (and underwater, as we 

said) ladder, given that the sounds produced by the steps are different (but the 

meaning conveyed the same)?  

                                                 
42 For an analysis of the question of the name of God in Judaism, see the second 
chapter of this work.  
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The second anadiplosis/climax I wish to pinpoint might appear, at first 

glance, as a simple repetition – one that many scholars have even omitted 

(Crow 87):  ֹׁשְמִרים ַלֹּבֶקר, ִמֹּׁשְמִרים ַלֹּבֶקר , translated here as “among those longing for 

the dawn, those longing for the dawn” (6). In other translations we find “more 

than watchers for the morning,/watchers for the morning” (Crow 85), an 

expression that links this song to the one we analyzed before (song 121): 

according to this second translation, the phrase refers  

to guards who are changed with the night watch on the city walls. 

They are weary after their nightlong vigil and eagerly search the 

horizon for signs of morning, when they will be relieved of their 

duty. Although these watchmen eagerly await the morning, I am 

even more eager to witness the dawn of redemption, for the night 

of exile is far longer and more terrifying than any ordinary night. 

(Tehillim 1566) 

In a text that is entirely constructed on the dichotomies of darkness/light and 

depths/surface, this reiteration – which has been read as a simple emphatic 

repetition – can be considered as another step towards the idea of ascension 

that pervades the collection of Tehillim. In this particular lyric structure, the 

anadiplosis/climax “among those longing for the dawn, those longing for the 

dawn” (6) (or the alternate translation “more than watchers for the 

morning,/watchers for the morning”) represents a reiterated step that turns 

the singular supplicant into a collective worshipper that emphatically renews 
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the pact of faith with the deity: it is namely through these verses that the 

isolated cry of the individual blends into a societal pact of redemption.  

The presence of anadiplosis/climax in biblical Hebrew poetry has been 

widely and comprehensively discussed. It is worth mentioning, at least, the 

work conducted by Aaron Mirsky (171-80), who identified anadiplosis as a 

rhetorical figure which arose specifically from Hebrew literature (and connects 

our rhetorical device to chiasmus, which he considers as an expanded form of 

anadiplosis). The apparition of anadiplosis/climax in the “Songs of Ascents” 

seems to embody the main aspect of our prismatic and contradictory figure.  
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A Twentieth-Century Fall  

Lastly, let us turn to an example of iconoclastic descent. We have encountered 

Amelia Rosselli at the beginning of this chapter: her poems – taken from the 

collection Variazioni belliche – helped us delineate a first and rather twisted 

example of the survival of Jacob’s ladder as a literary topos while 

understanding the allegorical value of placing Christ in a mundane landscape.  

I wish to linger on Rosselli’s declination of the fall in War Variations as an 

ontological event used to redefine the relationship with transcendence.   

The movement of the fall originates in the deep laceration between 

mundane reality and the transcendental: the subject, bewildered and lost, does 

not find a firm collocation in space. “Si è vinti/Non v’è né sù [sic] né giù/ma 

solo il mezzo/(né ascesi né disintegrazione)” (Rosselli, Le poesie 117) [“We are 

defeated/There is not up or down/only the middle (not ascesis nor 

disintegration)” (translation mine)], writes Rosselli in Diario in Tre Lingue 

(1955-56), anticipating the sense of non-belonging and the psychological split 

we will find in many of her later war variations:    

Prendevo la spada e gridavo: fuori di quà43 cuorleone  

che mi hai trafitto il cuore. Prendevo la spada e sbagliavo 

o trovavo clientela? Corrotta la gioventù di oggi, corrotto 

il mercato corrotta la gente che compra corrotto il mercato 

e la mercantilizia. E se il mare geme e la mia fronte è 

                                                 
43 In her Glossarietto esplicativo Rosselli specifies: “(quà è uno sbaglio di stampa: = 
qua)”. She adds, regarding the sixth verse: “Lagrime in silenzio è sbaglio di stampa, 
sempre dell’editore = Lagrimo)” (Rosselli, Una scrittura plurale 69-73).  
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perlata di sudore? Lagrime in silenzio.  

Atterrita la signorina sbilanciava sulle nevi dei suoi scì  

acquatici. La giornata si pronunciava difficile e arguta:  

il sole subentrava molto glorioso ma fuori delle finestre 

nevicava un ingenuo candore che lei non teneva fra le braccia! 

del suo desiderio. Desiderava cose impossibili: amicizia  

e fedeltà. Cercava sorridente la prova della sua malizia: 

lei stessa carpiva, - od era trattenuta dalla gente? Malizia  

che imperi nel mio sangue violaceo di violetta abbandonata 

io ti perdono: ma muore il cuore. La gioventù corrotta 

sorgeva abbandonando il suo posto. Lei mirava ad un fine 

più stabile: trovava polvere e pipistrelli e formicaioli 

e donnaioli sul suo cammino di erbe basse. Sotto al suo 

piede si fermava la luce.  

(Nel cuore della notte tremava la luce.) Tramava cose 

impossibili! 

Cercava la notte che schiudeva i suoi petali nell’ignoto. 

Rimasi per terra e caddi supina. (Rosselli, War Variations 

144). [emphasis added] 

[I took the sword and screamed: out of here lionhearted  

You have pierced my heart. I took the sword and I was wrong  

Or did I find a clientele? The youth of today corrupt, corrupt  

The market corrupt the people who buy corrupt the marketplace  
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And the merchant class. And if the sea moans and my forehead is  

Covered with pearls of sweat? Tears in silence.  

Terrified the young lady was losing her balance on the snow of 

her  

Water skis. The day pronounced itself difficult and witty:  

The sun took over very gloriously but outside the windows  

It was snowing a naïve honesty she didn’t hold in the arms!  

Of her desire. She desired impossible things: friendship  

And faithfulness. Smiling she looked for proof of his malice:  

She herself snatched-or was she held up by people? Malice  

You who rule in my violet blood of an abandoned violet  

I forgive you: but the heart dies. The corrupt youth  

Rose abandoning its place. She yearned for a more stable  

End. She discovered dust and bats and anteaters  

And womanizers along her way of low grasses. Under  

Her foot the light stopped.  

(In the heart of the night light trembled.) Plotting impossible 

things!  

Looking for the night that opened her petals in the unknown.  

I remained on the ground and fell on my back. (Rosselli, 

War Variations 145)]. [emphasis added] 

The initial war image (“I took the sword and screamed”) makes space 

for a lamentation, which I regard as ironic, regarding the predominant 
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corruption of modern times. In the second strophe we encounter, alternately, 

multiple everyday figures to whom the “impossible” idealism of the lyric 

subject (now split into a sort of anonymous “young lady”) is opposed: she 

“desired impossible things: friendship/and faithfulness”; she craved a “more 

stable/end”. The world, however, is hostile and the night erases all hopes in 

the unknown. The defeat of utopias, together with the corruption of a future of 

rectitude and harmony, contributes to a fall – which happens, eloquently, in a 

condition of stasis (“I remained on the ground and fell on my back”). As here:  

La mistica del cervello. La luce del demonio sollevava polvere 

negli occhi impuri della mia fecondità. Io ero tremante d’invidia 

ma il raggio solare sollevava anch’esso storie d’amore tenue 

come il pero con i suoi fiori incantati, come il pane di  

sera che s’ingrana nelle faccende nostre d’amore e di pietà 

e di fame e di quadratura del circolo infame che noi solleviamo 

al di sopra di ogni sapienza. 

Incauta ricorrevo all’aldilà ma fui ben presto scottata da  

mani invidiose. Le mie proprie mani mi riportarono a 

terra 

le mie proprie unghie sollevarono da terra l’astro della  

felicità. Torgono in mano i lumi i santi i sapienti, torgono 

in mente i lumi i negri e le maestre di scuola e le rinvenute 

dalle scuole di agricoltura. 

Condannata a far finta mi risollevai dalla polvere ben presto 
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per inginocchiarmi alla fonte delle benestanti. Le protestanti 

non attecchirono ormai più la mia freschezza ingenua e con  

tutto candore perdonai ai più villani, vecchi digiuni. Cuore  

che tanto digiuni scostati dalla rabbia e rimani potente  

signore. (Rosselli, War Variations 122). [emphasis added] 

[The mystic of the brain. The light of the demon raised dust  

In the impure eyes of my fecundity. I was trembling with envy 

But the sunbeam too raised up love stories gentle as  

The pear with its enchanted flowers, like the bread of  

Evening that goes along with our business of love and pity  

And hunger and squaring the infamous circle that we raise up  

Above any other knowledge.  

Reckless I resorted to the beyond but I was soon burned by  

Jealous hands. My very own hands took me back to earth  

My very own nails raised from the earth the star of  

Happiness. Saints and wise men bear lamps in their hands, black 

men  

And schoolmistresses and women revived from agriculture 

schools  

Bear lamps in their minds.  

Doomed to pretend I soon raised myself up from the dust  

To kneel down at the fountain of rich women. The protestants  

No longer latched on to my ingenuous freshness and  
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In all candor I forgave the rudest, fasting old men. Heart  

Fasting so stand aside from anger and stay powerful  

lord. (Rosselli, War Variations 123)]. [emphasis added] 

Significant, in this particular variation, is the opposition between 

raising and falling. The light of the devil – which contributes, together with the 

“dust”, to delineate an atmosphere of dry desolation – blind the “impure eyes” 

of the subject’s “fecundity” (another polysemic term that seems to refer also to 

creative productivity). The burning heat of “the beyond” (and of the “jealous 

hands” that inhabit it) prevents the ascension towards transcendence: the 

subject pushes herself to the ground and, with her “very own nails” brings back 

to the surface a mysterious “star of/happiness”. Raising up is only a prelude 

for another downfall, this time on her kneels: the mystic of the brain finds its 

conclusion in a false movement, one that again blocks her from standing 

properly on her own feet.   

Se per il caso che mi guidava io facevo capriole: se per  

la perdita che continuava la sua girandola io sapevo: se 

per l’agonia che mi prendeva io perdevo: se per l’incanto  

che non seguivo io non cadevo: se nelle stelle dell’universo 

io cascavo a terra con un tonfo come nell’acqua: se per  

l’improvvisa pena io salvavo i miei ma rimanevo a terra  

ad aspettare il battello se per la pena tu sentivi per  

me (forse) ed io per te non cadevamo sempre incerti 

nell’avvenire 
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se tutto questo non era che fandonia allora dove rimaneva 

la terra? Allora chi chiamava – e chi rinnegava?[…] (Rosselli 

186). [emphasis added] 

[If for the chance that led me I did somersaults: if for  

The loss that continued its pinwheel I knew: if  

For the agony that grabbed me I lost: if for the enchantment  

I didn’t follow I did not fall: if in the stars of the universe  

I tumbled to earth with a thump as if into water: if for  

The sudden pain I rescued my family but remained on land 

To wait for the lifeboat if for the pain you felt for  

Me (maybe) and I for you we didn’t fall always unsure into the 

future 

If all this was just nonsense then where did the land  

Lie? Then who was calling-and who reneged? […] (Rosselli, War 

Variations 187)] [emphasis added] 

The fall is here taking place in the body of the firmament (“if in the stars 

of the universe/I tumbled to earth”) and it produces a “thump” that oddly 

sounds like a dive into the water. As Francesco Muzzioli rightly points out, 

“allora si tratta di una caduta sul morbido (e il solido diventa liquido)” (153) 

[“then this is a fall on a soft material (and the solid becomes liquid)” 

(translation mine)]. A sort of twisted, hallucinatory synesthesia where the 

materiality of the world exceeds traditional (and comforting) coordinates: “da 

un lato si cade, ma “a terra” solo per modo di dire, si cade piuttosto 
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dappertutto, in un paesaggio cosmico senza confini e basso-e-alto che tenga; 

dall’altro lato si cade, sì, ma non ci si fa male […]” (Muzzioli 152-153) [“on the 

one hand one falls, but “on the ground” seems only a way of saying: one falls 

everywhere, in a cosmic landscape without borders and no opposition between 

up and down; on the other hand one falls, sure, but without pain […]” 

(translation mine)].  The entropic landscape is chanted through an obsessive, 

anadiplotic reiteration of the conjunction “se”/if – which builds a chain of 

endless hypotheses that will never find a resting solution.44 

As in other lyrics, the poet remains on the ground to rescue her “family” 

(in a mourning rehabilitation of the dead). Pain – almost a form of pietas – 

seems to have a sort of salvific effect on the subject and on her faceless 

partner: “if for the pain you felt for/me (maybe) and I for you we didn’t fall 

always unsure into the future”. But perhaps this whole vision is a confection, 

one that coats the entire surface of the world.  

Stesa a terra pugnalavo il mio miglior amico. Ma gli affari  

restavano quelli che erano. Risollevavo il miglior amico 

ed egli mi piantava una grana che non finiva più, luce  

negli orecchi che non si scandalizzavano. […] 

L’ascesi era finita ma il gran dio non si sobbarcava 

facilmente a grandi fatiche inutilmente. Gli alberi tornando 

a casa erano delicatissimi. Io ero delicatissima tornando  

a casa! io giacevo supina come una mosca imbrattata di  

                                                 
44 See Appendix 2.  
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miele. Lui era il mio re debolissimo io la sua regina imbrattata 

di sangue. Tu sei il mio re debolissimo imbrattato di porpora! 

[…] (Rosselli, War Variations 102) [emphasis added] 

[Stretched on the ground I stabbed my best friend. But  

Business stayed what it was. I picked up my best friend  

And he gave me no end of grief, light in the ears  

That would not be scandalized. […]  

The ascent was over but the great god  

Would not easily shoulder great loads uselessly. Going back  

Home the trees were very delicate. I was very delicate 

going  

Back home! I lay on my back like a fly smeared with  

Honey. He was my very weak king I his queen covered 

With blood. You are my very weak king covered with purple! […] 

(Rosselli, War Variations 103)] [emphasis added] 

Again a war image: on the ground, once more, the poet absurdly flares 

up against her best friend. This does not change the status quo (“business 

stayed what it was”), but soon after – while picking up her best friend in a 

pitiful impulse pregnant of renewed affection – the subject is persecuted by a 

logorrheic grief that, in a peculiar synesthesia, is defined as “light in the 

ears/that would not be scandalized”.  The ascesis of a god who does not move 

“uselessly” is over. The trees are full of life and present themselves as “very 

delicate” – as the poet herself, thanks to identification and anadiplosis. But 
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here again a stop, or a blockage (rendered with a similitude): “I lay on my back 

like a fly smeared with/honey”. The last two verses are a clear (and ironic) 

interpretations of Shakespeare’s Macbeth: the “very weak king”, later coated 

with purple,45 stands here next to the poet – now a “queen covered/in blood”.  

Apart from destabilizing the equilibrium of the lyric subject, the 

movement of the fall often invests the object of her desire – unveiling the 

misery of its creatural condition. Decadence manifests a transfigured, almost 

macabre face of human nature: 

Per la tua pelle olivastra per la tua mascella cadente  

per le tue virginee denta per il tuo pelo bruno per il  

tuo amore impossibile per il tuo sangue olivastro e la 

mascella inferiore cadente per l’amministrazione dei beni 

che non consiglia altre armonie, per l’amore e per il mistero 

per la tua voracità e per la mia per il tuo sondare impossibili 

abissi – per la mia mania di grandezza per il tuo irrobustire  

per la mia debolezza per il tuo cadere e risollevarti 

sempre si chiamerà chimera il breve viaggio fatto alle 

stelle. (Rosselli, War Variations 176) [emphasis added] 

[For your olive skin for your slack jaw  

For your virginal teeth for your dark hair for  

Your impossible love for your olive blood and  

Slack jaw for the administration of the goods that  

                                                 
45 In Shakespeare, the adjective “purpled” often connotates “bloodstained” (see Julius 
Caesar III.i.158).  
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Recommend no other harmony, for love and mystery  

For your greed and mine for your sounding the impossible  

Abyss-for my vision of grandeur for your strengthening  

For my weakness for your falling and raising yourself up  

Forever we will call chimera this brief journey to the  

Stars. (Rosselli, War Variations 177)] [emphasis added] 

The body of the other collapses, and the downfall assaults the erotic sphere 

which  

non si trasforma in un fantasma, ma permane un oggetto 

concreto quanto irraggiungibile, un cadavere intorno al quale 

l’invocazione amorosa si rovescia nel pianto rituale, nel canto 

luttuoso. Non uno spettro dunque, ma uno zombi, una fisicità 

che riattiva continuamente il desiderio a partire dall’estinguersi 

della vita del corpo, dalla dimensione postuma del desiderio 

stesso. (Baldacci 65)  

[does not transform into a ghost, but remains an object concrete 

and unreachable, a corpse around which the love invocation 

turns into a ritual cry, a mourning chanting. It is not a specter, 

therefore, but a zombie: a physicality that continuously 

reactivates desire, starting from the extinguishing of a body’s life, 

from the posthumous dimension of desire itself. (translation 

mine)]  
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Passion arises from the reciprocal assistance in the face of the real: this is 

delineated as a “brief”, craved journey towards the firmament (pronounced by 

the ghost of Dino Campana).46 

Se dalle tue lunghe agonie e dai miei brevi respiri  

sorgesse un fiore; allora io correrei ringraziarti  

rimboccherei la strada della bellezza. Ma tu non  

respiri e mollemente non tiri il tuo arco della sapienza; 

tu non respiri e non vuoi ritrovare l’arca di Noè: io  

qua respiro e tu tremi e tu cadi forse, e io sicuramente  

brillo e cado ai tuoi piedi fatti di cristallo. 

Ma tu non vuoi morire, e io stendo ancora la mano amichevole. 

(Rosselli, War Variations 196) [emphasis added] 

[If from your long agonies and my short breaths  

A flower sprung; then I would run to thank you  

I would turn up the street of beauty. But you don’t  

Breathe and don’t softly bend your bow of wisdom;  

You don’t breathe and don’t wish to find Noah’s ark: here  

I breathe and you tremble and fall perhaps, and I surely  

Shine and fall at your feet made of crystal.  

You don’t wish to die, and I hold out still my friendly hand. 

(Rosselli, War Variations 197)] [emphasis added] 

                                                 
46 See the last verse of the poem “La Chimera”, which displays an interesting figure of 
repetition, in Campana’s Canti Orfici (1913): “E ancora ti chiamo ti chiamo Chimera” 
(82-83) [“And still I call you I call you Chimera”].  
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The impossibility of union and beauty is played in the texture of an 

unbridgeable extraneity: if the other moves between “long agonies” and 

indifference towards knowledge and the sacred (they “don’t softly bend” their 

“bow of wisdom”) while only “perhaps” falling, the poet breathes and affirms 

this act with vigor. To the other’s undaunted attitude, the subject opposes a 

run on the “street of beauty”. While shining, she disastrously falls at their “feet 

made of crystal” – fragile feet, maybe not audacious enough to bear a loss of 

balance. The pusillanimous refusal of mortality (“you don’t wish to die”) 

convinces the subject to offer her “friendly hand”. As stated in another 

variation, later in the collection: “your/fall was my bad luck but also my hope 

of lifting/you up again!” (Rosselli, War Variations 237).  

What is expressed, in this dialectic, is an introjection of a new vision of 

space. The fight, here almost a dance, among two wills takes place on a rugged 

terrain. Precipitating is a destiny that invests all: the body is the body, full of 

finitude and imperfection.47 Men and women fall, hurt themselves, die, and 

writhe in the same manner. Alessandro Baldacci further explains:  

Il corpo si sparge nei suoi frammenti, si scompone fra ossa, 

gambe, cuore, sangue, dita, mani. È uno sparagmos dionisiaco 

che però, differentemente dalla tradizione classica, non fertilizza 

la scrittura, mettendo in circolo, per converso, un respiro 

straniante, ferite, traumi e lividi della psiche. Anche nei passaggi 

                                                 
47 Rosselli’s poetry, which is not openly concerned with feminist issues, could be 
rather read as a declination (or negation) of the (very masculine) Italian literary 
canon. See Rosaria Lo Russo, “I Santi Padri e la Figlia dal cuore devastato”, in Andrea 
Cortellessa, La furia dei venti contrari, (69-74).  
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in cui questa poesia pare focalizzarsi unicamente su squarci 

interiori, o la tessitura del discorso è talmente alterata da far 

pensare a una monade sconnessa dal mondo esterno, il verso in 

realtà proietta, in stanze private, l’ininterrotta cronaca della 

violenza del proprio tempo. (Baldacci 67-68) 

[The body is scattered in its fragments, broken up into bones, 

legs, heart, blood, fingers, hands. It is a Dionysian sparagmos 

that, unlike the classic tradition, does not fertilize writing. It 

instead circulates an estranging breath, wounds, traumas, and 

psychological bruises. Even in the passages where this poem 

seems to solely focus on interior lacerations, or the texture of the 

discourse is so altered that it looks like a disconnected monad, 

the verse in fact projects (in some private rooms) the 

uninterrupted chronicle of its contemporary violence. 

(translation mine)]  

The Rossellian body flakes apart under the attack of an irreducible 

extraneity, it introjects a dramatic fall of History that – together with the lyric 

subject – drags into the void the very fiber of the universe:  

Sempre agonizzante egli traspariva fra dei suoi fratelli 

con un velo in mano. Sempre lusingato e lusinghiero conduceva 

per mano fanciulle. Con il coltello al cuore rimava. Dentro  

della colonna degli abissi scombinava le preghiere. Contro  

d’ogni tuo barbaglio, - m’incitava la pioggia. Retta combinavo  
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preghiere assurde e tutto il mondo crollava. Senza della  

rete dei pesci non è possibile danneggiarsi. Contro ogni 

malignità non è possibile sollevarsi. Contro della spia  

notturna non è chiaro perché cada la bomba. (Rosselli, War 

Variations 308) [emphasis added] 

[Always agonizing he transpired among his brothers  

With a veil in hand. Always flattered and flattering he led  

Girls by the hand. With a knife to the heart he rhymed. Inside  

The pillar of abysses he spoiled the prayers. Against  

Your every dazzle,-the rain spurred me. Upright I arranged  

Absurd prayers and the whole world was collapsing. 

Without the  

Fishing net it is impossible to get damaged. Against every  

Evil it is impossible to rise up. Against the nocturnal  

Spy it is not clear why the bomb falls. (Rosselli, War Variations 

309)] [emphasis added] 

Arranging “absurd prayers” provokes the collapse of the world. It is the 

entire horizon that does not bare their spiritual weight: emptied of meaning, 

the universe animates itself (now personified) in order to manifest an 

irrevocable caducity.  Sometimes it can actively avoid its own fall:  

Per la fibra dell’universo che rifiuta di cadere ad ogni  

nostra caduta io esclamo ancora ed ancora che la libertà 
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vigilata sia fatta, a digiuno e con il pane in bocca. (Rosselli, War 

Variations 208) [emphasis added] 

[For the fiber of the universe that refuses to fall with  

Every one of our falls I exclaim over and over that freedom  

Under supervision be done, fasting and with bread in the mouth 

(Rosselli, War Variations 209)] [emphasis added] 

Although sharing the same destiny of decay, there is no solidarity 

between the self and the world: the reciprocal falls move asymptotically, 

without really touching upon themselves. The decadence is opposed, 

eloquently, to the word “freedom” – a exclaimed and desired liberation from 

the suffocating yoke of finitude. A final oxymoron (“fasting and with bread in 

the mouth”) suggests a sense of deep annihilation that borders on self-

punishment: the subject fasts while savoring the taste of bread – an idea of 

food as a vehicle of spiritual elevation.48  

Lastly, I wish to linger on a brief excerpt taken from La libellula (1958), 

a poem that embraces in many occasions the figure of anadiplosis/climax, 

rendering it a fundamental formal procedure that contributes – together with 

anaphora – to build the obsessive tone of the work. It is also very interesting 

to notice how in the following section of her work, Rosselli implements a 
                                                 
48 The verse seems to merge two different religious traditions (the same to which 
Rosselli was exposed): Christianity and Judaism. If in the first it is food deprivation 
that leads to God, in Judaism eating has an opposed value. Invested with a high 
symbolical meaning, it is food – in the strict observance of the rules that establish its 
adequacy (or Kashrut, כשרות) – that revives the pact with God. Rosselli is here dealing 
with this opposition quite ironically: in a different variation we read “Perché iddio 
(io) mi perdonasse era necessario/ch’io mangiassi” (Rosselli, War Variations 206) 
[“So that god (I) would forgive me it was necessary/for me to eat.” (Rosselli, War 
Variations 207)].  
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precise style, aimed at differentiating poetic writing from prose thanks to an 

operation of great impact.  In refusing the traditional poetical arrangement 

(based on syllabi and preconstituted genres), Rosselli chooses to take the 

spatial dimension of her writing as the only means of formal organization.  

This choice forces the poet to search for an alternative differentiation: 

Rosselli solves the deadlock of an absent formal opposition between prose and 

poetry by scattering every image with repetitions.  The frequent reiteration of 

adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions and verbs gives a haunting rhythm to the 

language of La libellula.  The overwhelming heaps of poetical images are 

articulated, nearly created, by a return that could be considered as a sort of 

anadiplosis/climax, and yet a particular one, since the structure of the poem 

itself is unusual: given that the concept of traditional verse is at stake, 

anadiplosis/climax does not exclusively regard words at the end or at the 

beginning of a verse, but pervades the whole lyric structure.  

The regulation at the basis of Rosselli’s free verse purely depends upon 

a spatial and psychic visualization that arises from the very first verse of her 

poem.  As Rosselli writes in her well-known essay on poetics “Spazi metrici”,  

[n]ello stendere il primo rigo del poema fissavo definitivamente 

la larghezza del quadro insieme spaziale e temporale; i versi 

susseguenti dovevano adattarsi a egual misura, a identica 

formulazione. Scrivendo passavo da verso a verso senza badare a 

una qualsiasi priorità di significato nelle parole poste in fin di 

riga come per caso. (Rosselli, Una scrittura plurale 66)  
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[In laying out the first line of the poem I fixed the width of the 

spatial and temporal frame {quadro} definitively at once; 

subsequent lines had to be adapted to equal measure, to identical 

formulation. In writing I moved from line to line without 

minding any priority of meaning in the words placed at the end 

of the lines as if by chance. (Rosselli, Locomotrix 251)]  

The figure of anadiplosis/climax – within a poetic setting that regards the end 

of a line as the depletion of the psychic and physical space available to the poet 

– is therefore articulated in a new shape: no longer necessarily at the 

beginning or at the end of the verse, obsessive repetition constellates the 

progression of the image in the flesh of the line, not only in its skin. Let us 

consider the following example (one of the most eloquent sections of the poem 

La libellula displaying an unbiased use of anadiplosis/climax):  

Rimuovere gli antichi angioli dal loro piedestalli  

Della pietà, rimuovere gli antichi angioli dal   

Loro piedestallo della fiertà, e buttar tutto  

In mare. Rimuovere gli antichi angioli che con  

Il pregiudizio s’attaccano alle mie gonnelle;  

rimuovere ogni sorta di viltà; rimuovere ogni  

pentimento: rimuovere la fierezza e la pietà:  

rimuovere perfino il vento se s’attacca alla  

tua pienezza. Mangiare, dormire, sognare: non  

prendere sonniferi. Mangiare, dormire, sognare 
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e osare: rimuovere l’antica viltà, rimuovere  

le bende dei soldati dalle statue incoronate  

dei giardini: rimuovere la pietà il sangue e  

la fiertà. Settembre ha schiuso le sue porte  

sonore, e l’umiltà v’entra per un sole agghiacciato. (Rosselli, in La 

furia 13) [emphasis added] 

[Removing the ancient angels from their pedestals  

Of piety, removing the ancient angels from  

Their pedestal of pride, and tossing everything  

Into the sea. Removing the ancient angels who along  

With prejudice cling to my skirts;  

Removing every instance of cowardice; removing  

Each repentance: removing pride and piety;  

Removing even the wind if it clings to  

Your plenitude. Eating, sleeping, dreaming: don’t take  

Sleeping pills. Eating, sleeping, dreaming,  

And daring: removing ancient baseness, removing  

The soldiers’ bandages from the crowned statues  

Of gardens: removing piety blood and  

Pride. September has left ajar its sonorous  

Doors, and humility enters by way of a frozen sun. 

(Rosselli, The Dragonfly 115)]  [emphasis added] 
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It is significant to notice, even simply by reading these few verses, how Rosselli 

constructed her poem around recurrent images, obsessive and obsessing 

semantic clots that are alternatively loaded with new meanings.  The key words 

here (namely those that mark the interrupted flow of the poem in the 

repetition) are undoubtedly “angeli” and “pietà”, together with the verb 

“rimuovere” (to remove).  The poem seems to act by subtraction, through an 

explicit operation in the quest for essentiality: keeping angels at bay–together 

with cowardice, repentance, pity and pride–can be interpreted as a desire to 

distance oneself from the cumbersome sanctity expressed by Rosselli at the 

beginning of the poem (“La santità dei santi padri era un prodotto sì/cangiante 

ch’io decisi di allontanare ogni dubbio/dalla mia testa purtroppo troppo chiara 

e prendere/il salto per un addio più difficile” Rosselli in La furia 1) [“The 

holiness of the Holy Fathers was a product so/Variegating that I decided to 

push aside every doubt/From my clearly too clear mind and to take/The 

plunge toward a more difficult farewell” (Rosselli, The Dragonfly 81)].  

Anadiplosis/climax functions here not only as a figure of descent, but 

also as a violent tool to weaken empty abstractions: the words set in the 

anadiplotic scheme (highlighted in bold), if isolated, burst out in a 

rejuvenating iconoclasm. A double slaughter, we might say: not only are those 

images forcefully dragged away from their pedestals, but also language seems 

to shake under the brutality of that attack. At every repetition of the word 

“rimuovere”, for instance, not only a chunk of that image is removed: also the 

sense of the word “rimuovere” seems to disappear – leaving an empty word, a 
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word that has performed so intensively its function that it now remains 

scattered and exhausted on the ground. Moving away from the angelical 

figures which aggressively continue to grip Rosselli’s writing, on the other 

hand, means moving away from their influence.  The hypothesis that La 

libellula might be taken as a manifesto of negative poetics - which 

subsequently led to the composition of her later works – appears convincing. 

Rosselli’s urgency to poetically name the world is accompanied by an absolute 

necessity to reject well-known religious and cultural systems in order to create 

an eidetic horizon whose elements reside in the poet’s psychological universe: 

anadiplosis/climax has structurally and rhetorically helped Rosselli in stoning  

a crowd of obsolete images, disclosing a lyrical discourse that originates from a 

linguistic clash and results in one of the most significant literary experiences of 

post-war Italian poetry.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Broken Bridges, Ladders to Nowhere 

Anadiplosis/Climax and the Trope of Ineffability 
 

 

Fig.8. Cai Guo-Qiang, Sky Ladder, Huiyu Island Harbour, Quanzhou, 
Fujian (15 June 2015 at 4:49 am). Approximately 2 minutes and 30 

seconds. 
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E sarà buio e sarà luce/e sarà luce o buio o luce/quanto ti piacerà. 

Mariangela Gualtieri’s Cain.  

The space occupied by Cain and Abel in Genesis is limited: the words narrating 

the first homicide in the Biblical narration are raw – certainly not glorious.49 

Yet this episode represents one of the most visited archetypes from the Torah 

epic – one that speaks about fratricide, jealousy, the opposition between 

pastoralism and agriculture, the painful distance from God.50 The story is 

renowned – Cain and Abel, the children of Adam and Eve in the post-Edenic 

world, make their offerings to God (Cain works the land, while the shepherd 

Abel sacrifices from his flock). God is seemingly more pleased with Abel’s gifts, 

and his preference sparks the fury of Cain:   

                                                 
49 See Genesis 4.   
50 It is worth mentioning, at least, “Caino” (1928) by Giuseppe Ungaretti (in the 
collection Il Sentimento del Tempo). In these verses the poet looks at Cain as a symbol 
of the natural (and irremediable) tendency to violence in human beings: “Corre sopra 
le sabbie favolose/E il suo piede è leggero//O pastore di lupi,/Hai i denti della luce 
breve/Che punge i nostri giorni./Terrori, slanci,/Rantolo di foreste, quella mano/Che 
spezza come nulla vecchie querci,/Sei fatto a immagine del cuore./E quando è l'ora 
molto buia,/Il corpo allegro/Sei tu fra gli alberi incantati?/E mentre scoppio di 
brama,/Cambia il tempo, t'aggiri ombroso,/Col mio passo mi fuggi./Come una fonte 
nell'ombra, dormire!/Quando la mattina è ancora segreta,/Saresti accolta, anima,/Da 
un'onda riposata./Anima, non saprò mai calmarti?/Mai non vedrò nella notte del 
sangue?/Figlia indiscreta della noia,/Memoria, memoria incessante,/Le nuvole della 
tua polvere,/Non c'è vento che se le porti via?/Gli occhi mi tornerebbero 
innocenti,/Vedrei la primavera eterna/E, finalmente nuova,/O memoria, saresti 
onesta.” (234-237) [“He runs upon the fabled sands/and his tread is light.//O 
shepherd of wolves,/Your teeth are flashes of light/That stab our days.//Terrors, 
urges,/Death rattle of forests, that hand/That snaps like twigs ancient oaks,/You’re 
made in the heart’s image.//And when the hour of darkness is nigh,/Are you the 
joyful figure/Among the enchanted trees?//And while I burst with longing,/The 
weather changes, you somber move about,/You flee me as I approach.//To sleep like a 
fountain in the shade!//When morning is still secret,/You’d be welcomed, soul/By a 
still wave.//Soul, shall I ever know how to quell you?/Shall I ever see in the night of 
my blood?/Indiscreet daughter of boredom,/Memory, incessant memory,/Is there no 
wind to bear away/The clouds of your dust?//My eyes would be innocent again,/I’d 
see the eternal spring//And new at last,/O memory, you’d be unblemished.” (234-
237)].  
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; ַוְיִהי ִּבְהיֹוָתם ַּבָּׂשֶדה, ָאִחיוֶהֶבל -ַוּיֹאֶמר ַקִין, ֶאל  ח
 ּו.ַוַּיַהְרֵגה ָאִחיוֶהֶבל -ַוָּיָקם ַקִין ֶאל

8 And Cain spoke unto Abel his brother. 
And it came to pass, when they were in the 
field, that Cain rose up against Abel his 
brother, and slew him. 

; ַוּיֹאֶמר לֹא ָאִחי�ַקִין, ֵאי ֶהֶבל -ַוּיֹאֶמר ְיהָוה ֶאל  ט
 ָאֹנִכי. ָאִחיָיַדְעִּתי, ֲהֹׁשֵמר 

9 And the LORD said unto Cain: 'Where is 
Abel thy brother?' And he said: 'I know 
not; am I my brother's keeper?' 

, ֹצֲעִקים ֵאַלי ָאִחי�ל ְּדֵמי ַוּיֹאֶמר, ֶמה ָעִׂשיָת; קֹו  י
 ָהֲאָדָמה.-ִמן

10 And He said: 'What hast thou done? the 
voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto 
Me from the ground. 

-ָהֲאָדָמה ֲאֶׁשר ָּפְצָתה ֶאת-ְוַעָּתה, ָארּור ָאָּתה, ִמן  אי
 �.ִמָּידֶ  ָאִחי�ְּדֵמי -ִּפיָה, ָלַקַחת ֶאת

11 And now cursed art thou from the 
ground, which hath opened her mouth to 
receive thy brother's blood from thy 
hand. 

ֹּכָחּה ָל�; ָנע -ֹתֵסף ֵּתת-ָהֲאָדָמה, לֹא-ִּכי ַתֲעֹבד ֶאת  בי
 ָוָנד, ִּתְהֶיה ָבָאֶרץ.

12 When thou tillest the ground, it shall not 
henceforth yield unto thee her strength; a 
fugitive and a wanderer shalt thou be in the 
earth.' (Genesis 4.8-12) [emphasis added]   

  

The original Hebrew text – as often, in my work – informs us about the 

tensions and meanings hidden in the substratum of the episode itself. The 

repetitive structure of the verses is played around the word “brother” (ָאח, ach): 

the emphasis resulting from this reiteration amplifies the ethical impact of the 

story while commenting on its hideous nature.   Cain and Abel both incarnate 

a series of firsts: the first men being born, the first brothers, the first victim, 

the first murderer, the first fratricide, the first wandering exile, the first polis.51 

The iniquity of Cain’s gesture is unthinkable – unrepresentable, as I will 

discuss shortly – in the face of the blood relationship he entertains with his 

                                                 
51 As an outcast, both outside and inside the divine law, Cain will settle in the land of 
Nod – an oxymoron, given that in Hebrew “Nod” derives from the verb “to wander” 
 For the many complex theoretical implications of the homines sacri, see .(לנדוד)
Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (1998).  
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victim (and the word “blood” is a clot around which the narrative apex 

coagulates).52  

Behind the names of the tale’s absolute protagonists, moreover, lies an 

indication of their destiny: if “Cain” derives from ַקִין (Kayin), which could 

designate a “blade”, “smith”, or, interestingly, “to acquire/create”,53 “Abel” 

possesses more ethereal implications. Scholars have long debated the 

connection “Abel” bears with the Assyrian “ablu” (“son”),54 but a closer look at 

the Hebrew ֶהֶבל (Hevel) unveils surprising trajectories: the root of the word 

means “breath” (like a breath, he vanishes), but also to be “empty”, 

“shapeless.” The same root, in fact, is at the heart of one of the most famous 

verses of the Ecclesiastes (one of the Ketuvim, or Writings, of the Hebrew 

Bible). The word ֶהֶבל is repeated, within an anadiplotic scheme, to designate 

the vacuity of the things of the world (1:2): Vanity of vanities, saith 

Koheleth; vanity of vanities, all is vanity (   ֲהָבִלים ָאַמר ֹקֶהֶלת, ֲהֵבל ֲהָבִלים ַהֹּכל

  Emptiness is the essence of Abel’s feeble existence: the first victim of the .(ָהבֶ ל

                                                 
52 When God discovers the murder, he thunders (note the chiasmic structure of the 
invective): “'What hast thou done? the voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto Me 
from the ground. And now cursed art thou from the ground, which hath opened 
her mouth to receive thy brother's blood from thy hand.” (Genesis 4.10-11) 
[emphasis added].  
53 The root QN makes a previous appearance, just a few lines beforehand, when Eve 
gives birth to Cain (and later to Abel) in Genesis 4.1: “Now the man knew his wife Eve, 
and she conceived and bore Cain, saying, “I have gained ( יתִ  יָקִנ֥ ) a male child with the 
help of the Lord.” In the Old Testament, the verb occurs frequently to designate 
commercial transactions (see Nehemiah 5.8).  
54 See, for instance, Julius Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, 3:70 (1887).  
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Bible does not speak,55 and the silence surrounding his lynching56 finds an 

even more remarkable trace in the text – specifically, in the depiction of the 

prelude to the homicide (Genesis 4.8). In the Darby Bible we read: “And Cain 

spoke to Abel his brother, and it came to pass when they were in the field, that 

Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and slew him.” The incongruence of this 

translation is noticeable when looking closely at the original where, for what 

Darby rendered as “spoke”, we encounter the Hebrew ֹּאֶמר (omer) – a verb that 

always introduces direct speech (one that, apparently, we will never be able to 

access).57 There is thus an omission in the text, one that some translators have 

confidently left intact: “Cain said to this brother Abel…and when they were in 

the field, Cain set upon his brother Abel and killed him.” (Jewish Publication 

Society). The lacuna has fostered a plethora of hermeneutic reactions:58  

                                                 
55 Abel (or better, his blood) gains a voice only after being killed. God says to Cain: 
“the voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto Me from the ground.” (Genesis 4.10). See 
n. 52.  
56 As Julián Andrés González Holguín notes in his Cain, Abel, and the Politics of God: 
“John 3:12 uses the Greek verb σφάζω (“to slay, slaughter”) to describe Cain’s killing 
of his brother. This verb only appears again eight times in the book of Revelation 
where it refers to Christ as the lamb being slain (Rev 5:6, 9, 12; 13:8), or to martyrs 
(Rev 6:9; 18:24), and two additional references not directly relevant. The use of 
σφάζω in 1 John and Revelation suggests that the New Testament writers understood 
Abel as a martyr for faith (cf. Matt 23:35; Heb 12:24). In other words, Abel’s death 
may have sacrificial implications and Cain kills his brother as an offering to the deity.” 
(n.84 p.62).  
57 The Hebrew for “speaking” is לדבר (ledaber).  
58 The Gnostic sect of the Cainites saw this void as a deliberate omission aimed at 
masking the fact that Cain was, contrary to common belief, the first victim of God. 
Ernst Bloch clarifies: “There is too in the traditional text, which is so much concerned 
with the murder, a highly suggestive gap-one noticed already by the Massoretes. It is 
caused by an omission in verse 8: “Cain said to Abel his brother…And when they were 
in the field, Cain rose against his brother Abel, and killed him.” The man who had 
offered only the fruit off the ground, and for this reason reaped a harvest of wrath 
from the blood-drinking Yahweh, does not fit in with the other Cain, the murderer, 
with all his wild talk. No more does the God who later saved him fit in with the God 
who curses and drinks blood: the change in both pictures is unmistakable. In late 

https://cdsp.edu/faculty/dr-julian-gonzalez/
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[t]he absence of Cain’s discourse to his brother in 4:8 is, of 

course, puzzling. In general, commentators see in this gap a sign 

that the text was tampered with in the process of its 

transmission. But, such a “solution” reveals a misunderstanding 

of the Biblical langue. Contrary to modern expectation that a 

composition be complete and well-rounded, the biblical text, in 

the image of the whole creation as it conceives it, begs for 

interpretation. The text is therefore co-created by its composer 

and its interpreters. […] As it now stands, Gen 4:8 tantalizingly 

invites the reader to fill the vacuum with something that is now 

missing. Genesis versions in Aramaic, Syriac, Greek, Latin, have 

added the expected words, “Let’s go to the fields.” (LaCocque 52).  

 
Among the many interpretations that, as LaCocque seems to suggest, keep 

contributing to the creation of the Biblical text, Mariangela Gualtieri’s Cain 

stands as an exemplum of lyrical afflatus and ontological worth. A 

contemporary Italian poet of extraordinary talent and prolific career, Gualtieri 

has re-written Cain’s story in 2011 for the theatre59 (in the context of the long-

                                                                                                                                             
Judaism there was a sect of Cainites who thought they could smell powder in the 
omission of verse 8: powder that backfired and put Abel himself in the wrong.” (90). 
See also Oded Yisraeli, “Cain as the Scion of Satan: The Evolution of a Gnostic Myth 
in the Zohar” (2016).  
59 The tale of Cain has received a great amount of attention in modern and 
contemporary theatre (worth mentioning, at least, are Lord Byron and Alfieri’s 
versions). One exceptional experiment – at the center of my next project – is that 
ideated by the Socíetas Raffaello Sanzio, directed by Romeo Castellucci: the last act of 
the postmodern performance titled Genesis. From the Museum of Sleep (1999) 
focuses on Cain and Abel, the iniquity of evil, and the deadly silence (pregnant with 
empathy) that curses the brothers’ destiny.  
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lasting collaboration with Teatro Valdoca and the director Cesare Ronconi). In 

doing so, she translates into a vivid and powerful poem not only the 

mysterium iniquitatis–60 “l’enigma del male […] e` un fondale che non 

possiamo non indagare, anche se non siamo capaci dell’immensa apnea che 

richiede” (Gualtieri 4) [“the enigma of evil (…) is a depth we cannot leave 

uninspected, even if we are not capable of the immense apnea it requires” 

(translation mine)] – but also the silence surrounding the narrative of Cain, 

offering a hybrid example (in the space between poetry and performance)61 of 

the fascinating kinship of anadiplosis/climax and ineffability.   

 In the introduction to the poem Gualtieri warns that she was not moved 

by an exegetic desire towards the biblical page but rather felt attracted to the 

icon-Cain – so relatable, in her opinion, to the postmodern man who, far away 

from transcendence, is solely concentrated on materiality (3). At that point, 

says the poet, the Hebrew alphabet disclosed itself in front of her very eyes:  

Poi si è spalancato davanti a me l’alfabeto ebraico, e prima di 

quello il sanscrito, e ho intravisto, meglio sarebbe dire intra-

udito, la «percussione amorosa della lettera-energia» di queste 

due lingue, così vicine a una sorgente originale. […] E’ poco 

quello che ho inteso di questa vastità, malgrado la passione e 
                                                 
60 See the description of “the man of lawlessness” in the Second Epistle to the 
Thessalonians by St. Paul (2.1-17). As known, this concept (specifically the idea of the 
Kathékon) has vastly occupied contemporary theoretical debates, from Carl Schmitt 
to Maurizio Blondet. See Giorgio Agamben, Il mistero del male: Benedetto XVI e la 
fine dei tempi (2013). For a dystopic take on the subject, see also the novel by Sergio 
Quinzio, Mysterium Iniquitatis: le encicliche dell'ultimo Papa (1995).  
61 For an insightful (and interdisciplinary) take on the function of repetition in 
contemporary theatre, performance, and dance, fundamental is Eirini Kartsaki, On 
Repetition: Writing, Performance & Art (2016).  
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dedizione massime con cui ho provato a immergermi in questo 

mare, così oscuro, entusiasmante, pericoloso. L’impressione ora 

è di essermi bagnata appena i piedi. Ci tornerò, credo. (4)  

[Then the Hebrew alphabet opened in front of me, just after 

Sanskrit: I could glimpse, or better overhear, the «amorous 

percussion of the letter-energy» of these languages, so close to an 

original source. […] What I understood of this vastness is not 

much, despite the great passion and dedication with which I 

tried to immerse myself into this obscure, thrilling, dangerous 

sea. I have now the impression that I just dipped my toes. I will 

go back to them, I believe. (translation mine)] 

The fascination with Biblical Hebrew and its combinatory nature seems to 

have influenced Gualtieri’s poem given this language’s proximity to God – and 

to his silence – and the occasional babblings Hebrew is subjected to (especially 

when before ineffable matters). The very short poem Cain is sprinkled with an 

impressive amount of anadiplosis/climax figures: so many it is impossible to 

take account of all of them. I will isolate what I think are the most significant 

ones – those that resonate with the theme of this chapter and with its 

theoretical subtext. In this work Cain becomes a tragic figure, one that wishes 

to explain the motifs behind the murder of Abel (who remains a non-speaking 

character) and attempts to redeem himself on a stage occupied by a majestic 

African deathbed. Here are his words in the prologue:  

Guardami – 
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non prometto niente di buono.  

Sono messo qui a dirti qualche cosa che non capisci bene –  

Io sono la prima profezia.  

 La profezia che porto nella carne 

è questa: calpesterai ciò che ami.  

Molto vicino, intorno  

E dentro te – ciò che ti fa vivo 

lo massacrerai.  

La profezia è questa:  

ti butterai in un agire furioso 

fino alla rovina.  

Dopo non so. Non so.  

Non so cos’altro covi. (15) [emphasis added] 

[Look at me- 

I don’t bear anything good.  

I am placed here to tell you something you don’t quite 

understand–  

I am the first prophecy.  

The prophecy that I bear in the flesh  

Is this: you will step on what you love.  

Very close, around  

And inside you – what makes you alive  

You will slaughter.  
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This is the prophecy:  

You will throw yourself into a fury 

Until you will ruin yourself.  

After that I don’t know. I don’t know.  

I don’t know what else you harbor. (translation mine)] 

[emphasis added] 

 
Anadiplosis/climax intervenes when Cain is called to describe his own fate – 

when, in other words, the inevitability of a destiny inscribed in his flesh seems 

to be inescapable: “Io sono la prima profezia./La profezia che porto nella 

carne” and “Dopo non so. Non so. Non so cos’altro covi”. In both cases 

language evokes a disastrous struggle, an anxious suspension of the intellect in 

the face of an already-decided catastrophe. All the occurrences of our 

rhetorical device possess this same sign – the effort of language to define a 

predestination that the mind cannot process. This also happens in the 

consciousness of being rejected by God:  

  Qualcuno. Qualcuno uno. Molto vicino.  

  Gonfia vicino. Dentro vicino.  

Strano scuro animale  

in spinte, in risalita furibonda.  

Oscure regioni dal fondo di me  

massa d’ombra gonfia  

gonfia, peste che intorno  

e più dentro cresce.  
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Cresce grande turbolenza.  

In ogni cosa migliore. Qualcuno.  

Più gradito qualcuno che me.  

Senza perché. Rifiuta. Rifiuta.  

È me è me che rifiuta. (31) [emphasis added] 

[Someone. Someone, one. Very close.  

Swells close. Inside close.  

Strange shady animal  

In shoves, in furious comeback.  

Dark regions from the depths of me  

A mass of shadow swollen,  

Swollen, pestilence that grows 

Around and more inside.  

In everything better. Someone.  

Someone is more appreciated than me.  

Without a reason. Rejects. Rejects.  

It is me it is me whom he rejects. (translation mine)] [emphasis 

added] 

Cain is speaking about Abel and the preference God has expressed towards his 

offerings: the jealousy produces something, “someone” who Cain cannot fully 

define with words (“Qualcuno. Qualcuno uno. Molto vicino./Gonfia vicino. 

Dentro vicino./Strano scuro animale”) and who is darkening (“gonfia/gonfia”; 

in a rather material way) the shadows already present in him (“e più dentro 
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cresce./Cresce gran turbolenza.”). This painful descent into Cain’s roots of evil 

is initiated by a refusal, one that these verses repeat three times as if to 

convince the character of its existence (“Rifiuta. Rifiuta./E’ me è me che 

rifiuta”).  Gualtieri’s poetry unveils an important function of 

anadiplosis/climax: its powerful, isolated repetitions aim to name events that 

the pronouncing subject (if there is one) struggles to interiorize and accept. 

This is especially true when Cain has just murdered his brother and is bound 

to face the material consequences of his act (that, as we know, will result with 

an act of unusual benevolence performed by God): 

  Vedo tuo sangue 

  tuo sangue uscire.  

  E tuo colore andare giù nel bianco.  

E tuo guardare anche va via. E dove va?  

[…] 

Abele è qui. Ma ecco, il sangue  

il sangue è fuori. Sparso per terra.  

fuori da Abele. (39) [emphasis added] 

[I see your blood  

Your blood coming out.  

And your color falling into the white.  

And even your gaze leaves. And where does it go?  

[…]  

Abele is here. But look, the blood  
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The blood is outside. Scattered on the ground.  

Outside of Abel. (translation mine)] [emphasis added]  

With the tone of a tragic hero, Cain is measuring (drop by drop, we might say) 

the material effects his act has had on Abel’s body and, moreover, he faces for 

the first time the existence of death. The recurrence of the word “sangue”, in 

this particular sense, is the trace of the hiatus between vision and cognition – 

between what is before Cain’s eyes; the inability to process death and fratricide 

and the consequent impossibility to articulate a coherent speech. Gualtieri 

discloses anadiplosis/climax’s potential when language is challenged with an 

event that exceeds the intellect. The usage of our rhetorical device stands as a 

postmodern echo of a well-established habit, rooted in the theology of light 

and to the theorization of ineffability.  

 

The Paradox of Ineffability (In the beginning was the Word). 
 

In the first chapter, while comparing the figure of anadiplosis/climax to 

various mystical images, we encountered (not surprisingly, given the nature of 

the poetic examples with which I chose to engage) a trope that has extensively 

puzzled philosophical, literary and religious contexts: the trope of 

ineffability.62 What I wish to examine, during the course of this second 

chapter, is the idea of an inexpressible experience in relation to poetry: I 

                                                 
62 The word “ineffability” comes from the Latin ineffabilis, composed by the prefix in- 
(not) and effabilis (pronounceable), which is in turn composed by ĕx (outside) 
and fāri (to speak). For an incredibly thorough compendium of the metaphysical 
implications of this concept, see Silvia Jonas, Ineffability and Its Metaphysics: The 
Unspeakable in Art, Religion, and Philosophy (2016).  
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intend to demonstrate that the desire to represent the ineffable (a self-

defeating paradox, as brilliantly stated by James Kellenberger)63 is often 

connected to the use of anadiplosis/climax. Embracing this concept in a more 

profound manner allows me to take some inescapable questions into 

consideration: why is anadiplosis/climax used in order to illustrate a mystical 

experience? Does this figure represent a stylistic choice or is repetition a sign 

of the faltering suspension to which language is subjected (when exposed to an 

excess that escapes representation)? Why – on a more figurative level – does 

the author feel it necessary to use a linguistic ladder in filling a gap and, 

moreover, why does that gap exist in the first place? 

In this sense, the image of the ladder (and its rhetorical crystallization 

at the core of this work) assumes the additional function of a bridge,64 which 

stands as a link between heaven and earth. The bridge, moreover, speaks about 

a violent interruption – a void that must be filled in order to re-establish a lost 

dialogue with transcendence.  The idea of an interrupted bridge65 derives from 

                                                 
63 “There is attaching to such mystical utterances a problem or paradox. Put in one 
way it is:  How can the mystical object be incapable of description or expression if it 
can correctly be said to be ineffable? The paradox in this form is semantic. It has to do 
with describing or expressing the mystical object as ‘ineffable’ – a description that it 
seems can succeed only if it defeats itself. […] How can one be aware that the mystical 
object is Unknowable unless It, or He, is knowable?” (Kellenberger 307). 
64 This image will be broadened specifically in Caterina da Siena’s writings, as 
discussed later in this chapter. 
65 Giovanni Papini’s La scala di Giacobbe, an early twentieth-century collection of 
essays by one of the most active writers in Florence and Italy at the time, variably 
insists on the necessity of repairing (through a return to the core of the traditional 
values of Christianity) the broken bridge between humanity and Christ. It is not only 
the title of the book that significantly resonates with the argument of this chapter: 
Papini’s work seems to point out to a constellation of interconnected themes (Jacob’s 
ladder, the broken bridge, the need of a political and religious restoration) that would 
deserve our full attention.   
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a long mystical tradition that reads original sin and the consequent fall from 

heaven as the major causes of the painful disconnection from God. Could 

anadiplosis/climax, through its obsessive repetition of the same word or 

phrase, represent a desperate attempt to bridge the gap between sayable and 

unsayable? 

Giorgio Agamben (whose definition of the hiatus between philosophical 

lexicon and lyrical diction has proven to be essential in understanding the 

elusive nature of the object of knowledge, in the previous chapter of my 

work)66 has interestingly dealt with the problem of ineffability in “The Idea of 

Language: Some Difficulties in Speaking About Language” (1984), connecting 

it to the term revelation (and to the specificity of Jewish and Christian67 

theological traditions):68 “Anyone who has been educated – or has lived – in a 

Christian or Jewish environment is familiar with the word: revelation.” (141). 

                                                 
66 Stanzas vii.  
67 Despite the initial analogy, Agamben draws a slight distinction between Christian 
and Jewish theologies: “It is this radical difference at the level of revelation that 
Christian theologians express, saying that the sole content of revelation is Christ 
himself, that is, the word of God. Jewish theologians affirm, similarly, that the 
revelation of God is his name.” (141-142). The question of the impossibility of 
pronouncing the name of God in Judaism will be approached later in this chapter via 
Gershom Scholem.  
68 Here – and in my dissertation, more broadly – I will not deal extensively with 
Islamic philosophy and religion. The (partial) exclusion of this other monotheistic 
system is motivated by a lack of expertise, on the one hand, and by the nature of this 
work on the other. This omission should however be suspended in particular and 
significant cases - i.e. the analysis of the influence of the story of the ascension of 
Muhammad in Dante’s imaginary: see Testa R. Rossi and Carlo Saccone, Il libro della 
scala di Maometto (1991). Agamben in turn seems to exclude the importance that the 
term ‘revelation’ (wahy) possesses in Islamic theology: “Among the world's religions, 
Islam has one of the most fully developed understandings of the notion of revelation. 
It views the whole of the created order as a revelation and, accordingly, considers 
religious revelation in the form of Scripture as an integral feature of the human 
condition. It is within this context that Muhammad's own revelatory experiences must 
be considered” (Blackhirst 71). On the concept of revelation according to Judaism, 
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The article - part of Agamben’s early works on language that culminated 

in the book Il linguaggio e la morte (1982)69 – proposes a reflection on the 

existence of language and on the problems faced by contemporary 

philosophies when called to reveal and define the object of the being of 

language.70 The ontological investigation commences with analysing the 

nature of revelation, which presents the “constant feature” of being 

heterogeneous with “respect to reason” (141). The inherent absurdity of every 

revelation is the conditio sine qua non of its own being, since  

if the content of a revelation (no matter how absurd, for example, 

that pink donkeys sing in the Venusian sky) were something that 

human reason and language could still know and say through 

their own power, it would in itself cease to be a revelation (141).  

Here Agamben seems to fully embrace the definition of ineffability (although 

the term does not explicitly appear in the course of the article) before unveiling 

the hidden sense of the word revelation: the pure existence of language. 

So if the theological tradition has always understood revelation 

as something human reason cannot know on its own, this means 

only that the content of revelation is not a truth that can be 

expressed in the form of linguistic propositions regarding that 
                                                                                                                                             
Christianity and Islam, see Timo Vasko, From the Creation to the Kingdom of God: 
The Concept of God's Revelation by the Reform Jew Schalom Ben-chorin in 
Dialogues with Christianity and Islam (2003).  
69 See n.110. 
70 Giorgio Agamben’s “The Thing Itself” (1987) is often associated with the article 
presently taken into consideration.  There Agamben “reinterprets the theory of forms 
in Plato’s Seventh Letter, focusing on the ‘thing itself’ as the fifth element of all 
thought besides the name, referent, denoted object and true knowledge” (Prozorov 
61).  
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which exists (even if a supreme being), but is rather a truth that 

concerns language itself: the very fact that language (and hence 

knowledge) exists. (142) 

During the course of his argument, Agamben uses an example that is not only 

perfectly fitting with the discourse on anadiplosis/climax but allows me 

(through further interpretation and development) to highlight the close 

connection existing between ineffability and the rhetorical figure at the centre 

of my thesis. In Agamben’s reading, the famous incipit of the Gospel of John 

stands as the most coherent expression of what is at the heart of language 

revelation: “Ἐν ἀρχῇ ἦν ὁ λόγος” [“In the beginning was the Word”] (John 1.1). 

This prologue presents language as an absolute and incontestable 

presupposition past (and prior to) which nothing else could be experienced or 

known – the word is in the beginning and, moreover, it identifies with the 

divine entity whose unintelligibility is impossible to grasp with language itself. 

 Going beyond the very initial verse Agamben chooses to quote from the 

fourth Gospel, it is evident how repetition (and anadiplosis/climax, I am 

about to stress) plays a central role in the construction of the gravitas of the 

evangelical passage: 

Ἐν ἀρχῇ ἦν ὁ λόγος, καὶ ὁ λόγος ἦν πρὸς τὸν θεόν, καὶ θεὸς ἦν ὁ 

λόγος. οὗτος ἦν ἐν ἀρχῇ πρὸς τὸν θεόν. πάντα δι’ αὐτοῦ ἐγένετο, καὶ 

χωρὶς αὐτοῦ ἐγένετο οὐδὲ ἕν ὃ γέγονεν. ἐν αὐτῷ ζωὴ ἦν, καὶ ἡ ζωὴ ἦν 
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τὸ φῶς τῶν ἀνθρώπων· καὶ τὸ φῶς ἐν τῇ σκοτίᾳ φαίνει, καὶ ἡ σκοτία 

αὐτὸ οὐ κατέλαβεν. (John 1.1-5) [emphasis added] 

[In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with 

God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the 

beginning. Through him all things were made, and without 

him not one thing was made that has been made. In him was 

life, and that life was the light for humankind. And the light 

shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not mastered it. 

(emphasis added)] 

The fourth Gospel opens with the majesty of a symphonic overture whose tone 

is undoubtedly built around a vocation for anadiplosis and chiasmic 

structures. It is worth underlining an intrinsic element that powerfully 

influences the text’s content and, moreover, connects it to the discourse 

around “the Verb” in Jewish and Christian theologies: the centrality of 

language – the real agent of creation, in the Torah71 – is recovered in its 

entirety by the Evangelist who sees in the “Word” a force around which this 

excerpt is clearly constructed. In opening the Gospel with the cosmological 

landscape of Genesis, John lures us into his theological narration by using the 

hypnotic, almost esoteric power of words: the aim is to involve readers into a 

journey of affective and ideological participation and, at the same time, to 

                                                 
71 The importance of language in Jewish theology and Kabbalah will be taken into 
consideration later in this chapter, together with Gershom Scholem.   
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place the advent of Christ in the wider picture of the Old Testament 

narrative.72 

In an intricate movement of repetitions and causalities,73 the prologue 

is “presented in three waves” (Brown 79) which are originated by seven words, 

repeated two or three times: “beginning” (ἀρχῇ, 2 occurrences), “Word” (λόγος, 

3 occurrences), “God” (θεόν/θεὸς 3 occurrences), different conjugation of the 

verb “to make” (ἐγένετο/γέγονεν 3 occurrences), “life” (ζωὴ, 2 occurrences), 

“light” (φῶς, 2 occurrences) and “darkness” (σκοτία, 2 occurrences). Each of 

these words crystallizes a different philosophical tradition (that I will not take 

into account, here) and many scholars have attempted to grasp the essence of 

the Johannine prelude.74 What is significant for our analysis, however, is that 

the seven words are arranged in just as many anadiplosis/climax figures in 

which, through an even more complex system of chiasmi, the Evangelist is able 

to cluster (in the space of five verses) Hellenist, Tanakhic and Gnostic 

elements while captivating the reader/listener in an overwhelming theological 

story.75 

                                                 
72 It seems interesting that the Gospel of John is the only one that refers to the 
episode of Jacob’s ladder, at the center of the first chapter of my dissertation. See 
John 1.51.  
73 See Gilbert, et al. Repetitions and Variations in the Fourth Gospel: Style, Text, 
Interpretation (2009).  
74 See, among others, Daniel Boyarin, "The Gospel of the Memra: Jewish 
Binitarianism and the Prologue to John." (2001). 
75 For a comprehensive analysis of the different traditions behind John’s gospel, see 
CK Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John: An Introduction with Commentary 
and Notes on the Greek Text (1978).  
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But how does anadiplosis/climax really operate in the space of these 

five lines? What is exactly the purpose (or the effect) that the writer wishes to 

achieve in this preface and for what objective? I strongly believe that the 

opening of the fourth Gospel offers one of the most successful examples of the 

multifaceted and powerful nature of our rhetorical figure. Here – more than 

elsewhere – accurate repetitions not only isolate the most significant 

theological words in the construction of this specific Christian discourse, but 

also give birth to powerful spatial and temporal configurations which allow us 

to place John’s story in a wider, monotheistic theogony. 

From a spatial point-of-view, in fact, anadiplosis/climax gradually 

shapes the mundane starting from the abstraction of language and of the 

divine entity (with which the Word is identified). The Word is firstly with God, 

then becomes God itself who forges the things of the world: language is now 

scattered in the totality of creation – a totality that is symbolized by the old 

dichotomy light/darkness76 – while (and namely because) it is giving birth to 

it.  An anadiplotic structure reinforces the causality of this process with 

emphasis and grandiosity, assigning to the evangelical message a meaningful, 

absolute truth beyond which nothing can be said and to which every object is 

                                                 
76 As stated by Barrett, “the words life and light are among the most characteristic of 
the Gospel. […] The Prologue claims no more than the rest of the Gospel but sets first 
in a cosmological aspect what later will appear in a soteriological. The background of 
John’s thought is here at maximum width.  Life and light are essential elements in the 
Old Testament creation narrative. […] The words life and light are almost equally 
characteristic of Hellenistic religious and philosophical thought. Many popular 
religions were in some degree based upon mythologies treating of the conflict of light 
with darkness; light was thus inevitably an element in both cosmogony and 
redemption.” (131). 
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subsumed.  The Word is the subject and the object of these few lines: 

anadiplosis/climax represents the rhetorical tool that the writer employs in 

order to express this identification to present or future worshippers. 

Following a more temporal trajectory, on the other hand, the purpose of 

John’s prologue is to connect revelation to creation in order to theologically 

strengthen the message of redemption. The Johannine initial lines not only 

evoke, but rewrite (repeat, in a way) the opening of Bereshit, connecting the 

Book of Genesis to the Christological tale. The reliance on anadiplosis/climax 

transforms the verses into echoes stemming from the incipit of the Old 

Testament and reaching the story of Christ in order to legitimate it. In this 

sense, repetitions stand here as reverberations of a primordial cosmogony that 

is whispered powerfully into the ears of the listener – who shouldn’t fail to 

notice the fact that Genesis and the Gospel of John commence with exactly the 

same words (Ἐν ἀρχῇ and ית  both meaning “at the beginning”) and ְּבֵראִׁש֖

develop a parallel discourse over the dialectic light/darkness:77 

In the beginning of God's creation of the 
heavens and the earth.   

ת  א ים ֵא֥ א ֱא�ִה֑ ית ָּבָר֣ ְּבֵראִׁש֖
ת ָהָאֽ  ִים ְוֵא֥  ֶרץ:ַהָּׁשַמ֖

Now the earth was astonishingly empty, and 
darkness was on the face of the deep, and the 
spirit of God was hovering over the face of the 
water. 

  
הּו ְו֖חֶׁש�  ב הּ֙ו ָוֹב֔ ה ֹת֨ ְיָת֥ ֶרץ ָהֽ ְוָהָא֗

ֶפת  ים ְמַרֶח֖ ַעל־ְּפֵנ֣י ְת֑הֹום ְו֣רּוַח ֱא�ִה֔
ִים:ַעל  ־ְּפֵנ֥י ַהָּמֽ

And God said, "Let there be light," and there 
was light.   ְיִהי־ֽאֹור: ג  ים ְיִהי־֑אֹור ַוֽ אֶמר ֱא�ִה֖ ֹ֥  ַוּי

And God saw the light that it was good, and   י ד ־֑טֹוב ם ֶאת־ָה֖אֹור ִּכיַוַּי֧ ְרא ֱא�ִה֛

                                                 
77 See also Gershom Scholem, Zohar: The Book of Splendor : Basic Readings from the 
Kabbalah (5-6).  
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God separated between the light and between 
the darkness. 

ין  ין ָה֖אֹור ּוֵב֥ ים ֵּב֥ ל ֱא�ִה֔ ַוַּיְבֵּד֣
 ַהֽחֶׁש�:

And God called the light day, and the darkness 
He called night, and it was evening and it was 
morning, one day. (Genesis, 1.1-5)  

  
ים ה א ֱא�ִה֤ ַל֖חֶׁש� וְ | ָלאֹו֙ר ֔יֹום  ַוִּיְקָר֨

 ְיִהי־עֶ֥  ְיָלה ַוֽ ָרא ָל֑ ֶקר ֶרב ָק֣  ְיִהי־ֹב֖ ַוֽ
ד:  ֥יֹום ֶאָחֽ

 

The horizon depicted in Genesis is fully recovered by the prologue of the fourth 

Gospel which, moreover, seems to exasperate the structure of Hebrew verses: 

in Genesis the repetitions of keywords (i.e. light and darkness)78 do not occur 

in proximity as in the Johannine prologue (where, as I mentioned above, 

anadiplosis/climax abounds also to shape a gradual sense of causality in the 

text). The only anadiplosis/climax we encounter in Bereshit is embedded 

between the first and second verses: the word הארץ (haaretz, “earth”), which in 

line 1 stands as the first, bare creation of God in opposition to heaven. 

Anadiplosis/climax has the function of clarifying and reinforcing, in the 

second verse, the idea of an “unformed and void” earth to which only the 

creative (and dividing) 78F

79 spirit of God could give shape.  As Agamben insists in 

the article that initiated and inspired my excursus, 

the real meaning of revelation […] is to show that every word and 

every human cognition have roots and a foundation in an 

opening that transcends them infinitely; yet at the same time, 

this aperture concerns only language itself, the possibility and 
                                                 
78 The dualism light/darkness, which is both moral and eschatological in John, finds 
here its source.   
79 The creative act performed by God in Bereshit often consists in separating matters 
otherwise indistinctly clotted together – i.e. light from darkness; water from water; 
earth and heaven; male and female. See Genesis 1.1-31.   
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the existence of language. […] The most original logical 

dimension that is involved in revelation is not […] that of the 

signifying word, but that of a voice which, without signifying 

anything, signifies significance itself. […] this endowment of a 

voice for language is God; is the divine word. The name of God, 

that is, the name that names language, is hence (as the mystical 

tradition has never tired of repeating) a meaningless word. (“The 

Idea of Language” 143-144) 

 
Jewish tradition has relentlessly reflected (and is still reflecting) upon 

the issue of God’s name.80 It is considered an extremely complicated matter, 

encompassing different instances and travelling through both Talmudic and 

Kabbalistic traditions.81 Not pronouncing the name (applied by Catholicism 

only when related to blasphemy) can be considered one of the most significant 

prescriptions of the Jewish religion. The silence that surrounds the name (a 

name that appears in the Torah in many instances and hidden forms) 

especially prohibits the pronouncing of the Tetragrammaton – usually defined 

as the name of God. The impossibility of pronouncing God’s name has 

produced a fascinating alternative: a set of seventy-two names (or better, 

epithets) informing us of the different qualities attributed to the divinity while 

                                                 
80 See Michael T. Miller, The Name of God in Jewish Thought: a Philosophical 
Analysis of Mystical Traditions From Apocalyptic to Kabbalah (2016). 
81 Moshe Idel, Ascensions on High in Jewish Mysticism: Pillars, Lines, Ladders  
(2005).  
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offering (according to many kabbalists) a spiritual tool able to transform one’s 

existence. 

 

Fig.9. The 72 names of God chart.   

  Gershom Scholem summarizes the many and most important 

contributions surrounding the name of God in Kabbalistic thought in his 

article “The Name of God and the Linguistic Theory of the Kabbalah” (1970).  

Scholem wishes to clarify the secret, or hidden (61) dimension of language, a 

dimension that is shared by different mystical approaches and that 

immediately puts this argument at the opposite side of the Saussurean 

spectrum, aligning it with Agamben.  Shattering the arbitrariness of the sign 

found in Saussurean linguistics, Scholem states without hesitation that “it is 

the symbolic nature of language which defines its dimension” (61). But the 

paradox is that what the symbolic nature of language encompasses, or 

communicates, is something non-communicable, “of that which exists within it 

for which there is no expression; and even if it could be expressed, it would in 

no way have any meaning, or any communicable sense” (61). 
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This leads to some starting points that will be profusely articulated over 

the course of Scholem’s essay: the first one is that God is self-represented 

through creation and revelation,82 and this self-representation is articulated 

through a symbolic process that ultimately renders language the essence of the 

universe itself. Secondly, Scholem considers the idea that language is derived 

metaphysically from the name of God: the one single name at the basis of all 

spoken languages. Therefore, in the final analysis, language could be seen as 

an explanation or different combination of the four letters that compose the 

Tetragrammaton. Lastly, the author makes an attempt at identifying and 

differentiating the magical and mystical power attributed to the different 

names of God – which is reflected, in less powerful ways, in the question of 

naming and the human word in general. 

 The name of God contains and announces the oneness of God, but 

mostly it promises the erasure, in a Messianic future, of language differences 

(67).83 It is also the agent of creation, bearing the divine powers that made that 

same creation happen, through vocalization: 

In the process of the Creation, God manipulated these letters in 

accordance with determined procedures: he engraved them in 

the Pneuma — the Hebrew word ruakh means both air and spirit 

— he chiselled them out of the Pneuma, weighed them, 

                                                 
82 The consonances between Agamben’s idea of revelation and Scholem’s conception 
of language are evident and noteworthy. 
83 The matter of post-Babel language differentiation – and its relation to a pre-Edenic 
linguistic form – is at the core of Walter Benjamin’s “The Task of the Translator” 
(1923).    
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exchanged them and combined them, and finally formed out of 

them the soul; here this would mean the essence of everything 

created and everything to be created at some future time. They 

pass through the stages of the voice, the Pneuma and articulate 

speech; they are then "fixed" in this articulate form in the five 

organs of the mouth: the throat, the palate, the tongue, the teeth 

and the lips. They therefore appear here as essentially human 

linguistic elements. But no sooner has this determination been 

made than their cosmic signification is brought into prominence 

(74) 

 Later in the essay Scholem states that “the movement in which the creation 

comes about can therefore also be interpreted and explained in terms of a 

linguistic movement” (165).  All the elements in reality could be seen as a mere 

modification (and we could also define them as different articulations, or 

combinations) of the name of God, which is the absolute word – in fact “the 

alphabet is the original source of language and at the same time the original 

source of being” (75).  

The language of man contains a splendour that reflects the divine, 

which coincides with it in the language of revelation and will correspond to the 

Messianic era. Clearly reminiscent of the theoretical horizon built by Scholem 

– and after having warned us that the most urgent aim in contemporary 

philosophy is to take back into account the idea of language “without being 

metalinguistic and plunging into the unsayable” (148) – Agamben concludes 
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his essay “The Idea of Language” by retrieving Wittgenstein’s image of the fly 

imprisoned in a glass bottle:84 “If, at this point, we take up Wittgenstein’s 

image of the fly trapped in a bottle, we could say that contemporary thought 

has finally acknowledged the inevitability of the bottle whose prisoner the fly 

is.” (147).  If the bottle is language, then, the task of the philosopher should be 

realizing the boundaries of the glass through which we see things through 

(148). 

This is exactly where the idea of ineffability and my analysis of 

anadiplosis/climax coincide. I wish to push, once again, Agamben’s argument 

(via Wittgenstein) by focusing on a different element of the fly image: the 

obsessive, repetitive sound an imprisoned fly would produce in crashing 

against the bottle. Anadiplosis/climax is that thumping noise, that desperate 

attempt to break free from the constrictions of language while exposing its 

very limits. I believe that ineffability and anadiplosis/climax are intertwined 

in an aporia: in trying to grasp the ungraspable, to express the inexpressible, 

our rhetorical figure represents the relentless struggle (which assumes various 

and fascinating forms) against the boundaries of language and representation. 

In doing so, however, anadiplosis/climax leaves us with an attempt that is 

bound to fail. Figuratively reversing the gesture through which Wittgenstein 

ends his Tractatus,85 I wish to concentrate my attention on the ladder that he 

                                                 
84 “’What is your aim in philosophy?’ ‘To show the fly the way out of the fly-bottle.’” 
(Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations § 309). 
85 “My propositions are elucidatory in this way: he who understands me finally 
recognizes them as senseless, when he has climbed out through them, on them, over 
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admonishes the reader to discard, focusing instead on its ambiguously 

imperfect nature and attempting to define its poetic function.86 

                                                                                                                                             
them. (He must so to speak throw away the ladder, after he has climbed upon it.)” 
(Wittgenstein, Tractatus 82).  
86 Borges’ short story “A Bao A Qu” resonates in a very fascinating manner, in my 
opinion, with the discourse I am attempting to draw here and with our recurrent 
image of the ladder/staircase: “If you want to look out over the loveliest landscape in 
the world, you must climb to the top of the Tower of Victory in Chitor. There, standing 
on a circular terrace, one has a sweep of the whole horizon. A winding stairway gives 
access to this terrace, but only those who do not believe in the legend dare climb up. 
The tale runs: On the stairway of the Tower of Victory there has lived since the 
beginning of time a being sensitive to the many shades of the human soul and known 
as the A Bao A Qu. It lies dormant, for the most part on the first step, until at the 
approach of a person some secret life is touched off in it, and deep within the creature 
an inner light begins to glow. At the same time, its body and almost translucent skin 
begin to stir. But only when someone starts up the spiraling stairs is the A Bao A Qu 
brought to consciousness, and then it sticks close to the visitor’s heels, keeping to the 
outside of the turning steps, where they are most worn by the generations of pilgrims. 
At each level the creature’s colour becomes more intense, its shape approaches 
perfection, and the bluish form it gives off is more brilliant. But it achieves its 
ultimate form only at the topmost step, when the climber is a person who has attained 
Nirvana and whose acts cast no shadows. Otherwise, the A Bao A Qu hangs back 
before reaching the top, as if paralyzed, its body incomplete, its blue growing paler, 
and its glow hesitant. The creature suffers when it cannot come to completion, and its 
moan is a barely audible sound, something like the rustling of silk. Its span of life is 
brief, since as soon as the traveller [sic] climbs down, the A Bao A Qu wheels and 
tumbles to the first steps, where, worn out and almost shapeless, it waits for the next 
visitor. People say that its tentacles are visible only when it reaches the middle of the 
staircase. It is also said that it can see with its whole body and that to the touch it is 
like the skin of a peach. In the course of centuries, the A Bao A Qu has reached the 
terrace only once. This legend is recorded by C. C. Iturvuru in an appendix to his now 
classic treatise On Malay Witchcraft (1937).” (Borges 21-22). 
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Fig.10 and 11. Vito Acconci, Decoy for Birds and People, Installation PS1, 
Long Island City NY (1979).  (Ladders, bird cages, speakers, sound 
recording). One of the most controversial and radical performance artists 
of the twentieth century, Acconci seems to condensate in this installation 
the tensions I summarized above. The desire of escaping the fixed 
museum institution is symbolically represented by a series of ladders 
arranged horizontally between the inside and the outside, resulting in an 
impossible getaway suspended in space. 
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Noi siamo usciti fore/del maggior corpo al ciel ch’è pura luce: 

Dante, Caterina da Siena. 

Ineffability – an almost omnipresent topos in early Italian poetry, both in its 

mystical-theological and rhetorical natures87 – finds in Dante (not 

surprisingly) one of its major and exquisite voices. As Giuseppe Ledda rightly 

observes, all the occurrences of the theme of ineffability in the Commedia (and 

in Paradiso, particularly) are used in a theological sense: ineffability is 

attributed to a number of elements and characters only as an emanation of 

God’s blinding light88 that is almost impossible to express (Ledda 267). Dante 

transfers into verses the scheme theorized in the Convivio, where he defines 

the two events that respectively affect cognition and the ability to speak:   

E dico che ‘move sovente cose che fanno disviare lo ’ntelletto’. E 

veramente dico; però che li miei pensieri, di costei ragionando, 

molte fiate voleano cose conchiudere di lei che io non le potea 

intendere, e smarrivami, sì che quasi parea di fuori alienato: 

come chi guarda col viso co[me] una retta linea, prima vede le 

cose prossime chiaramente; poi, procedendo, meno le vede 

chiare; poi, più oltre, dubita; poi, massimamente oltre 

procedendo, lo viso disgiunto nulla vede. E quest’è l’una 

ineffabilitade di quello che io per tema ho preso; e 

                                                 
87 For a comprehensive study of the topos of ineffability in Dante and the scholastic 
tradition, see the fundamental Manuela Colombo, Dai Mistici a Dante: Il Linguaggio 
Dell'ineffabilità (1987). 
88 For an interesting take on the so-called architecture of light, see Robert Grosseteste 
and Clare C. Riedl, Robert Grosseteste on Light: (de Luce) (1942); and Alexander 
Gorlin, Kabbalah in Art and Architecture (2013).  
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consequentemente narro l’altra, quando dico: Lo suo 

parlare. E dico che li miei pensieri - che sono parlare d’Amore - 

‘sonan sì dolci’ che la mia anima, cioè lo mio affetto, arde di 

potere ciò con la lingua narrare; e perché dire nol posso, dico 

che l’anima se ne lamenta dicendo: lassa! ch’io non son 

possente. E questa è l’altra ineffabilitade; cioè che la 

lingua non è di quello che lo ’ntelletto vede 

compiutamente seguace. (Dante, Convivio, III, iii 13-15) 

[emphasis added] 

[And I say that it “stirs up things about her often that make my 

intellect go astray”. And I speak truthfully here, since in 

discussing her my thoughts often strove for conclusions about 

her that I could not comprehend, and I was so bewildered 

that on the outside I almost seemed beside myself: the way one 

who looks with his eyes fixed ahead first sees the nearest things 

clearly; then, further along, sees them less clearly; then, still 

further, has doubts about what he sees; until unable to go 

further, his disconnected gaze sees nothing. This is one way in 

which the subject I took as my theme is ineffable. After 

this I relate the other, where I write: His speech. And I 

say that my thoughts – Love’s speaking – “make such a sweet 

sound” that my soul, my affection, passionately wishes to be able 

to express it with my tongue; and because I cannot state it, I 
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say that my soul laments this fact, where I write: Oh, alas! I do 

not have such force. And this is the other way it is 

ineffable: namely, that the tongue does not keep pace 

entirely with what the intellect sees. (Dante, Convivio, III, 

iii 13-15)] [emphasis added] 

This double impossibility, the paralyzing light which blocks the mind and the 

tongue of the poet (merging in the phenomenon of excessus mentis, observed 

in the previous chapter of the present work), is often accompanied by a third 

shortfall: the collapse of the senses and more specifically of sight: “che si 

esprime eminentemente attraverso il topos dell’accecamento temporaneo 

causato al protagonista dalle luci intensissime del Paradiso e già dagli angeli 

che incontra nel Purgatorio” (Ledda 266) [“that eminently expresses itself 

through the topos of the temporary blinding caused to the protagonist by the 

very intense lights of Paradiso and by the angels he meets in Purgatorio” 

(translation mine)].  

 I argue that this hyperbolic literary horizon reaches its epitome in Canto 

XXX of Paradiso – a moment of passage, where Dante’s cosmic poetry begins 

its challenge against ineffability and the limitations of language in describing 

transcendence. It is not by chance that the entire Cantica, according to 

Chiavacci Leonardi (831), revolves around five verses contained in the 

prologue of Canto XXX (38-42) – and, interestingly enough, these verses 

present one of the strongest examples of anadiplosis/climax in Dante’s work. 
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We are in the Empireum: this is the first time, in the history of human poetry, 

that somebody is able to enter this sky (Chiavacci Leonardi 817). 

Dante comes face-to-face with a two-fold wonder: being before the light 

irradiated by the mind of God represents not only the completion of a long and 

exhausting journey, but also the detachment from the mundane and the arrival 

in a realm beyond time and space.89 The poet stands outside of history, at a 

distance from the crowded skies and the stars that form the Empireum: this is 

a Canto of abandonment – of the world, of the visible, and of Beatrice (whose 

beauty is indiscernible, ineffable): 

Da questo passo vinto mi concedo 

più che già mai da punto di suo tema 

soprato fosse comico o tragedo: 

ché, come sole in viso che più trema, 

così lo rimembrar del dolce riso 

la mente mia da me medesmo scema. 

                                                 
89 “Forse seimilia miglia di lontano/ci ferve l’ora sesta, e questo mondo/china gia` 
l’ombra al letto piano, / quando ‘l mezzo del cielo, a noi profondo,/comincia a farsi 
tal, ch’alcuna stella/perde il parere infino a questo fondo;/e come vien la chiarissima 
ancella/del sol più oltre, così ‘l cielo si chiude/di vista in vista infino a la più 
bella./Non altrimenti il triunfo che lude/sempre dintorno al punto che mi 
vinse,/parendo inchiuso da quel ch’elli ‘nchiude,/a poco a poco al mio veder si 
stinse:/per che tornar con li occhi a Beatrice nulla vedere e amor mi costrinse.” 
(Paradiso XXX, 1-15). [“Perhaps six thousand miles away the sixth/hour is burning, 
and our world is lowering its/shadow down almost to the level bed,/when the 
transparency of the sky, deep/above us, begins to become such that some/stars no 
longer appear as far as this floor,/and as the brilliant handmaid of the sun/comes 
further up, so the sky closes itself, light/after light, even to the most beautiful:/not 
otherwise the triumph that plays ever/around the point that had overcome 
me,/seeming to be enclosed by that which it encloses,/little by little faded from my 
sight; therefore/my seeing nothing and my love constrained me/to return with my 
eyes to Beatrice.” (Paradiso XXX, 1-15)].  
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Dal primo giorno90 ch’i’ vidi il suo viso 

in questa vita, infino a questa vista, 

non m’è il seguire al mio cantar preciso; 

ma or convien che mio seguir desista 

più dietro a sua bellezza, poetando, 

come a l’ultimo suo ciascuno artista. (Paradiso XXX, 22-33) 

[emphasis added] 

[At this pass I concede myself vanquished,  

more than any comic or tragic poet has ever  

been surpassed by a point of his theme,  

for like the sun in the most trembling sight,  

the memory of that sweet smile separates my mind 

from myself.  

From the first day I saw her eyes in this life, 

 until this sight, my song has not been cut off from 

following,  

but now my following after her beauty in  

poetry must desist, as must every artist at his  

ultimate limit. (Paradiso XXX, 22-33)] [emphasis added] 

 
 The theme of theological ineffability is here developed – like in many 

other occurrences in Dante’s poetry, as brilliantly pointed out and summarized 

                                                 
90 Here Dante is referring to the day he first encountered Beatrice. See Vita Nuova, II-
III.  
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by Manuela Colombo91 – to the praise of the beloved Beatrice,92 whose beauty 

was heightened during the course of her ascension throughout Paradiso. The 

intellect is fading (“lo rimembrar del dolce riso/la mente mia da me medesmo 

scema”) due to the disastrous effect of the sun on feeble eyesight (“come sole 

in viso che più trema”): Dante is incapable of expressing what he remembers 

and, as we observed via the Convivio, this is the ultimate sign of the new world 

in which he is immersed. It is namely the consciousness of these elements of 

inevitability that leads Dante into leaving behind Beatrice and the poetic 

afflatus he has assigned to her (“ma or convien che mio seguir desista/più 

dietro a sua bellezza, poetando,/come a l’ultimo suo ciascuno artista”). The 

author has reached the limits of the “human”, and these limits coincide with 

what is expressible with (and in) language. 

Therefore, the prologue of the Canto opens with two different inabilities 

(nonetheless akin to one another): the inability to see and the inability to 

describe. It is in this negative landscape that we encounter, as anticipated, a 

multifaceted anadiplosis/climax pronounced by the soon-to-be vanished 

Beatrice: 

  Cotal qual io la lascio a maggior bando 

che quel de la mia tuba, che deduce 

                                                 
91 See Manuela Colombo, Dai mistici a Dante: il linguaggio dell'ineffabilità (31-36; 
73-74).  
92 Although slightly out of theme, it is worth mentioning the feminist critique of the 
limits of the representation of women as a means of ascension towards God (limits 
that often become objectifying tendencies). Amongst the extensive literature 
dedicated to this topic, I wish to recall Nancy J. Vickers, "Diana Described: Scattered 
Woman and Scattered Rhyme" (1981).   
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l'ardüa sua matera terminando,  

con atto e voce di spedito duce 

ricominciò: "Noi siamo usciti fore 

del maggior corpo al ciel ch'è pura luce:  

luce intellettüal, piena d'amore; 

amor di vero ben, pien di letizia; 

letizia che trascende ogne dolzore.  

 Qui vederai l'una e l'altra milizia 

di paradiso, e l'una in quelli aspetti 

che tu vedrai a l'ultima giustizia". (Paradiso XXX, 34-45) 

[emphasis added] 

[Such as I leave her to greater proclaiming  

than by my trumpet, whose arduous matter now calls it 

away to conclude,  

she began again, with the act and voice of a  

decisive leader: “We have come forth from the  

largest body into the Heaven that is pure light:  

intellectual light, full of love: love of the true  

Good, full of gladness, gladness that  

transcends every other sweetness.  

Here you will behold both armies of Paradise,  

and one of them with that appearance that you  
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will see at the last justice. (Paradiso XXX, 34-45)] 

[emphasis added] 

 
Beatrice and Dante are outside the major sky: the Primo Mobile, here called 

“corpo” because it still possessed a shape, a form that human senses could 

recognize and compare to what is found in the world. They finally entered in 

the Empireum (from the Greek empyrios, inflamed), a non-physical sky made 

of light without body. The five verses containing the triple anadiplosis/climax 

attempt to grasp the nature of this new horizon, made up of the ineffable 

effusion of light contained in God’s mind. 

 The light Dante is writing about – and around which the final Canti of 

Paradiso are built – is the so-called lumen gloriae of the Christian theological 

tradition:93 traces of it are scattered throughout the Tanakh (i.e. -ְּבאֹוְר�, ִנְרֶאה

 by Your light do we see light”, Ps. 36, 10) but it is with Thomas of Aquinas“ ,אֹור

and his Summa Theologica93F

94 that the possibility of an encounter with God 

                                                 
93 See Mauro Gagliardi, Lumen gloriae: studio interdisciplinare sulla natura della 
luce nell'Empireo dantesco (2010).  
94 Most probably Dante had this passage by Thomas of Aquinas in mind: “When 
created minds do see God’s substance, the very substance of God himself forms their 
understanding; but then something more than their nature is needed to predispose 
them to such sublimity: what we call a light of glory. The bright of God will 
illuminate her, namely, the community of those who see God. This supernatural light 
likens us to God: when he shall appear we shall be like him and shall see him just as 
he is. The function of this created light is not to make God’s substance understandable 
(that it is of itself), but to strengthen our understanding in the way skills and other 
dispositions strengthen our ability to do things. It is not a medium through which God 
is seen, but something enabling us to see him immediately.” (Summa Theologiae 27-
28). 
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through the intellect becomes fully theorized – and this conception is 

embraced by Dante as the fundamental basis of his celestial vision.95   

The anadiplosis/climax these verses are offering is an attempt at 

holding the essence of the ineffable – but yet intelligible, here96 – light 

irradiated before the very eyes of the mortal poet who stands before the 

ultimate, blinding vision of his journey. Our rhetorical figure is constructed 

around three pivotal words (“luce”, “amore” and “letizia”) with which Dante 

illustrates the major qualities of the Empireum through a movement of 

ascension that transcends any human sweetness (“trascende ogni dolzore”).97 

Starting from the most immediately visible element of this horizon (the “pura 

luce”), the author dwells upon the origin of that splendour (“luce intellettual”) 

– the mind of God98 – and into its substance (“piena d’amore”). That love, 

Dante specifies in the next verse, is a love towards the “vero bene” and carries 

with itself the biggest joy (“letizia”): a joy that goes beyond sweetness and has 

an overwhelming effect on those who are exposed to it. 

                                                 
95 The Kabbalistic idea of the Ein Sof Or (אור סֹוף ֵאין), the primordial and infinite light 
of God that exists prior to creation, resonates interestingly with Dante’s cosmogony.  
96 As well-known among Dante’s scholars, the fundamental book at the basis of the 
Commedia’s structure is Itinerarium Mentis in Deum (1259) by Bonaventura da 
Bagnoregio. The ascetic manual – which progresses through a gradual staircase 
towards the vision of God – advocates for a mystical experience mostly based on a 
path of knowledge and of the intellect.   
97 “Dolzore” is a Provencal word (in modern Italian: “dolcezza”) commonly used in 
thirteenth century Italian poetry, i.e. in Giacomo da Lentini: “[...] Cotanto n’ho 
dolore/e vengiamento e doglia;/vedere non potere/cotanto di dolzore,/amore e bona 
voglia,/ch’io l’ho creduto avere! [...]” (Canzone IX) [“So heavy is my woe,/My spite 
and bitterness,/I lack the power to see/So great a fund of charm,/Such love and such 
good will,/Which I had thought I had.” (Canzone IX)].  
98 See also Paradiso XXVII, 109-111.  
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In using anadiplosis/climax to build this terzina, the poet seems to 

slowly measure (word after word, verse after verse) the enormous challenge he 

faces in describing the realm he is about to access. The anadiplotic pace and 

structure of these verses speak about the effort of unfolding the indescribable, 

about the exhausting and necessary steps to climb in order to ascend towards 

the contemplation of the Divine. Everything, from this moment onwards, will 

be transfigured in a vortex of luminous images whose construction is not only 

a spiritual achievement, but also a linguistic one (Mariani and Gnerre 559): 

Dante, the only human being who was ever able to reach this level after St. 

Paul,99 measures his poetic ability and vocation by trying to verbally represent 

the horizon before his very eyes – a horizon of light beyond space.100 Here 

anadiplosis/climax marks the entrance to that horizon and, at the same time, 

the caution used in climbing up an unexplored ladder at the end of which, in 

Dante’s conception, God's knowledge and vision are awaiting.  

 The topos of ineffability expressed and intertwined with 

anadiplosis/climax finds an innovative and powerful expression in a different 

kind of mystical writing (pertaining to a more confessional-theological 

                                                 
99 See 2 Corinthians 12.1-6: “I must go on boasting. Though there is nothing to be 
gained by it, I will go on to visions and revelations of the Lord. I know a man in Christ 
who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third heaven—whether in the body or out 
of the body I do not know, God knows. And I know that this man was caught up 
into paradise—whether in the body or out of the body I do not know, God knows— 
and he heard things that cannot be told, which man may not utter. On 
behalf of this man I will boast, but on my own behalf I will not boast, except of my 
weaknesses— though if I should wish to boast, I would not be a fool, for I would be 
speaking the truth; but I refrain from it, so that no one may think more of me than he 
sees in me or hears from me” [Emphasis added]. 
100 The glorious conclusion of the entire Commedia marks the end of the question of 
ineffability and of the faltering status of language with the acceptance of the limits of 
human abilities vis-à-vis the cosmic light of God. 
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dimension): Il dialogo della divina provvidenza by Caterina da Siena101 – one 

of the most fascinating ascetic manuals of the fourteenth century.  This work, 

dictated on different occasions between 1376 and 1378, could be regarded as 

an unflagging attempt to (re)unite with the light of God through an itinerary of 

obedience in the name of Christ – a bridge made of flesh between heaven and 

earth, as we will observe. 

In a constant ecstatic movement between images, allegories and 

theological truths, Caterina builds a prose where the occurrences of the idea of 

ineffability are numerous and interestingly strengthened by an obsessive use 

of repetitions and anadiplotic forms.102 As observed by Manuela Colombo: 

“L’Epistolario e il Libro della Divina Dottrina103 attestano 49 occorrenze 

dell’aggettivo e 10 dell’avverbio. Ben 30 occorrenze aggettivali testimoniano il 

sintagma ineffabile amore […] con il quale […] sono designati Dio o il Cristo e 

l’amore che essi rivolgono all’uomo” (95) [“The Letters and The Dialogue 
                                                 
101 Caterina da Siena (1347-1380), one of the many interesting and powerful (and 
semiliterate) women's voices in Italy, “parte da un misticismo inteso come conoscenza 
di sé, approfondimento insistente e ossessivo del rapporto interiore col divino; ma 
vuol subito espandere questa esperienza all’esterno, in una comunità di fedeli che 
vivono la stessa esperienza, in una identificazione col corpo mistico ed unitario della 
Chiesa. […] Ciò che rende singolare la sua scrittura è l’impeto che la pervade. In 
mezzo a molti momenti stanchi e monotoni, essa si illumina e esalta in improvvise e 
laceranti accensioni: è come se vi confluisse tutta la forza repressa, tutto l’accumulo di 
amore e sofferenza della precedente tradizione religiosa.” (Ferroni 139) [“starts from a 
mysticism intended as self-knowledge, from an insisting and obsessive in-depth 
analysis of the interior relationship with the divine; but it wants to immediately 
expand this experience to the external world, in a community of worshippers that live 
the same experience, in an identification with the mystical and unitarian body of the 
Church. […] What renders her writing exceptional is the impetus that pervades it. 
Amid many tired and monotonous moments, it illuminates itself and exalts in sudden 
and excruciating ascensions: all the repressed force, the accumulation of love and 
pain of the previous religious tradition seem to merge into it.” (translation mine)].  
102 See Lino Leonardi, and Pietro Trifone. Dire L'ineffabile: Caterina Da Siena E Il 
Linguaggio Della Mistica: Atti Del Convegno (siena, 13-14 Novembre 2003) (2006). 
103 This is the other title that Il dialogo della divina provvidenza is known by.  
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attest to 49 occurrences of the adjective and 10 of the adverb. 30 adjectival 

occurrences present the syntagma ineffable love [...] with which [...] are 

designated God or Christ, and the love they direct to humankind” (translation 

mine)]. Among these moments – that give voice to an insistence definable as a 

repetition, per se – I chose to isolate the passages where I think the discourse 

around the limits of language and its vacillation are most evident. 

The violent desire of immersing herself in the blood of Christ – the real 

topos of the Dialogo, disclosing the eroticism of the ecstatic experience104 that 

becomes a personal relationship with the deity – often results in an unsteady 

use of language that exceeds the traditional theological vocabulary and turns 

the text into an inflamed memoir of personal and passionate self-

immolation:105 

Che cosa mangia e beve questa sposa che è l’obbedienza? Mangia 

il conoscimento di sé e di Me, conoscendo l’obbediente il suo 

niente, i suoi difetti, e me, che sono Colui che sono, in cui gusta e 

mangia la mia verità, conosciuta nella mia Verità, il Verbo 

incarnato. E che beve? Sangue. In questo Sangue il Verbo 

gli ha mostrata la mia verità e il mio amore ineffabile per lui. 

Nel Sangue mostra la sua obbedienza imposta a Lui per voi da 

me, suo Padre eterno, e perciò si inebria. E, dopo che si è 

                                                 
104 Here it is impossible not to recall the Lacanian theorization of jouissance 
contained in Jacques-Alain Miller, On Feminine Sexuality, the Limits of Love and 
Knowledge: Book XX, Encore 1972-1973 (1999).  
105 See Cheryl Forbes, "The Radical Rhetoric of Caterina da Siena" (2004). Also, 
Robert Kiely, "The Saint Who Lost Her Head: Or Who's Afraid of Catherine Of 
Siena?" (2004).   
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inebriato del Sangue dell’obbedienza del Verbo, perde sé e 

tutti i suoi giudizi e pareri, e possiede me per grazie, gustandomi 

per amore, col lume della fede, nella santa obbedienza. (Dialogo 

380) [emphasis added] 

[And what do these spouses of obedience eat and drink? They eat 

knowledge of themselves and of me, knowing their sinfulness 

and that of themselves they are nothing, and knowing that I am 

who I am. In me they taste and eat my truth, having come to 

know it in the Word incarnate who is my Truth. And what do 

they drink? The blood by which the Word has shown them my 

truth and my ineffable love for them. In this blood he shows 

his obedience, an obedience I his eternal Father imposed on him 

for your sake, and this makes them drunk. And once they are 

drunk with the blood and the Word’s obedience, they lose 

themselves and every knowledge and opinion of their own and 

possess me in grace, tasting me in affectionate love by the light of 

faith in holy obedience. (The Dialogue 359)] [emphasis added]  

 
Caterina solves the problem of ineffability106 by giving voice to God who, in a 

rather wavering and non-hieratical manner, gives her instructions in obeying 

                                                 
106 One of the moments that marks the shift from Caterina’s voice to the voice of God 
takes place in chapter 153 and speaks quite explicitly of the problem of ineffability: “O 
Padre eterno! O fuoco e abisso di carità! O eterna bellezza, o eterna sapienza, o eterna 
bontà, o eterna clemenza, o speranza, o rifugio dei peccatori, o larghezza inestimabile, 
o eterno e infinito bene, o pazzo d'amore! […] E che dirò?  Farò come Geremia che 
diceva: «Ah, ah, ah; non so dire altro». La lingua della creatura non può esprimere 
l’affetto dell’anima che infinitamente desidera te parmi di poter dire quella parola di 
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his glory. What is particularly striking, at a first glance, is the lexicon chosen 

by the author for God’s speech: the discourse about submission rests on a 

blend of well-informed Christian theology and highly carnal, sensual images. 

In the above text, what are the suggestions informing us about 

Caterina’s unimpeachable mystical accuracy? The writer seems more than 

aware of the theological debates surrounding the incarnated verb (which 

brings us back to the beginning of this chapter and to the supremacy of 

language in the moment of creation) and, moreover, inserts in this paragraph 

the epithet “che sono Colui che sono” for God to designate himself – a faithful 

translation of the Hebrew ֶאְהֶיה ֲאֶׁשר ֶאְהֶיה  (ʾehyeh ʾašer ʾehyeh): the answer God 

gave to Moses when he asked his name106F

107 and that represents one of the seven 

names of God in the Jewish Medieval tradition.107F

108 As Agamben wrote in the 

second excursus of his Language and Death, “Christian theological reflection 

incorporates Hebrew mystical notions of the nomen tetragrammaton, the 
                                                                                                                                             
Paolo: «Né lingua può parlare, né orecchio udire, né occhio vedere, né cuore pensare 
quello che io vidi». Che vedesti? «Vidi le cose arcane di Dio».” (346) [O eternal 
Father! O fiery abyss of charity! O eternal beauty, O eternal wisdom, O eternal 
goodness, O eternal mercy! O hope and refuge of sinners! O immensurable 
generosity! O eternal, infinite Good! O mad lover! […] And what shall I say? I will 
stutter, “A-a,” because there is nothing else I know how to say. Finite language cannot 
express the emotion of the soul who longs for you infinitely. I think I could echo 
Paul’s words: The tongue cannot speak nor the ear hear nor the eye see nor the heart 
imagine what I have seen! What have you seen? “I have seen the hidden things of 
God!” (The Dialogue 325-326)] As we observed in Dante – who is only the second one 
to access the Empireum – Caterina's aim is to overcome the limits that prevented Paul 
from narrating his own vision of the realm of God. See n.99 to this chapter.  
107 “Moses said to God, “When I come to the Israelites and say to them ‘The God of 
your fathers has sent me to you,’ and they ask me, ‘What is His name?’ what shall I 
say to them?” And God said to Moses, “Ehyeh-Asher-Ehyeh.” He continued, “Thus 
shall you say to the Israelites, ‘Ehyeh sent me to you’” (Exodus 3.13-14).  
108 See Jean-Pierre Sonnet, “Ehyeh asher ehyeh (Exodus 3:14): God’s ‘Narrative 
Identity’ among Suspense, Curiosity, and Surprise” (2010); Moshe Idel, Kabbalah in 
Italy, 1280-1510: a Survey (2011); and the reference book by Daniel H. Frank and 
Oliver Leaman, The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Jewish Philosophy (2003).  
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secret and unpronounceable name of God” (30),109 as I have also observed 

earlier in this chapter. 

The actual innovation that can be found in Caterina’s prose, however, is 

a twist of the traditional doctrinal vocabulary through the shaping of a 

synesthetic text where almost all the senses are involved. The theological 

discourse is entwined with images built with words pertaining to a mundane 

and corporeal realm: “mangiare” and “bere” and their augmentative versions 

“gustare” and “inebriarsi” are connected to the knowledge of God and to the 

immersion in the blood (“sangue”) of Christ. The tone of the excerpt is 

undoubtedly given by the anadiplotic insistence upon these words, by the 

obsessive recurrence of the effects of the “amore ineffabile” that has originated 

from God and is delivered to Christian worshippers. This rhetoric travels 

across the entire Dialogo, often articulated in an even more explicit prose: 

Io volli che gli fossero confitti i piedi, facendoti scala del suo 

Corpo; e quel costato, che fu aperto perché vedeste il segreto del 

suo cuore, io ve l’ho dato come una cantina aperta, in cui possiate 

vedere e gustare l’amore ineffabile che ho per voi, trovando e 

                                                 
109 This is how Agamben develops his argument (which finds a close connection with 
“The Idea of Language”): “That which is construed as the supreme mystical 
experience of being and as the perfect name of God (the “grammar”) of the verb to be 
that is at stake in mystical theology) is the experience of the meaning of the gramma 
itself, of the letter as the negation and exclusion of voice (nomen innominabile, 
“which is written but not read”). As the unnameable name of God, the gramma is the 
final and negative dimension of meaning, no longer an experience of language but 
language itself, that is, its taking place in the removal of the voice. There is, thus, even 
a “grammar” of the ineffable; or rather, the ineffable is simply the dimension of 
meaning of the gramma, of the letter as the alternate negative foundation of human 
discourse.” (Language and Death: The Place of Negativity 30).  
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vedendo la mia natura divina unita con la vostra natura umana, 

ivi tu vedi che del Sangue che tu ministri e dispensi io ho fatto 

un bagno per lavare le vostre iniquità; e tu del tuo cuore hai fatto 

tempio del demonio. (265) [emphasis added]  

[I willed that my Son’s feet should be nailed, and made his body 

a stairway for you. I let them open his side so that you might see 

his inmost heart. I set him like an open hostelry where you could 

see and taste my unspeakable love for you when you found and 

saw my divinity united with your humanity. There you see that I 

have made the blood-of which you are a steward for me-to be a 

bath to wash away your sins. And you have made of your heart a 

temple for the devil! (The Dialogue 245-246)] 

It is the body of Christ itself that becomes a ladder (“scala”) used to ascend 

towards the glory of God – in this allegory, the wounds of the Passion become 

openings into the “amore ineffabile” humans are subjected to (a love that, here 

as above, can be seen and sensed although it is still defined as ineffable). 

Christ, as a liminal figure between mundaneness and transcendence, bridges 

the gap between God and humans by sacrificing his body.110 Caterina seems 

extremely happy to follow God’s instructions, as recalled by her confessor 

Raymond of Capua in The Life of Catherine of Siena (1477). Raymond further 

clarifies the visions and revelations Caterina claimed to be receiving; in one of 

                                                 
110 See the first chapter of this dissertation. 
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his testimonies he remarkably connects one of the virgin’s ecstasies with her 

omnipresent obsession with Christ’s blood and with the idea of ineffability: 

Mentre se ne stava lontana dall’altare sitibonda di ricevere il 

venerabile Sacramento, e diceva sottovoce, ma forte con l’anima: 

«Io vorrei il Corpo di nostro Signor Gesù Cristo», ecco che le 

apparve, come avveniva spesso, lo stesso Salvatore disposto ad 

accontentarla; ed accostò la bocca della vergine alla cicatrice del 

proprio costato, facendole cenno di saziarsi quanto volesse del 

suo corpo e del suo sangue. Lei non se lo fece ripetere, e bevve 

lungamente i fiumi di vita alla fonte del petto sacrosanto […] 

Quando il confessore le domandò che avesse o che si sentisse, 

rispose di non saperlo raccontare. (204) [emphasis added]  

[as she knelt there, far from the altar, she felt an overwhelming 

hunger of soul for the Blessed Sacrament. With intense longing 

of the heart, and speaking the words aloud, she said: “I long for 

the body of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Nor did our Saviour refuse 

her desire. He appeared to her, as he now was long accustomed 

to do, and pressed her mouth to the wound in his side, inviting 

her to slake her thirst to the full with his body and blood. She did 

not hesitate: eagerly she drank of the floods of Life which flowed 

from the fountain of his sacred breast […] But when her 

confessor later questioned her as to what exactly it was that she 

had experienced at that moment, she could only reply that it 
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was a thing which could not be expressed in words. 

(Raymond of Capua, The Life of Catherine of Siena 180-181).] 

[emphasis added]     

Caterina’s relationship with religion is impetuously physical, and her erotic 

mysticism finds in the body of Christ (as we already observed) a means of 

gradual ascension towards the loss of self and acquisition of beatitude.  The 

originality of this concept lies in the development of the image of Jesus as a 

bridge and in the perspective her prose constructs throughout the Dialogo (see 

chapters 25 and 26, in particular). This bridge stretches out between the earth 

and the sky and is made up of three major steps – which correspond to three 

different mystical stages necessary to reunite with God. 

The first step is represented by the feet of Christ, nailed to the cross, 

through which one can ascend to the wounded chest – “I piedi confitti ti sono 

scala acciocché tu possa giungere al costato, il quale ti manifesta il segreto del 

cuore. Salita sui piedi dell’amore, l’anima comincia a gustare l’affetto del 

cuore, ponendo l’occhio dell’intelletto nel cuore aperto del mio Figlio, dove 

trova consumato e ineffabile amore.” (72) [“My Son’s nailed feet are a stair by 

which you can climb to his side, where you will see revealed his inmost heart. 

For when the soul has climbed up on the feet of affection and looked with her 

mind’s eye into my Son’s open heart, she begins to feel the love of her own 

heart in his consummate and unspeakable love.” (The Dialogue 64)].    
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The third step is the mouth of Christ, through which one can taste 

(“gustare”) peace. Interestingly, Caterina’s allegory seems to anticipate the 

much-represented and interpreted Cristo Morto by Andrea Mantegna (see 

fig.13) and – even more surprisingly – the shifted perspective depicted by 

Salvador Dalí in his Ascension (fig.14).  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.12. Francesco Vanni. Santa Caterina Beve il Sangue di Cristo (c. 
1594). Convento di San Girolamo, Siena. In this vaguely disturbing 
painting, Caterina is depicted in the midst of her ecstatic vision. Vanni 
does not leave out any of the morbid details of the saint’s fantasy: sipping 
directly from the wound of Christ, her tumid face reveals the fever caused 
by her lover’s presence – who does not fail to pose in a symmetrically 
ambiguous manner. 
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Fig.13. Andrea Mantegna. Cristo 
Morto (c.1480). Tempera on 
canvas. Pinacoteca di Brera, 
Milan. The extraordinary realism 
of the painting and its lingering 
over several upsetting details (the 
wounds on Christ’s hands and 
feet, his chest, the rigidity of his 
legs) are overshadowed by the 
violence of the perspective – 
which renders the body of Christ 
an impotent object (for a bare 
moment, a common man). What is 
interesting for the sake of our 
analysis, however, is how the 

artist's point-of-view resembles Caterina’s: which, as I have stressed, 
moves from the feet carrying   the marks of his being nailed on the cross, 
upwards towards Christ’s head – an ascension made of flesh.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.14. Salvador Dalí. Ascension (1958). Oil on canvas. Private collection. 
Presenting a perspective of Christ's body that is almost identical to 
Mantegna’s, this work adds to the previous a cosmological (semi-
psychedelic and less dark) dimension to the moment just after 
crucifixion. The painting – which allegedly appeared to Dali in one of his 
dreams – places Christ in between our world and the explosive, luminous 
kingdom he is returning to.  Hence a floating bridge towards 
transcendence: a body that, in its glorious materiality, in this image 
becomes a sort of effulgent spaceship towards heaven.   
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It is in Caterina’s Orazioni, I believe, that the discourse over the ascension 

through Christ’s body coalesces with anadiplosis/climax in an even more 

noteworthy linguistic form. As a summa of this interesting process, I wish to 

look at the prayer she composed for Passion Sunday in 1379 (a few years 

before her death). Here the obsession with blood reaches a rhetorical apex, 

ascending to a tone of passionate invocation towards the erotic object of desire 

(and worship):  

Ma questo amore e unione erano così occulti che pochi gli 

cognoscevano, per la qual cosa l'anima non considerava ancora 

bene l'altezza tua. Ma, come io veggo, l'anima venne a perfetta 

cognizione de l'affetto de la carità tua, in el lume tuo, in la 

passione di questo Verbo, perché allora il fuoco ascoso sotto la 

cenere nostra cominciò [a] manifestarsi largamente e 

pienamente, aprendo il suo corpo santissimo sul legno della 

croce. E acciò che l'affetto dell'anima fosse tratto alle cose alte, e 

l'occhio de l'intelletto speculasse nel fuoco, tu Verbo eterno hai 

voluto essere levato in alto unde ne hai mostrato nel tuo 

sangue l'amore: nel tuo sangue ne hai mostrata la 

misericordia e la larghezza tua. In questo sangue ancora hai 

mostrato quanto ti grava e pesa la colpa dell'uomo. In esso 

sangue hai lavata la faccia della sposa tua, ciò è dell'anima, con 

la quale ti sei unito per unione della natura divina nella nostra 

natura umana. In esso vestisti essa quando era spogliata, e con la 
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morte tua le hai resa la vita. (Orazione XII, 106) [emphasis 

added] 

[But this love/this union,/was so hidden/that few knew of 

it./This is why souls did not yet appreciate/your 

exaltedness./But, as I see it,/it was in this World’s Passion/that 

souls came, by your light/to a perfect knowledge of your 

charity’s affection./For then the fire/hidden under your 

ashes/began to show itself/completely and generously/by 

splitting open his most holy body/on the wood of the cross./And 

it was to draw the soul’s affection/to high things,/and to bring 

the mind’s eye/to gaze into the fire,/that your eternal 

Word/wanted to be lifted up high./From there you have shown 

us love/in your blood,/and in your blood/you have shown 

us your mercy/and generosity./In this blood/you have shown 

how our sin weighs you down./In this blood you have washed 

the face of your spouse, the soul,/with whom you are joined/by 

the union of divine nature/with our human nature./In this 

blood you clothed her/when she was naked,/and by your 

death/you restored her to life. (Prayer 19, 206-207)] [emphasis 

added] 

Reminescent of St. Paul’s admonition “sine sanguinis effusione non fit 

remisso” [“withouth the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness”] (Hebrew 

9.22), Caterina develops – and reverses, given the impurity ascribed to blood 
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in Judaism111 - the pact initiated in Tanakh (as many others before her) by 

looking at Christ as the fulfillment of the connection with God.112 The frenzied 

excitement the images seem to elicit in Caterina causes a spasmodic insistence 

upon the world “sangue”, here as a means of purification and – I believe – as 

an ineffable element which prevents the author to advance in her mystical 

investigation. If in Dante the lumen gloriae was the ultimate poetic challenge 

in his personal and linguistic itinerary, in Caterina the blood of Jesus contains 

all the theological elements she wishes to examine: contemplating, drinking 

and tasting the blood theoretically ensure the internalization of all the 

attributes of the “ineffabile amore” we observed earlier.  

But what is the effect that the apparition of that blood has on the text? 

Taking into consideration this last orazione, the blood reveals “amore”, 

“misericordia”, “grandezza” and “la colpa dell’uomo”, while through it one can 

wash “la faccia della sposa tua, ciò è dell’anima”. These concepts appear as a 

list of trite ideas, whose flatness is tentatively overcome by the distractive 

recurrence of the term “sangue”. It seems therefore reasonable to suppose that 

Caterina is attempting to obviate the lack of theological depth, here, with the 

sensationalistic effect anadiplosis/climax can provoke in the worshippers (this 

is a prayer and not an ascetic manual, after all). The result is a fragmented, 

vaguely compulsive text whose aim is to illuminate those theological attributes 

                                                 
111 This is true for the Laws of Kashrut (Lev. 11) and for menstrual blood (Lev. 15).   
112 Among the many different and complex covenants found in the Tanakh, the 
Davidic (2 Samuel 7) is the one that resonates the most with the advent of Jesus 
Christ. See the interesting Anthony Le Donne, The Historiographical Jesus: Memory, 
Typology, and the Son of David (2009). 
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to the believers through the hypnotic pronunciation of the multifaceted term 

“sangue”.    

As the “ineffabile amore” seems to be dramatically inexpressible – given also 

the genre of this text – Caterina might as well return to the blood that she 

joyfully received through the wounds of the Passion: a blood whose filling 

presence weakens the ability to speak and paradoxically results in a prose of 

provocative excess.  
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CHAPTER 3 

In Re 
Anadiplosis/Climax and the 
Downfall into the Mundane 

 
Fig.15. Pier Paolo Pasolini, La ricotta (1963), still frame.  

 

This was the crucifixion on the mountain, 
Time’s nerve in vinegar, the gallow grave 

As tarred with blood as the bright thorns I wept; 
The world’s my wound, God’s Mary in her grief, 

Bent like three trees and bird-papped through her shift, 
With pins for teardrops is the long wound’s woman. 

This was the sky, Jack Christ, each minstrel angle 
Drove in the heaven-driven of the nails 

Till the three-coloured rainbow from my nipples 
From pole to pole leapt round the snail-waked world. 

I by the tree of thieves, all glory’s sawbones, 
Unsex the skeleton this mountain minute, 

And by this blowclock witness of the sun 
Suffer the heaven’s children through my heartbeat. 

Dylan Thomas, Altarwise by Owl-Light, VIII (1935-1936) 

It is an unsurpassably spectacular gesture to place even Christ  
in the realm of the provisional, the everyday, the unreliable.  

Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama (1928) 
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Allegorical Iconoclasm  

As Walter Benjamin highlights when speaking about the multifaceted 

nature of Baroque poetics and its correspondent allegorical attitude, “[f]or 

over a hundred years the philosophy of art has been subject to the tyranny of a 

usurper who came to power in the chaos which followed in the wake of 

romanticism” (Benjamin 159). The “usurper” Benjamin is referring to is the 

symbol: so begins, somewhat with revelatory emphasis, the second part of The 

Origin of German Tragic Drama (1928) entitled Allegory and Trauerspiel 

(Benjamin 159-235). The immediateness through which the symbol creates a 

synthesis between the idea and its representation opposes itself to the 

presumed unintelligibility and arbitrariness of allegory. While the symbol 

offers a vision of “momentary totality” (165), Benjamin regards the allegory as 

constituting itself in the progression of different moments.  

If the symbol demonstrates that “the transfigured face of nature is 

fleetingly revealed in the light of redemption” (Benjamin 166), through 

allegory  

[t]he observer is confronted with the facies hippocratica of 

history as a petrified, primordial landscape. Everything about 

history that from the very beginning has been untimely, 

sorrowful, unsuccessful, is expressed in a face – or rather in a 

death’s head. And although such a thing lacks all “symbolic” 

freedom of expression, all classical proportion, all humanity – 

nevertheless, this is the form in which man’s subjection to nature 
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is most obvious and it significantly gives rise not only to the 

enigmatic question of the nature of human existence as such, but 

also of the biographical historicity of the individual. This is the 

heart of the allegorical way of seeing, of the Baroque, secular 

explanation of history as the Passion of the world; its 

importance resides solely in the stations of its decline. 

(Benjamin 166) [emphasis added] 

Any object or character contained within the allegory can skid to a distant 

object, a different meaning. The figure’s images are fragments, without any 

pretension to totality: 

For the eidos disappears, the simile ceases to exist, and the 

cosmos it contained shrivels up. The dry rebuses which remain 

contain an insight which is still available to the confused 

investigator. But in its very essence classicism was not allowed to 

behold the lack of freedom, the imperfection, the collapse of the 

physical, beautiful, nature. (Benjamin 176) 

Allegory acts as merciless interpreter of the instability of history, 

beyond all comforting pleasantness. There is no determined objective in piling 

up fragments of times that are rapidly crumbling around oneself: all one can 

hope for is that those ruins might unexpectedly come to life. The figure 

proceeds by accumulation, in the hope of composing a totality of sense – or 

better yet, with the will of building it since the overall vision of this new order 
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is, in fact, a vision of ruins. And it is the fall itself that will allow past 

monuments, which have been fragmented into little pieces, to perform on the 

stage of Trauerspiel. At times the shards might seem out of control, and poetry 

might appear to be lost in a violent and impetuous flight, organizing itself in an 

opulent dance of images.  

Any adequate masking of content is absent from the typical 

works of the Baroque. The extent of their claims, even in the 

minor forms, is breathtaking. And they lack any feeling for the 

intimate, the mysterious. They attempt, extravagantly and vainly, 

to replace it with the enigmatic and the concealed. […] The 

Baroque work of art wants only to endure, and clings with all its 

senses to the eternal. (Benjamin 180-181) 

The predominance of objects (although exploded) within seventeenth-

century poetics leads to the use of personification, to which the frequent 

partiality for the poetics of salvation are added, but where Christ is placed “in 

the realm of provisional, the everyday, the unreliable” (Benjamin 183).113 The 

divine is shifted into the mundane, submerging itself in that downhill and 

decadent movement that characterizes the unfolding of history and of Baroque 

literature. This vortex of images is accompanied by a particularly interesting 

use of language:  

The practices of these writers combine with the principles of their 

linguistic theories to bring out a basic motif of the allegorical 

                                                 
113 See n.24, glossing on Amelia Rosselli’s treatment of the Christological tale.  
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approach in a most surprising place. In the anagrams, the 

onomatopoeic phrases, and many other examples of linguistic 

virtuosity, word, syllable, and sound are emancipated from any 

context of traditional meaning and are flaunted as objects which 

can be exploited for allegorical purposes. The language of the 

Baroque is constantly convulsed by rebellion on the part of the 

elements which make it up. (Benjamin 207)  

The intensity of language is built on its micro-pieces, which could modulate 

themselves around repetitive blocks, we might assume. Language finds itself 

stripped down to the bone, a fragment destined to evoke other fragments. The 

breakdown of literary tradition, stages and languages does not spare the body 

of the characters in Trauerspiel – taking upon itself decadence and death, life 

can only produce corpses. Flesh is the theatre of this shattering, vulnerable to 

Baroque dissection while becoming its extreme and final emblem.  

Benjamin’s work ends by mentioning the fall of the gods, amid some 

brief considerations on the melancholic collapse that transforms semblances 

into allegories. But it is important not to get confused: 

For it is precisely visions of the frenzy of destruction, in which all 

earthly things collapse into a heap of ruins, which reveals the 

limit set upon allegorical contemplation, rather than its ideal 

quality. […] For even this time of hell is secularized in space, and 

that world, which abandoned itself to the deep spirit of Satan and 
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betrayed itself, is God’s world. In God’s world the allegorist 

awakens (Benjamin 232).  

The arbitrariness of the allegory invests its ultimate meaning. It is 

therefore not the absolute Truth – ultimate aspiration of the symbol – at the 

center of the allegorical vision, but the subjective perspective to which the 

figure demonstrates itself without expecting a univocal interpretation.  

Benjamin’s theorization of allegorical poetry not only significantly 

resonates with our previous discussion of Rosselli’s fragmented use of 

language and with the meaning she assigns to Christ’s passion.114 It is with Pier 

Paolo Pasolini’s La ricotta (1963) that the allegorical transfiguration of Jesus’ 

martyrdom finds an incontestable apex in the post-war Italian landscape – one 

that also, as I will discuss later in the chapter, provoked violent legal 

accusations against the poet/director. As Filippo Trentin highlights in his 

article “Correlations between Benjamin and Pasolini” (2013), the strong 

similitudes between the two intellectuals have not been thoroughly explored – 

although many scholarly contributions have suggested this correlation in the 

course of the last twenty years (Trentin 1022). With this in mind, after briefly 

commenting upon the major coagulations around which Benjamin finds his 

own definition of allegory, Trentin emphasizes that “Pasolini’s allegorical gaze 

goes beyond his poetry, and includes his cinematic and novelistic works as 

well” (1027) – reminding us of what John David Rhodes had already 

emphasised:  

                                                 
114 See p.24.  
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Pasolini’s allegory is also one in which there is not allegorical 

transparency: rather the bodies, buildings, and places that are 

posed as allegorical vehicles continue to assert their own 

irreducible specificity: this body, this building, this place. 

(Rhodes 137)  

Similarly to Benjamin, Pasolini is interested in a non-linear conception of 

history that pierces the bourgeois idea of progress in favour of a negative 

excess – one that is incarnated in the last ones, the outcasts, the sub-

proletarians that the traditionalists want to keep out of sight (Trentin 1032). In 

the multifaceted constellation of these bodies, Stracci (the protagonist of La 

ricotta) stands as a luminous unicum: one that more explicitly than others has 

embodied the fallen story of Christ while soaring to allegorical, revolutionary 

heights.    
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A Subproletarian Passion115 

The third cinematographic experience of Pasolini – after Accattone (1961) and 

Mamma Roma (1962) – and the third episode of the full-length film 

Ro.Go.Pa.G., La ricotta (1963) is the film that successfully and significantly 

encompasses the major elements of Pasolini’s transfiguration of the sacred. 

Produced by Alfredo Bini, who supported Pasolini’s cinematographic vocation 

since his first film and until Edipo Re (1967), the movie was distributed during 

years of great transition in Italian history. We are amidst the so-called 

“Economic Boom”, a moment that occupied Pasolini’s political practice and 

theory until his murder in 1975, and the Vatican is about to drastically shift its 

scope of influence in the contemporary, transformed world.  

The death of Eugenio Pacelli/Pio XII (the dogmatic, anti-communist 

pontiff) in 1958 marked a significant stage in the Church’s attempt for renewal. 

Pasolini pronounces one of his most powerful, almost Dantesque invectives 

against the deceased pope in the epigram A un Papa (1958), which notoriously 

ends with the verses:  

Non ti si chiedeva di perdonare Marx! Un’onda 

immensa che si rifrange da millenni di vita 

ti separava da lui, dalla sua religione: 
                                                 
115 I use the word passion in its double, polysemic meaning (an ambiguity that Pier 
Paolo Pasolini, throughout his literary and film career, seemed to take into great 
consideration).  Pasolini’s passion towards the proletarian sacred tale – a 
romanticized one, oftentimes – intertwines with the excruciating legal actions he 
faced for his movie La ricotta. That said, I do not wish to contribute to the already 
widespread hagiographic treatment of Pasolini: in this chapter, I will not look at this 
author as an untouchable martyr/prophet. To me, his work has much more credibility 
than that. For other occurrences of polysemic words, see the first chapter of this work 
and its poetic analyses of Rosselli’s War Variations.   
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ma nella tua religione non si parla di pietà? 

Migliaia di uomini sotto il tuo pontificato, 

davanti ai tuoi occhi, son vissuti in stabbi e porcili. 

Lo sapevi, peccare non significa fare il male: 

non fare il bene, questo significa peccare. 

Quanto bene tu potevi fare! E non l’hai fatto: 

non c’è stato un peccatore più grande di te. (Pasolini, La 

Religione del mio Tempo 261).  

[You were not asked to forgive Marx! A huge 

Wave breaking for thousands of years 

Separated you from him, from his religion: 

But doesn’t your religion speak of pity? 

Thousands of men during your pontificate, 

Lived in stables and pigsties, in front of your eyes, 

And you knew it, sinning does not mean doing evil: 

Not doing good, this means to sin. 

How much good you could have done! You didn’t do it: 

There has never been a greater sinner than you. (Pasolini in 

Benini 45)] 

Giovanni XXIII succeeds Pio XII: the new pope (of peasant origins) attempted 

to reevaluate the Church’s ecumenical role by reaching out to different realities 

often hostile to the Church itself (Sabbatucci and Vidotto 286). Apart from two 

famous encyclicals (Mater et magistra, 1961; Pacem in terris, 1963), this 
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pontificate launched the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council that lasted until 

1965 (under Paul VI’s papacy). The Church ended up being radically renewed, 

most notably in its liturgical regulation – this was the time in which the Latin 

mass was abolished, so to elicit a broader participation in the rite itself. The 

religious debate was permeated, in fact, by the “idea of a civic sacred rooted in 

humankind’s spontaneous social condition” (Smith 336), which represented 

one of the focuses of the Second Vatican Council. In the 1960s,  

Catholic practice was not only about remote sacramental values, 

but had immediate relevance for the people who supported the 

belief system. The Christian Democrats were an ostensible 

expression of this orientation, embracing an effort to wed civic 

commitment to faith, which found strong expression in 

progressive Catholics. If we wish to look further afield, we also 

find contemporary movements that aimed explicitly to bring 

together Catholics and Marxists, most notably Liberation 

Theology, which had its roots in the 1960s and was soon 

dismissed by the Vatican hierarchy as a dangerous hybrid 

contrary to the fundamental tenets of the Church. (Smith 336)  

It was namely in these years of transformation that Pasolini worked on Il 

vangelo secondo Matteo (1964), the ideal continuation of La ricotta, 

interestingly dedicated “alla cara, lieta, familiare memoria di Giovanni XXIII” 

(opening credits) [“to the dear, happy, familiar memory of Giovanni XXIII” 

(translation mine)]. Pasolini came up with the idea of the movie while in 
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Assisi, in 1962: Giovanni XXIII was visiting the city, but Pasolini stayed in his 

room (in the Pro civitate christiana guest house, a Catholic association where 

he had been invited for a conference named Il cinema come forza spirituale 

del momento presente) in order to avoid a possible encounter with the Pope. 

During this event (or missed encounter) Pasolini (re)reads the Gospel 

according to Matthew, shaping his first, embryonic idea for a future movie 

(considering this anecdote, the dedication to Giovanni XXIII assumes a 

slightly ironic hue). This vignette proves to be important in light of the theory 

advanced by Tomaso Subini, who sees in the announced ideation of the movie 

around the Gospel of Matthew the primary cause of the biased climate around 

Pasolini. According to Subini (49), the trial for defamation of state religion 

around La ricotta represented a sort of preventive move: the magistrates, 

almost intimidated by the idea of the director working on the gospel, were 

highly suspicious about the collaboration between Catholics and Communists 

that the movie could foster.   

La ricotta must be understood as a product of these crucial, and yet 

delicate years for the Catholic church. The title Ro.Go.Pa.G. stands as an 

acronym for the four directors (Rossellini, Godard, Pasolini, Gregoretti) who 

worked on the different episodes of the movie: at the center of the film, as a 

sort of thematic common thread, is a critique of the manipulative nature of 

capitalism. After the harsh and almost absurd censorial intervention (which I 

will discuss shortly), Ro.Go.Pa.G. was distributed with the new title Laviamoci 
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il Cervello!  [Let’s Wash our Brains!] as to indicate its distance from the 

original, apparently too blasphemous, version.  

Multilayered and complex, Pasolini’s episode La ricotta is centered 

around the production of a movie (whose director is played by Orson Welles) 

on the Passion of Christ. The audience follows the vicissitudes of the film’s 

production in an alternation of tones, styles and quotations focusing on the 

figure of Giuseppe Stracci:  a poor man who has been chosen to play the role of 

the Penitent Thief and who will ultimately die on the cross subsequent to a 

desperate binge of ricotta [curd cheese].116  

In his unsurpassed biography of Pasolini, Enzo Siciliano defines La 

ricotta “un poemetto per immagini: il cinema come autoriferimento, - il 

cinema colto nel suo involucro, o cinema del cinema.” (253) [“a poem made of 

images: autoreferential cinema – cinema caught in its shell, or cinema in 

cinema” (translation mine)]. Siciliano (together with many others) grasps the 

stratified nature of Pasolini’s work while emphasizing, it seems, its self-

reflective vocation.117  

Placing his character in the long tradition of so-called “speaking names” 

(which dates back to Sophocles and Plautus, later crossing different genres and 

                                                 
116 Pasolini is inspired by an episode that took place on the set of Barabba (1961), an 
epic movie directed by Richard Fleischer: one of the actors fell suddenly ill during the 
shots representing the crucifixion, which was staged on the 15th of February 1961 in 
order to take advantage of the total eclipse of the sun taking place that day (Subini 
31).  
117 This line of analysis finds a more developed articulation in Subini’s monographic 
work on La ricotta (2009): one of the dominant elements at work in the movie, 
Subini insists, is the mise en abîme narrative device (which proves to be an 
interesting point for our inquiry into the poetic/theoretical meaning of repetition).  
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literary eras), Pasolini calls the protagonist “Stracci” – which literally means 

rags. As Erminia Passannanti reminds us in her Il Cristo dell’Eresia (2009), 

“Stracci traduce in modo figurato il termine Lumpenproletariat, usato da 

Marx ed Engels in The German Ideology (1845), come fascia del proletariato 

privo di coscienza di classe (in tedesco, letteralmente proletariato di stracci).” 

(n.39, 33)118 [“Stracci figuratively translates the term Lumpenproletariat used 

by Marx and Engels in The German Ideology (1845), as to denote the segment 

of the proletariat that does not possess class consciousness (in German it 

literally means “rag proletariat”).” (translation mine)].119 The other protagonist 

of the short movie, a sort of exaggerated alter-ego of Pasolini himself, is the 

Marxist director. The hiatus between this character and the one of Stracci is 

absolute but, nevertheless, their positionalities stand as the only possible 

forms of resistance against bourgeois “culture”. As Pasolini emphasizes 

throughout his career:  

Il tipo di persone che amo di gran lunga di più sono le persone 

che possibilmente non abbiano fatto neanche la quarta 

elementare, cioè le persone assolutamente semplici. Ma non ci 

metta della retorica in questa mia affermazione: non lo dico per 

retorica, lo dico perchè la cultura piccolo-borghese è qualcosa 

che porta sempre della corruzione, delle impurezze, mentre un 
                                                 
118 Another significant connection, or echo, between Pier Paolo Pasolini and Walter 
Benjamin (interestingly via Marx and Engels): Benjamin’s figure of the 
Lumpensammler [rag-picker] as a model to follow for historical inquiry and 
intellectual work, is one of the key-figures of his Arcades Project.  
119 For a comprehensive study of contemporary Italian literary onomastics, see 
Leonardo Terrusi, “I nomi e la critica: un decennio di studi di onomastica letteraria in 
Italia” (2001). 
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analfabeta, uno che ha fatto solo i primi anni delle elementari, ha 

sempre una certa grazia che poi va perduta attraverso la cultura. 

Poi la si ritrova ad un altissimo grado di cultura, ma la cultura 

media è sempre corruttrice. (Interview with Enzo Biagi) 

[The kind of people I love far more than the rest are those who 

haven’t managed to finish elementary school: in other words, 

absolutely simple people. But I don’t mean this affirmation to be 

trite:  I say so because our middle-class culture is something that 

always leads to corruption and impurity; whereas an illiterate 

individual, someone who has only attended early grade school, 

always possesses a certain poise that is later lost with culture.  It 

can then be found once again with the highest level of culture, 

but average culture is always corrupting. (translation mine)].   

It is not easy to follow Pasolini’s warning: there is something slightly trite, 

populist in his words – a controversial attitude that perpetually informed his 

gaze onto the subproletarian population of the Roman borgate120 and, later, 

his view of Africa as the only possible response to rampant capitalism.121 What 

                                                 
120 In years of identitarian and intellectual crisis, Pasolini often expressed his desire to 
abandon, once and for all, the Roman borgate – see his 1962 interview “L’addio di 
Pasolini alle borgate”.  
121 Pasolini wants to express the impossibility, for the marginalized, to officially 
participate in history: this apparently stretched hypothesis finds its justification in the 
enthusiastic interest he demonstrated, starting from the beginning of the 60s, in the 
African continent (together with India and the Middle East) and the 
‘Panmeridionalismo’ idea. As Enzo Siciliano recalls, after a 1961 journey in India with 
Moravia (whose notes will merge in the book L’odore dell’India), Pasolini traveled to 
Kenya, Sudan, Ghana, Nigeria, Guinea, Israel and Jordan in the course of the 
following two years. While pondering over setting his film Il Vangelo secondo Matteo 
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Pasolini is saying here to Biagi (and to Italy, given that the interview was aired 

on Rai 1) is found, in nuce, in La ricotta: Stracci and the director represent, in 

their own singular ways, the grace that Pasolini opposes to the cultural 

genocide initiated by the passage from a precapitalistic society to an industrial 

                                                                                                                                             
in one of those landscapes-giving to Christ the face of one of their rebellious peasants-
he established a fluid, almost ahistorical continuity between the African and the 
subproletarian destinies. Suffice to say that many are the occurrences, in the third 
version of La ricotta screenplay, where the workers on the movie set are called “negri” 
(i.e. pp.28-29).  During those years (1961-1963) he wrote the verses: “Non si sfugge, lo 
so. La Negritudine/è in questi prati bianchi, tra i covoni/dei mezzadri, nella 
solitudine//delle piazzette, nel patrimonio/dei grandi stili - della nostra storia./La 
Negritudine, dico, che sarà ragione” (La Guinea, in Poesia in forma di rosa, 682) 
[“There is no escaping it, I know. Negritude/lies in these white meadows, amidst the 
haystacks/belonging to share-croppers, in the solitude//of the small squares, in the 
estate/of the great styles – of our history./  Negritude, I say, which will be reason” 
(translation mine)]; or “E cerco alleanze che non hanno altra ragione//d’essere, come 
rivalsa, o contropartita,/che diversità, mitezza e impotente violenza:/gli Ebrei...i 
Negri...ogni umanità bandita” (La realtà, in Poesia in forma di rosa, 657). [“And I 
search for alliances that have no other reason//for existing, than revenge or 
retaliation,/than diversity, meekness and impotent violence:/the Jews… the 
Negroes… all humanity banned” (translation mine)]. Africa becomes the ‘only 
alternative’ to the violent homologation Pasolini witnessed among the Italian people: 
his enthusiasm grew into a screenplay, titled Il padre selvaggio (posthumously 
published in 1975). This project (a coming-of-age story, focused on the protagonist 
Davidson on the background of a school in Kado) never came into being-the trial for 
La ricotta and the problems it caused to the producer Alfredo Bini aborted the 
possibility of shooting the movie. As Pasolini bluntly annotated, at the end of his 
poem E l’Africa?, “è stato il processo alla Ricotta, per vilipendio alla religione, che mi 
ha impedito di realizzare Il padre selvaggio. Il dolore che ne ho avuto - e che ho 
cercato di esprimere negli ingenui versi di E l’Africa? - ancora mi brucia 
orrendamente. Dedico la sceneggiatura del Padre selvaggio al pubblico ministero del 
processo e al giudice che mi ha condannato. Sono cose, queste, che si possono 
perdonare ma non dimenticare.” (footnote to the poem E l’Africa?, in Poesie disperse, 
686). [“It was the trial against La ricotta, accused of defamation against religion, that 
kept me from producing Il padre selvaggio.  The pain that ensued – and which I tried 
to express in the naive verses of E l’Africa? – still burn horribly inside of me.  I 
dedicate the screenplay of Padre selvaggio to the public prosecutor of the trial and 
the judge who sentenced me.  This sort of thing can be forgiven, but not forgotten. 
(translation mine)]. For a comprehensive study on the representation of Africa in 
Pasolini’s oeuvre, see Giovanna Trento, Pasolini e L'africa, L'africa di Pasolini: 
Panmeridionalismo e rappresentazioni dell'africa postcoloniale (2009); and Luca 
Caminati, Orientalismo eretico: Pier Paolo Pasolini e il cinema del terzo mondo 
(2007). 
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present (Sapelli 4). Through an oxymoronic juxtaposition,122 Pasolini presents 

us with  

[d]a una parte il sottoproletario Stracci, dall’altra l’intellettuale 

Orson Welles: sono questi i personaggi che più atterriscono la 

piccola borghesia, perché sfuggono totalmente-l’uno verso il 

basso, l’altro verso l’alto-al suo misero dominio culturale della 

realtà. (Pasolini, “La ricotta sequestrato dalla procura di Roma”) 

[on one side the subproletarian Stracci, on the other side the 

intellectual Orson Welles:  these are the most threatening 

characters to the middle-class as they totally escape (one 

downwards and the other upwards) its miserable cultural 

dominance of reality. (translation mine)].  

In ascension and in descent, both characters spurn – consciously or not – the 

aurea mediocritas (and its homologating dominion) that the neocapitalist 

boom wants to impose on the Italian population.  

 If the short movie (and its characters) suggest an act of resistance, the 

message of Stracci’s martyrdom (which not only recalls, but revives the story 

of Christ) represents a radical political stance against the exclusion of the 

outcasts. Furthermore, its death becomes the only possible, contemporary act 

of reverence towards religion. It is important to highlight, by way of  

background to the reading of La ricotta I am proposing here, that Christ could 

                                                 
122 In the same interview with Biagi quoted above, Pasolini reads his entire work as an 
operation based on the figure of the oxymoron – an unbridgeable contrast, an 
irreducible opposition.  
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be considered per se as a liminal figure between transcendence and 

immanence, humanity and divinity, sin and salvation.123 In addition to this 

concept, the idea of hierophany as theorized by Mircea Eliade in his Traité 

D'histoire Des Religions (1948)124 helps Pasolini to fix his belief in a radical 

connection between the sacred and the archaic, soon-to-be-lost world of 

peasants (represented by his motherland, Casarsa, where he spent his 

childhood) in a more defined manner.125  

                                                 
123 See especially, to this extent, Mark Kline Taylor, “In Praise of Shaky Ground: The 
Liminal Christ and Cultural Pluralism”, Theology Today 43 (April 1986): 38-40.  
124 As Conti highlights when analyzing Pasolini’s theophanic conception of the world, 
“Eliade [...] risulta un punto di riferimento teorico indispensabile per capire Pasolini 
ed è impressionante osservare quante volte vi faccia ricorso per sviluppare e chiarire 
le sue analisi riguardo alla fine della civiltà arcaico-contadina e al suo “Cristianesimo 
cosmico”, ma anche per definire la sua visione del mito e delle cosmogonie.” (13) 
[“Eliade [...] is an imperative theoretical reference in understanding Pasolini.  It is 
impressive to observe how many times he resorted to him in order to develop and 
clarify his analysis regarding the end of the archaic-peasant civilization and his 
“Cosmic Christianity”, but even in defining his vision of myth and of cosmogonies.” 
(translation mine)].  Alongside Eliade, it is necessary to recall the influence that 
Ernesto De Martino (professor of religion and ethnology at the University of Cagliari) 
played on Pasolini’s conception of “anthropological mutation”. See the recent Daniele 
Balicco, Letteratura e mutazione: Pier Paolo Pasolini, Ernesto De Martino, Franco 
Fortini (2018).  
125 We read in Jean Duflot’s interview with Pasolini (1969-1975): “DUFLOT: Ciò che 
Lei esprimeva già in maniera diversa dicendomi che da bambino in poi non ha mai 
cessatto di apparirle ierofanica.” PASOLINI: “È proprio strano, veda, ero convinto di 
aver inventato io l’aggettivo, e invece mi sono imbattuto in questa terminologia in 
un’opera di Mircea Eliade, che tratta della storia dei miti.” (in Il sogno del centauro, 
82). [“DUFLOT:  What you already expressed in a different manner, telling me that it 
never ceased to seem hierophantic to you from when you were a child onwards.” 
PASOLINI: “You see, it is very odd.  I was convinced of having been the one to invent 
the adjective whereas I came upon this terminology in one of Mircea Eliade’s works 
that deals with the history of myths.” (translation mine)]. This idea, or sentiment, 
finds its apex in one of the dialogues of Medea (1969): “Centaura: Tutto è santo, tutto 
è santo, tutto è santo. [note the repetition, here] Non c’è niente di naturale nella 
natura, ragazzo mio, tientelo bene in mente. Quando la natura ti sembrerà naturale, 
tutto sarà finito – e comincerà qualcos’altro.” [“Centaura: Everything is holy, 
everything is holy, everything is holy. There is nothing natural about nature, my 
young lad, just keep that in mind.  When nature eventually seems natural to you, then 
everything will have come to an end – and something else will begin.” (translation 
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 The radical elements of Pasolini’s project did not go unnoticed: in a 

climate of widespread and violent persecution (which included infamous 

attacks by neo-fascist groups), the director was accused of a felony against 

art.402 of the Italian Criminal Code (“Vilipendio alla religione di Stato”/ 

“Defamation of State religion”).126 More precisely, he was held responsible  

per avere, nella sua qualità di soggettista e regista dell'episodio  

"La ricotta" del film "Rogopag", pubblicamente vilipeso la 

religione dello Stato, rappresentando con il pretesto di descrivere 

una ripresa cinematografica, alcune scene della Passione di 

Cristo, dileggiandone la figura e i valori con il commento 

musicale, la mimica, il dialogo e altre manifestazioni sonore, 

                                                                                                                                             
mine)]. See also Silvia Giuliani, “San Paolo secondo Pasolini: ascesi e 
organizzazione”, Cahiers d’études italiennes, no. 9, 2009, pp.115-125.  
126 The crime of “Vilipendio alla religione di Stato” was annulled from Italian Criminal 
Law in 2000 (ruling 13-20 November 2000, n.508). This step towards a yet-to-be 
fully accomplished secular state represented the natural continuation of the revision 
of the shameful Patti Lateranensi, which took place in 1984 (law 25 March 1985, 
n.121). Erminia Passannanti explains that, de facto, “[p]ermane oggi l’obbligo di non 
offendere il sentimento religioso del cittadino, perseguibile legalmente, obbligo 
accentuato dall’enfasi recente sull’importanza di tutte le religioni nelle società 
multiculturali che, mentre da [sic] vita a procedimenti di censura ed autocensura, 
subordina il diritto di critica, rappresentazione e satira alla libertà di culto a tutti i 
cittadini. Infatti, la tutela del sentimento religioso è garantita dall’articolo 19 della 
Costituzione sotto cui viene assicurata la libertà di culto. Il Codice Penale italiano può 
intervenire in queste dispute chiamando in forza gli articoli 403, 404 e 405, che 
condannano e proibiscono ogni dileggio alla religione.” (Passannanti 14-15). [“Today, 
it remains the obligation of not offending the religious sentiment of citizens, which is 
something that is legally prosecutable.  It is an obligation highlighted by recent 
emphasis surrounding the importance of all religions in our multicultural society that, 
as it gives way to censorship and self-censorship procedures, subordinates the right of 
criticism, representation and satire to the freedom of creed for all citizens.  In fact, 
protection of the religious sentiment is warranted by article 19 of the Constitution, 
which provides for freedom of religion.  The Italian Penal Code may intervene in these 
disputes by summoning articles 403, 404 and 405 that condemn and prohibit every 
form of mockery of religion.” (translation mine)]. While formally eliminated, the 
crime seems to be alive and well in the Italian legal system. 
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nonché tenendo per vili simboli e persone della religione 

cattolica" (Citazione a Giudizio di Pier Paolo Pasolini, Procura 

della Repubblica di Roma).  

[to have, through his role as scriptwriter and director of the “La 

ricotta” episode in the film entitled “Rogopag”, publicly 

committed defamation against the State religion.  He did so by 

representing, under the pretext of describing a film production, 

some scenes from the Passion of Christ – mocking the figure and 

the values through the musical score, the mimicry, the dialogue 

and other sound effects – in addition to depicting symbols and 

people from the Catholic faith cheaply (translation mine)].  

 
The loud and exhausting legal action for “Vilipendio alla religione di stato” 

against Pasolini forced the director to modify some of its passages (or else La 

ricotta would not have been distributed). The trial’s verdict (which in a way 

reinforces my reading of the anadiplotic structure of the movie and of its 

theoretical effect) was pronounced on March 7th, 1963, in Rome.127 Luckily 

enough, Pasolini was granted amnesty and did not spend the four months in 

prison to which he was originally sentenced.  The legal documents, that 

interestingly do not fail to ascribe to the director an undoubtable religious and 

aesthetic sensitivity, could be considered a facile tirade against Pasolini’s 

critique of religion through the lens of an overzealous defense of Catholicism 

as the inner expression of Italian spirituality (Christian Democracy, it is 

                                                 
127 Tribunale di Roma = Sez. IV Penale N.1020/63 R.G.   
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perhaps useful to recall, was still the Italian ruling party but would soon lose a 

considerable portion of its electorate).128 La ricotta, ultimately, displays  

una continua, inopinata, gratuita messa in ridicolo di simboli e di 

soggetti sacri, costituenti l’intima essenza della religione ai quali 

– ripetesi – l’imputato, con la sua opera si accorda sempre con 

animo dispregevole e irriverente. (Sentenza Tribunale di Roma 

N. 1020/63 R.G. 35) 

[a continuous, unpredicted and unfounded mockery of sacred 

symbols and subjects constituting the intimate essence of the 

religion which – repeatedly – the accused, through his work, has 

always affronted with a contemptible and irreverent soul. 

(translation mine)].  

 The judges lament a lack of space for a fertile exchange of ideas, accusing 

Pasolini of polarizing the religious debate to the detriment of his most 

sensitive spectators: this operation, we read, is oftentimes articulated around 

an irreverent attitude towards the sacredness of the Christic tale. The mockery 

is, in the legislators’ eyes, also attained by means of repetition:  

Del pari indubbio significato vilipendioso, se logicamente 

inserite, come è doveroso, tra le scene più apertamente 

irriverenti della Passione e Morte di Cristo, hanno le sequenze 

che in primo piano ritraggono, in una successione di stacchi, i 

                                                 
128 General political elections were held on the 28th and the 29th of April 1963. The 
results set forth the gradual opening to the Italian left (PCI and PSI, above all) – a 
dialogue that culminated in 1978 with the so-called “Compromesso Storico” (one that 
ended up not taking place thanks to the BR intervention).    
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veri [sic] collaboratori del regista nell’atto di ripetere l’ordine di 

allontanare dal campo di ripresa le tre croci, stante la necessità di 

filmare altre scene. Il regista della èquipe aveva, è vero, con voce 

stanca e sommessa disposto “via i crocefissi”. Eppure tale 

legittimo desiderio, ripetuto di volta in volta da facce 

diverse, si trasforma, atteso il modo come viene 

manifestato e l’atteggiamento di chi lo esprime, in un 

grido, in una istanza corale in una imperiosa necessità; 

diventa il grido e la volontà di una società imbestialita 

contro il Cristo degli Altari, che deve essere scacciato. 

(Sentenza Tribunale di Roma N. 1020/63 R.G. 29). [emphasis 

added]. 

[The sequences illustrating close-ups (in a succession of cuts) of 

the director’s various assistants repeating his instructions to get 

the three crucifixes out of the frame since they need to shoot 

other scenes, is equally of undoubted contemptuous meaning, 

when logically inserted (as rightly so) amongst the most openly 

irreverent scenes of the Passion and Death of Christ.  The 

director of the crew had, in fact, ordered to “do away with the 

crucifixes” in a tired and subdued voice.  Yet the said 

legitimate wish, repeated time and time again by 

different facial features, is transformed (according to 

the way in which this is exhibited and the attitude of the 
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one expressing the same) into a cry, into a choral 

request of an imperious necessity; it becomes a cry and 

the will of a society enraged against the Christ of Altars 

who had to be crushed. (translation mine)]. [emphasis 

added].  

 
Albeit ending as an unbridled invective, I argue that this passage informs us 

about a correct intuition (one that I will delve into shortly): the comic effect 

constructed by repetition is only the first stratum of a complex iconoclastic 

operation that invests crosses and crowns – now objects in re (in things), 

ready for a renewed ascension.  

 

La Corona! La Corona! A Double Parabola 

Pasolini opens La ricotta with a dense excerpt from the Gospel of Mark (4.22-

23): “Non esiste niente di nascosto che non si debba manifestare; e niente 

accade occultamente, ma perché si manifesti. Se qualcuno ha orecchi per 

intendere, intenda” [“For there is nothing hid, except to be made manifest; nor 

is anything secret, except to come to light. If any man has ears to hears, let him 

ear” (The New Oxford Annotated Bible)]. Mark’s words around the manifest 

presence of the divine in the world determine the progression of the plot in a 

very specific manner, adding ontological width to La ricotta: nothing needs to 

be revealed or unveiled. According to Pasolini’s gaze, echoes of the 

Christological message are at work in the particularity of the brutal sub-

proletarian struggle against poverty, hunger and death. The verses are paired 
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with a second, more immediate evangelical quotation, this time taken from 

John:129 “e spazzò via le monete dei banchieri e buttò all’aria i banchi, e ai 

venditori di colombe disse: “Portate via di qua, e della casa di mio padre non 

fate un mercato (Giovanni 2.15-16)” [“and he poured out the coins of the 

money-changers and overturned their tables. And he told those who sold the 

pigeons, “Take these things away; you shall not make my Father’s house a 

house of trade.” (The New Oxford Annotated Bible, John 2.15-16)]. The few 

lines in question refer to the famous episode of the Cleansing of the Temple, 

from where Jesus expels those merchants who were corrupting it with their 

business transactions. Needless to say, this narrative is read by Pasolini as 

proof of the revolutionary dimension of Christ’s life and of Catholicism as a 

whole. The incipit of the episode is accompanied by a director’s statement read 

by his own voice:  

Non è difficile prevedere per questo mio racconto dei giudizi 

interessati, ambigui, scandalizzati. Ebbene, io voglio qui 

dichiarare che, comunque si prenda La ricotta, la Storia della 

Passione – che indirettamente La ricotta rievoca – è per me la 

più grande che sia mai accaduta, e i Testi che la raccontano i più 

sublimi che siano mai stati scritti. (La ricotta, titoli di testa)  

[It is not difficult to foresee, regarding this story, a number of 

biased, ambiguous, scandalized judgments. I hereby declare that, 

no matter how one could read La ricotta, I consider the Story of 

                                                 
129 The incipit of this gospel is at the core of the second chapter of this dissertation.  
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the Passion – that indirectly La ricotta recalls –the greatest that 

has ever occurred, and the Texts that describe it the most 

sublime ever written. (translation mine)]  

The use of capitalization in this epigraph is noteworthy and represents only 

one of the uncountable tributes Pasolini pays (throughout the various forms of 

expression he embraced during his career) to his own contradictory, archaic 

and profound Catholicism.130 It is crucial to point out that, however, the initial 

epigraph is a modified version of the one originally conceived by Pasolini. In 

the first draft (now part of the legal documents of the 1963 trial) we notice the 

poet is using a more bitter tone:  

Non è difficile predire a questo mio racconto una critica dettata 

dalla pura malafede. Coloro che si sentiranno colpiti infatti 

cercheranno di far credere che l’oggetto della mia polemica sono 

quella Storia e quei Testi di cui essi ipocritamente si ritengono 

difensori. Niente affatto, a scanso di equivoci di ogni genere, 

voglio dichiarare che la storia della Passione è la più grande che 

io conosca, e  i Testi che la raccontano i più sublimi che siano mai 

stati scritti. (Tagli e rifacimenti dialogo “La ricotta”).    

[It is not difficult to foresee, regarding this story, a critique 

coming from pure malice. Those who will feel attacked will try to 

                                                 
130 For an introduction of the space that religion occupied in Pasolini’s aesthetics, 
fundamental are Stefania Benini, Pasolini: the Sacred Flesh. Toronto (2015); Tomaso 
Subini, La Necessità Di Morire: Il Cinema Di Pier Paolo Pasolini E Il Sacro (2007); 
Daniele Gallo, Pier Paolo Pasolini: Sulle Tracce Del Sacro (2014); Erminia 
Passannanti, Il Cristo Dell'eresia: Rappresentazione Del Sacro E Censura Nei Film 
Di Pier Paolo Pasolini (2015).  
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make others believe that the objects of my polemic are that Story 

and those Texts they hypocritically feel the guardians of. By no 

means, and to avoid any misunderstandings, I hereby declare 

that the Story of the Passion is the greatest I know, and the Texts 

that describe it the most sublime ever written. (translation 

mine)]  

Aiming at building a proletarian hierophany,131 the repetitive structure 

of one the movie’s sequences, I argue, functions as a tool for dragging one of 

the most emblematic objects of Catholic iconography to the ground – the 

crown of thorns Christ was forced to wear before dying. The use of repetition 

stands here as a conscious corruption of iconic terms/objects that, pronounced 

by different voices through a variety of tones, are subjected to a descending 

parabola into immanence.  

Previously, I have proposed the staircase and the bridge in order to give 

a sense of the spatial nature of anadiplosis/climax: here the parabola seems 

to perfectly crystallize the function of repetition in La ricotta.  On the one 

hand, the polysemous word parabola132 derives from the Greek παραβάλλειν, 

to compare, in turn stemming from παρα (besides) and βάλλειν (to throw). On 

the other, parabola refers to a religious allegory that can already be found in 

the Tanakh and the Talmud, attaining its fuller development in the New 

                                                 
131 See n.124.  
132 Not the first polysemous word I have emphasized in this work.   
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Testament. Its designation in Hebrew is משל (mashal), literally proverb.132F

133 

Subini compares Pasolini’s operation in La ricotta to the very essence of the 

evangelical narrations, and his intuition seems significant also in light of the 

trope of ineffability, to which I devoted my previous chapter:  

Le parabole evangeliche nascono da una precisa esigenza 

teologica, determinata dal fatto che del Regno di Dio, che è oltre 

l’esperienza umana, non è oltre l’esperienza umana, non è 

possibile parlare se non indirettamente, mediante paragoni presi 

dalla vita. Ugualmente, Pasolini svolge la sua riflessione non con 

un linguaggio diretto, ma attraverso una parabola, ovvero un 

testo costruito su più livelli di lettura. (100).  

[Evangelical parables stem from a precise theological need that is 

determined by the fact that the Kingdom of God, which is beyond 

the human experience, is not beyond the human experience, it is 

impossible to speak, if not indirectly through comparisons taken 

from life.  Similarly, Pasolini carries out his reflections without 

using direct language, but through a parable – namely a text 

constructed over various reading levels. (translation mine)].  

                                                 
133 One of the most luminous examples in the Tanakh is contained in Jud. 9.7-20, the 
so-called Jotham’s parable (considered as a sort of anarchist manifesto): the Museum 
of the Seam in Jerusalem has hosted an exhibition that took the opening line of the 
parable as its name (And the Trees Went Forth to Seek a King, 2014), examining the 
complex relationship between political leaderships and their subjects. See the 
exhibition catalogue, Etgar, Raphie, Einat Ofir, Lital Yadin, Asaf Shur, and Tal 
Haran, Halokh Halkhu Ha-ʻetsim Li-Meshokh ʻalehem Melekh =: And the Trees 
Went Forth to Seek a King (2014). Also, on the nature of meshalim in Talmudic 
hermeneutics, see Daniel Boyarin, Sparks of the Logos: Essays in Rabbinic 
Hermeneutics (2003).  
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From a geometrical perspective, as a curve drawn by an object that is thrown 

up in the air and falls to the ground in a different place, the trajectory of a 

parabola encompasses the double movement I assign to the rhetorical device 

of anadiplosis/climax, while characterizing it with an additional layer.134 This 

figure fixes the ascending and descending motion of an object in space, in 

many respects reflecting the way the crown is depicted in the episode. The 

object, in what can be regarded as an utmost symbolical process, has 

historically travelled from the realm of things to a mystical dimension, now 

embodying an inescapable synthesis between idea and representation. The 

word symbol, in fact, finds its origin in the Greek συμβάλλω, a term composed 

by the roots σύν, together, and βάλλειν, to throw (the same verb at the center 

of the word parabola). The broad meaning of putting together/throwing 

together originates in the ancient custom of the tessera hospitalis, a common 

practice in ancient Rome that involved splitting objects (usually made of clay) 

in two and giving one of the fragments to guests. Thereby the host would 

recognize them or their progeny in the future and give hospitality to the ones 

who owned the matching chip. Hence the symbol can be regarded, quite 

literally, as proof of a lost unity – while the parabola, on the other hand, 

seems to compare two separated elements by placing them side by side.135  

 

 

                                                 
134 See figure 16. 
135 For an eloquent analysis of the tessera hospitalis phenomenon, see Hans-Georg 
Gadamer, Truth and Method (63 and 147). 
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Fig.16. The double parabola in Pier Paolo Pasolini’s La ricotta 
(1963).   
 
α= the thorns of a (mocking) crown.  
 
β= the crown of thorns as one of the Arma Christi.  
 
γ= the thorns of a (mocking) crown.  
 
δ= the crown of thorns is held against the Roman borgata.  
 
Here, through a geometrical representation, I wish to render 
Pasolini’s iconoclastic attack against religious symbolism (and 
its radical resignification) in his movie La ricotta. If the crown 
of thorns has historically endured a symbolical process – its 
material nature transcended to the realm of ideas (see the 
parabolic trajectory from α to β), ultimately joining the latter in 
a perfect iconographic synthesis – Pasolini, by use of repetition, 
drags this symbol back into the mundane. It falls into an 
immanent landscape (γ) but, as all objects subjected to a 
parabolic descent, it lands in a different spot: in this case, 
behind a carboard box. The last ascension – the one occurring 
between γ and δ – represents the revolutionary transfiguration 
of this empty symbol that, now object among objects and arising 
from the ground, is ready to incorporate a new sacred 
experience: a proletarian ostension, which prefigures the death 
of the subproletarian Stracci (who needs to die to remind us that 
he is alive).  
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As Benjamin argues in The Origin of German Tragic Drama, “the 

measure of time for the experience of the symbol is the mystical instant in 

which the symbol assumes the meaning into its hidden and, if one might say 

so, wooden interior” (165): the immediateness of the figure – placed in a 

sphere of coincidence between immanence and transcendence – does not leave 

any space for additional interpretation.  

Pasolini drags the crown back into the world; in order to do so, he strips 

it of its untouchable sacredness.136 The descending parabola, in La ricotta, is 

shaped by a fast-paced editing of different workers repeating the words in 

question with sacrilegious amusement. The first part of my reading has been 

already inferred by Tomaso Subini, who identifies in the subversion of the 

symbol the ideological nucleus of the movie:  

                                                 
136 Fantuzzi, in «Passione, morte e resurrezione di Gesù nel cinema» (2005), 
understands the cruciality of sacred objects (and of their resignification) in Pasolini’s 
work: “La santità, quella vera, si riflette nel personaggio di Stracci, buono come un 
pezzo di pane e paziente come Giobbe nel sopportare, senza venir meno alla propria 
dignità, le angherie del destino e le cattiverie degli uomini. Per questo gli oggetti e i 
motivi religiosi (corona, croce, suono del Dies Irae ecc.), che a tutti gli altri, come il 
regista-Welles, non dicono gran che, si animano in sua presenza di un afflato 
spirituale. Tornano cioè a esercitare (ed è una sorta di miracolo che Pasolini riesce a 
ottenere quando entra in gioco la dimensione poetica del suo cinema) lo stesso ruolo 
che svolgono nella religiosità popolare, come segni di quell’amore soprannaturale dal 
quale tutto deriva e al quale tutto riconduce.” (28-29). [“Holiness, real holiness, is 
mirrored in the character named Stracci – a man with a heart of gold and with the 
patience of Job in supporting the vexations of destiny and the evilness of mankind, 
without every losing his own dignity.  For this reason, the religious objects and motifs 
(crown, crucifix, sound of Dies Irae, etc.), which do not mean much to all the others, 
including the director-Welles, in his presence are enlivened by spiritual inspiration.  
That is, they go back to playing (and this is a sort of miracle that Pasolini manages to 
obtain when the poetic dimension of his cinema comes into play) the same role that 
they carry out in popular religiosity, as signs of that supernatural love that everything 
derives from and everything leads to.” (translation mine)].  
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L’operazione alla base del film -- quella che ne definisce la 

costruzione formale, ne identifica il nucleo ideologico è ne 

determina la condanna per vilipendio -- è il sovvertimento del 

simbolo” (107) [The operation at the basis of the movie – the one 

that defines its formal construction, identifies its ideological 

nucleus, and determines the crime of defamation – is the 

subversion of the symbol (translation mine)].  

La ricotta, therefore, “sconsacra vecchi simboli, per sacralizzarne di nuovi.” 

(107) [“deconsecrate old symbols in order to sanctify new ones” (translation 

mine)]. One of the powerful arma Christi is now scattered on the ground, far 

away from the fixity of altars and ready to encompass a new allegorical value 

through the story of Stracci.  

While preparing for the trial he faced for this movie, Pasolini foresaw 

that the treatment of the religious symbols in the film ran the risk of being 

read and condemned as blasphemous. In his notes for his own defense, he 

explicitly mentioned the reiterations at the center of this analysis: 

Il grido di “Corona corona” è la prima avvisaglia della 

superficialità incredula, scettica, plebea, del mondo che circonda 

Stracci e sarà testimone del suo martirio. Il tono noncurante, o 

poco riverente, non si riferisce però, qui, tanto alla “corona”, 

quanto all’andamento tipico del lavoro del set [...]. La troupe 

considera infatti la “corona” un capriccio del regista, e col tipico 

tono ambiguo dell’ironia popolare romanesca, un po’ gli tiene 
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bordone, un po’ lo prende in giro. Io, direttamente, come autore, 

intervengo, quando – spente le irriverenti grida – la corona viene 

alzata da due mani di operaio, contro il biancheggiante 

panorama della città, dominandolo. (Pasolini in Balló Bergala 

and Borgna 143)  

[The cry “crown crown” is the first sign of incredulous, skeptical 

and plebeian superficiality of the world surrounding Stracci - the 

witness of his martyrdom.  But the careless tone, or at least the 

hardly respectful one, does not here refer so much to the “crown” 

as it does to the typical pace of a movie set (…) In fact, the crew 

considers the “crown” as one of the director’s whims; and using 

the typical ambiguous tone intrinsic to popular Roman sarcasm, 

they are slightly in cahoots with him while making fun of him at 

the same time.  I directly step in, as an author, when (once the 

disrespectful shouting has subsided) the crown is raised by the 

hands of a laborer, against the white urban horizon, and 

dominates the same. (translation mine)] 

What is striking, besides an understandable desire to render his filmic 

operation as inoffensive as possible, is that Pasolini strongly identifies the 

repetition of the word corona (and its corruption through the faces/voices of 

the workers) as one of the riskiest elements leading towards his supposed 

iconoclasm. It would be useful, in this sense, to analyze the apparition of the 

sequence in question within the overall horizon of Pasolini’s short movie.  
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 As we have seen, the film opens with gravitas, marked by the words 

spoken by the two apostles and by Pasolini. However, this immediately makes 

way for the first of the many uninhibited twist dances performed by the movie 

extras: credits surface on the semi-naked twirling bodies of the stagehands and 

actors in front of a rich banquet, filmed in Technicolor against the background 

of a Roman borgata.137 Following the titles, the cinematic eye (through a more 

dramatic black-and-white filter) lingers extensively on Stracci’s facial features, 

as he is lying on the ground (fig.17): the portly man is aching and feverish, 

questioning two of the movie workers and himself about the upcoming 

luncheon offered by the film production.  

Fig.17. Pier Paolo Pasolini, La ricotta (1963), still frame. 
                                                 
137 “Riprese : 17 ottobre-novembre 1962. Teatri di posa : Cinecittà (la deposizione del 
Pontormo). Esterni : periferia di Roma, pratone dell’acqua Santa presso l’Acquedotto 
romano.” (Laura Betti, Michele Gulinucci, and Pier Paolo Pasolini. Le Regole Di 
Un'illusione : I Film, Il Cinema, 63). [“Shots: October 17th-November 1962. Studios: 
Cinecittà (Pontormo’s Deposition). Exteriors: Rome’s suburb of the acqua Santa’s 
field, next to Acquedotto Romano.” (translation mine)]. For an interesting analysis of 
the depiction of Rome in Pasolini’s first movies, see Raul Grisolia, "Roma: fantasma e 
materia. Accattone, Mamma Roma, La ricotta di Pier Paolo Pasolini" (2007).  
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Pasolini, in an earlier, literary draft of the project, describes Stracci with 

compassion (also comparing him with an ugly and good-natured ape):  

Poveraccio, è brutto come una scimmia. Cià [sic] addosso una 

tunica bianca e i monili. Col faccione da scimpanzè controluce, il 

generico che fa il Ladrone Buono, aspetta calmo, sperduto, 

sprofondato nei suoi pensieri...Eh, la vita! Eh, mannaggia! 

Quanta pazienza! Poi, tira fuori da sotto l’ascella, rotolandosi 

sulla polvere e l’erba zozza, un termometro e lo smorfisce, 

controluce. (Pasolini, La ricotta, in Alì dagli occhi azzurri, 467).   

[Poor man, he is ugly like a monkey. He wears a white tunic and 

jewelry. With the big backlit face of an ape, the extra who plays 

the Penitent Thief, waits calmly, lost, and into his own 

thoughts…Ah, life! Damn! How much patience! Then, he pulls 

from his armpit a thermometer – while rolling over on dust and 

dirty grass – and looks at it baffled, backlit. (translation mine)]  

Interestingly, the movie script presents many instances where the human 

merges with the non-human, as to indicate the immediacy of the instincts that 

animate the sub-proletarian subjects working in the movie set: the parallelism 

between the world of the workers and that of the beast functions as an 
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additional layer of the complexity in Pasolini’s sophisticated political 

critique.138 

  The amateur actor who impersonates Stracci (Mario Cipriani, a 

construction worker originally from borgata Pietralata) already appeared in 

Pasolini’s first movie, Accattone (1961): in that film he played the role of 

Balilla, one of Accattone’s friends/accomplices, who follows the leading 

character during his tragic meanderings through some of the poorest suburbs 

of Rome. In a rare interview for the magazine 30 giorni (a Catholic monthly 

publication founded, alas, by Giulio Andreotti), Mario Cipriani eloquently 

remembers his first encounter with Pasolini and confirms the political afflatus 

behind the director’s religious imaginary: 

Lo conobbi durante le riprese del film Il gobbo, che si 

svolgevano a Pietralata, la borgata romana dove ancora abito. Mi 

fece fare una particina in Mamma Roma che però fu tagliata. Poi 

vennero gli altri impegni. Mi incoraggiava sempre, mi diceva che 

avevo doti naturali”. “Che cosa rappresentava per un uomo della 

borgata Accattone e il suo personaggio?” “Di religione ne ho 

sempre masticata poca. Mi sembrava più che altro che Pasolini 

volesse parlare di noi poveri, sempre alle prese con il problema di 

                                                 
138 The screenplay of the movie (Inventario 35513, Biblioteca Chiarini, Cinecittà) 
testifies to this comparison in various occasions and towards multiple characters. 
However, Stracci seems to be the primary recipient of these animal appellatives: “la 
bestia non vede e non sente: magna” (49) [“the beast does not see nor hear: eats” 
(translation mine)]; “Ma lassù c’è un pitone che digerisce, gonfio, rosso, sfigurato” 
(50) [“Up there there is a python that digests, swollen, red, disfigured” (translation 
mine)]; etc.  
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mettere insieme il pranzo con la cena (Intervista a Mario 

Cipriani, gennaio 1994).  

[“I met him while Il gobbo was being filmed, in Pietralata (the 

Roman suburb where I still live).  He had me play a small role in 

Mamma Roma, but it was edited from the movie.  And then 

came other parts.  He always encouraged me, he used to say that 

I was a natural”.  “What did Accattone and its leading character 

represent for a man from the suburbs?”  “I’ve always had little to 

do with religion.  Mostly, I think that Pasolini wanted to speak 

about us poor folk, about people who were always faced with the 

problem of putting food on the table. (translation mine)].  

The final shot of Accattone, interestingly, is focused on Cipriani’s 

character; these last few seconds seem to embody the deepest meaning of this 

film and to anticipate the ideological substratum of La ricotta. A handcuffed 

Balilla139 makes the sign of the cross over the dying Accattone, who gets hit by 

a car after a botched robbery. However, he performs the sign of the cross in a 

muddled manner (hindered, perhaps, by his handcuffs):  the shattering, 

almost blasphemous gesture takes place against the background of Monte 

Testaccio, with its imposing crucifix looming over the landscape (see fig.18). 

Monte Testaccio – or, as better-known in Rome, Monte dei Cocci (literal 

                                                 
139 A striking mistake informs us about the identification between Mario Cipriani and 
the role of Balilla: in the dialogues of the movie La ricotta (Inventario 17413, 
Biblioteca Chiarini, Cinecittà) Pasolini, only in one instance, calls Stracci “Balilla”, 
just before pronouncing the line “Ecchime! Daje, forza schiavi. Inchiodateme.” [“Here 
I am! Come on, slaves! Nail me down!” (translation mine)].  
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translation of the Latin tastae, potsherds) – is an artificial hill in the South of 

Rome, a sort of ancient dumping ground made of used amphoras. (In)famous 

for the cruel carnival celebrations (the Iudus Testacie) that took place on its 

slopes, from the Fifteenth century onwards this site represented the final 

station of the city’s via crucis: the iron cross that appears in Accattone’s final 

scene commemorates this specific function.  As an urban declination of the 

Golgotha, Monte Testaccio becomes the ideal theatre in which the 

death/sacrifice of Accattone fulfills (without hope) the tragic parabola of gli 

ultimi. As Pasolini emphasized, with Accattone he intended to express “una 

tragedia: una tragedia senza speranza, perché mi auguro che pochi saranno gli 

spettatori che vedranno un significato di speranza nel segno di croce con cui il 

film si conclude.” (Le belle bandiere, 134) [“a tragedy: a hopeless tragedy, 

because I hope that few will be the spectators who will see a meaning of hope 

in the sign of the cross with which the movie ends.” (translation mine)].  

The struggle for finding a place in this world carried out by the sub-

proletarian men and women who populate Pasolini’s first cinematographic 

experiences will inevitably result in their ultimate death (welcomed as a sort of 

blessing by Accattone, whose last words “mo’ sto bene”/“I am fine, now” mark 

his exhaustion for an existence that disallows any redemption). Accattone, 

Ettore (Anna Magnani’s son in Mamma Roma, Pasolini’s second full-length 

movie) and Stracci could be considered a scandalous and sub-proletarian 

revival of the Trilogy-composed, this time, with a handful of poveri Cristi (an 
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Italian expression used to designate wretched and pitiful people, interestingly 

translated as “poor devils”).140  

 Balilla, through this gesture, revives (by incarnating it) the disappearing 

religiosity that constituted the nucleus of Pasolini’s political critique of the 

“horrendous order” arising from the 60s.141 We shall see this as the matrix for  

 

Fig.18. Pier Paolo Pasolini, Accattone (1961), still frame.  

 

                                                 
140 See Maurizio De Benedictis, Pasolini: La croce alla rovescia : i temi della vita e del 
sacrificio (65-71).  
141 In his last interview – given a few hours before his assassination – Pasolini states: 
“[v]oglio dire fuori dai denti: io scendo all’inferno e so cose che non disturbano la 
pace degli altri. Ma state attenti. L’inferno sta salendo da voi. È vero che sogna la sua 
uniforme e la sua giustificazione (qualche volta). Ma è anche vero che la sua voglia, il 
suo bisogno di dare la sprangata, di aggredire, di uccidere, è forte ed è generale. Non 
resterà per tanto tempo l’esperienza privata e rischiosa di chi ha, come dire, toccato 
«la vita violenta». Non vi illudete. E voi siete, con la scuola, la televisione, la pacatezza 
dei vostri giornali, voi siete i grandi conservatori di questo ordine orrendo basato 
sull’idea di possedere e sull’idea di distruggere.” (Pasolini, “Siamo tutti in pericolo. 
Intervista di Furio Colombo”). [“I want to say out loud: I go to hell and I know things 
that do not disturb your peace. But be careful. Hell is coming up to you. It is true that 
it dreams about its uniform and, sometimes, its justification. But it is also true that its 
desire, its need to hit with a bar, to attack, to kill, is strong and general. The 
experience of whom touched the so-called “violent life” will not stay private and risky 
for a long time. Make no mistake. And you all are, with the school, with television, 
with the placidity of your newspapers, you are the big curators of this horrendous 
order based on the idea of possessing and the idea of destroying” (translation mine)]. 
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the same twisted, and yet sacred resignification of religious signs and symbols 

at the basis of La ricotta.  

After somberly realizing he is ill, Stracci is worried since his wife and 

children will be joining the set during the meal break, desperately seeking to 

find some food to make it through the day.  A quick banter with some actors, 

variously dressed as angels and saints, is then followed by the repetition I 

anticipated above.  

The movie director,142 with a slightly bored tone, calls for one prop: “la 

corona”. As Stefania Benini rightly points out, the Marxist and yet elitist 

director “has no dialogue with the people: his interactions are limited to a 

vertical relationship of leadership and power and a horizontal relationship of 

detached and objectifying observation.” (Benini 59). His initial request is then 

followed by a fast-paced editing of faces that, I argue, constitutes per se a 

descending parabola tracing the hierarchy of the movie set and ends – as 

Pasolini states in his notes for the trial – with a rereading of the object-crown 

in a majestic frame dominating the Roman borgata.  

The name-crown is corrupted by the amusement of the workers just 

before the corresponding object rises in the dazzling light of the urban 

landscape (in what can be regarded as a proletarian ostension).143   Starting 

from the director and thanks to the repetition/request of the word corona, 

Pasolini offers us an initial glimpse of the various laborers who are employed 

                                                 
142 Pasolini pays homage to Orson Welles in one of the verses of Pietro II (in Poesia in 
forma di Rosa): “mio Orson, orso gentile come il brontolio di un tuono” (697) [“my 
Orson, a bear kind as the grumble of thunder” (translation mine)]. 
143 See fig.15.  
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in the film production: first the assistant director, then some electricians and 

busy workers, ending up – in a descending climax – with a man (fig.19) who 

eludes labor with a sly smile, nonchalantly resting on the grass. In Catholic 

liturgy, the ostension is the moment in which hosts, or relics, are exposed to 

the venerating eyes of the worshippers. Among the many objects that 

constellate this practice of popular religiosity in Italy (i.e. San Gennaro’s blood 

in Naples, to which the fate of the city is entrusted), the cyclical ostension of 

the Shroud of Turin occupies a privileged spot.144  

After the “reveal shot” which started from the director, whom we then 

discover sitting in front of various objects scattered on the grass, the camera 

jumps to a close-up of his assistant (he will appear several times in the 

episode, mostly as an off-screen voice)145 who vigorously tries to motivate the 

workers to find the movie prop. Orson Welles is surrounded with some 

costumes and clothes (again, stracci) arranged in an eerie way (they lie on 

improvised, human-like stands): a sort of lost, absent community that 

contributes to the sense of isolation the director seems to have chosen for 

himself (as we noticed earlier). A couple of young men,146 dressed-up in their 

Sunday best, laugh at the camera while pronouncing the words “la corona”, 

                                                 
144 Alberto Farassino, while reviewing Salvatore Cerra’s Il mistero della Sindone 
(1978) – a rare movie centered around the spring 1978 ostension, which became a real 
mass-phenomenon – compares the object-shroud (the imprinting of the image of 
Christ on a white sheet) to the very mechanism of cinema: “Sono il materiale e il 
formato del telo sindonico che ci riportano al cinema.” («Sindonologia del cinema», 
25) [“It is the fabric and format of the shroud cloth that lead us back to cinema.” 
(translation mine)].    
145 Played by a young Paolo Meloni.  
146 These men (who pronounce the word corona in unison) are clearly twin brothers: 
another striking repetition in the complex reduplicative structure of the episode.  
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immediately followed by a yelling workman wearing a turtleneck, his hair 

neatly shaped with styling gel. The next two repetitions are more dynamic: the 

first seems to chase one of the manual laborers (with a visible and bleeding cut 

on his upper lip) while he is carrying a glass screen; the second presents a man 

walking through the frame, with one hand cupped around his mouth,147 

shouting listlessly. The last, hilarious reiteration is performed by an 

unconcerned worker (fig.19), who lazily lies amid wildflowers and mocks - by 

waving it off - the director’s request (and with it, the word “corona” itself).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     Fig.19. Pier Paolo Pasolini, La ricotta (1963), still frame. 

 

Accompanied by the voice of the assistant director, off-screen, we then see a 

large cardboard box bearing the logo of the “Federici” pasta brand. A pair of 

bare arms – with sunburnt skin – reaches for something: an object among 

                                                 
147 See Bruno Munari, Supplemento al dizionario italiano (1963): an amusing 
catalogue of the many and multifaceted Italian gestures. 
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objects, the crown of thorns is slowly lifted against the white buildings of 

suburban Rome.148 Pasolini clarifies in the early draft of the movie: 

 [q]uella parola è come un sasso che cade in un’acqua stagnante. 

Subito, corona qua, corona là: primo a urlare «Corona!» è uno 

scagnozzo qualsiasi, di pelo nero. Poi è l’aiuto regista, un 

mollacchione storcinato, col cappelletto. Poi un altro, un tizio in 

mutande, poi un altro, un altro, poi un altro.  

GENTE DELLA TROUPE La corona!  

La corona!  

La corona!  

La corona!  

Eccola in dettaglio la corona, con due manacce che la raccolgono 

da dietro una cassetta. È la corona di spine di Cristo. (Pasolini, 

Alì dagli occhi azzurri 468) 

[That word is like a stone that falls into stagnant water. 

Immediately it appears everywhere: the first who shouts 

“Corona!” is an ordinary, black-haired myrmidon. Then is the 

                                                 
148 For an illuminating historical investigation of Pasolini’s cinematographic and 
literary peripheries (together with the analysis of his aesthetic declination of the 
public space, between Neorealism and Modernism), see the already quoted John 
David Rhodes. Stupendous, Miserable City: Pasolini's Rome. Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2007. The book’s title pays homage, verbatim, to some of the 
verses of the poem Il pianto della scavatrice (1956), ones that condense 
oxymoronically (see n. 122) the sense of wonder the poet experienced during his first 
Roman period: “Stupenda e misera/città che mi hai fatto fare//esperienza di quella 
vita/ignota: fino a farmi scoprire/ciò che, in ognun, era il mondo.” (in Le ceneri di 
Gramsci 245) [“Stupendous, miserable/city, you have let me//experience that 
life/unknown: until you made me discover/what, in each of us, was the world” 
(translation mine)].  
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assistant director, bended lazybones, with a little hat. And 

another one, a guy in his underwear, then another one, another 

one, and another one.  

CREW The crown!  

The crown!  

The crown!  

The crown!  

And here it is, in detail, the crown. Two ugly hands pick it up 

from behind a box. It is Christ’s crown of thorns. (translation 

mine)].  

The sequence of different and yet identical moments (the workers 

invoke “la corona” with a similar Roman accent, again and again) displays a 

poetic and ontological function ascribable to the one performed by 

anadiplosis/climax: repetition – along with the obvious comic effect – 

demystifies the religious symbol and explains that the prop, in this instant, is a 

mere simulacrum.149 Through a whirling descending parabola, 

                                                 
149 Apart from the various philosophical formulations of this concept - from Plato to 
Jameson, whose definition of the simulacrum as “the identical copy for which no 
original has ever existed” (18) fits, in a postmodern perspective, the treatment the 
crown of thorns is subjected to, here - it seems important to briefly look at the 
presence of a grandiose, Dionysiac simulacro in Pasolini’s posthumous, allegorical 
novel Petrolio (1992). The main character, Carlo, is walking through the Quadraro 
neighborhood: he is going back home. The last “scene of his vision”, announced by a 
distant train whistle and a newborn crying, takes place in a violent transfiguration of 
the urban setting around him. What stands in front of his very eyes, in a desert-like 
horizon, is an enormous Tabernacle. “In questo Tabernacolo - le cui forme del resto 
erano assai imprecise e si sfacevano nel cielo scintillante - era contenuto un grande 
simulacro [...] alto tre volte almeno un uomo di statura normale. Dire che 
rappresentasse una donna, sarebbe inesatto, benché questa fosse la prima 
impressione. Si trattava infatti piuttosto di un mostro muliebre, consistente in due 
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anadiplosis/climax puts the crown of Christ back into the world. “Dove il 

Cristianesimo non rinasce, marcisce” [“Where Christianity is not reborn, it 

rots” (translation mine)], admonishes Pasolini in one of the poems of the 

series Pietro II (in Poesia in Forma di Rosa, 698), written shortly after having 

worked on the movie. The authorial gaze takes advantage of the remnant 

echoes of holiness still present in the object and translates them into a new, 

reborn, revolutionary narrative: the crown and its placement (first in the box, 

then in the midst of the urban horizon) become the first station of the 

proletarian via crucis we are about to witness – a Passion that antagonizes not 

only the empty rigidity of clerical institutions, but also the movie concerning 

the death of Christ depicted in the episode itself (and, more specifically, its 

shallow spectacularization).150 

                                                                                                                                             
gambe piuttosto tozze, su cui era incastrata, al posto dell’inguine – tanto che il taglio 
della vulva coincideva col taglio del mento – una grossa testa di donna. [...] Questo 
mostro muliebre [...] reggeva con la mano destra, un lungo bastone, della stessa 
altezza. E questo bastone era senza possibilità di dubbio, un lungo nodoso membro 
virile. [...] Il simulacro poggiava i piedi su una specie di alto gradino di nefro: e, sullo 
spaccato di tale gradino, c’era un iscrizione. Carlo si avvicinò e lesse le seguenti 
parole: “HO ERETTO QUESTA STATUA PER RIDERE” (384-385). [“This 
Tabernacle-whose shape, however, was quite imprecise and dissolved in the sparkling 
sky-held a large image […] three times as tall as a man of normal height. To say that it 
represented a woman would be inexact, though this was the first impression. /It was/, 
rather, a monstrous woman, consisting of two stocky legs, and between them, in place 
of the groin, a huge woman’s head was embedded-so that the crack of the vulva 
coincided with the break in the chin. […] This monstrous woman [..] held in her right 
hand a long stick, as tall as she was, without any possibility of doubt, a long, knotty 
penis. […] The image rested its feet on a kind of high step of nefro (?); and, on the 
vertical part of that step, there was an inscription. Carlo approached and read the 
following words: “I have erected this statue in order to laugh’’ (Petrolio, 333-334)]. 
For a reading of Petrolio (and of its fragmented form and vision) in relation to the 
landscape created by the Anthropocene, see Karen Pinkus, “Pasolini for the 
Anthropocene”, in Luca Peretti and Karen T. Raizen, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Framed and 
Unframed: A Thinker for the Twenty-First Century (2018). 
150 It is not by chance, I believe, that the next scene introduces the first of the two 
tableaux vivants (segments of the movie in the movie, directed by the diegetic 
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Again, once more: “[i]t is an unsurpassably spectacular gesture to place 

even Christ in the realm of the provisional, the everyday, the unreliable” 

(Benjamin 183): a spectacular and scandalous gesture that Pasolini performs 

thanks to a series of rhetorical tools, among which repetition proves to be the 

most effective in gradually dragging the “untouchable” objects of Christian 

iconography into the mundane reality of a proletarian experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                             
director/Orson Welles) majestically shot in Technicolor and arranged to match 
narrowly (or almost, interestingly) Rosso Fiorentino’s Deposition from the Cross 
(circa 1521). In the faithful and wonderful reenactment of the original altarpiece, 
Pasolini adds two elements that exceed Rosso Fiorentino’s creation: enlarging the 
scene of Christ’s deposition, the director inserts two black characters at the 
extremities of the frame (one holds a fruit basket, while the other leans on his spear). 
During the take directed by Orson Welles, one of these two men slowly reaches the 
center of the shot, approaching the heart of Rosso Fiorentino’s reproduced work: this 
‘intrusion’ is immediately halted by the assistant director who yells, in voice-over, 
“Via il Negro!” [“Get the Negro out of the way!”]. Pasolini, in choosing the mannerist 
artist and his irrefutable masterpiece, pays an indirect homage to his mentor Roberto 
Longhi, with whom he studied Art History in Bologna during his first university years 
(Pasolini attended his seminar “I Fatti di Masolino e Masaccio”, later recognized as 
the foundation of his cinematographic imaginary). Pasolini later described the 
encounter with Longhi as a sort of mystical revelation: see Pier Paolo Pasolini, Saggi 
sulla letteratura e sull'arte (1999).   
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CONCLUSION  

BUT THE DIVINITIES (ARE THEY LOST?)151 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The arc of this dissertation is punctuated by a multitude of failures. The lyrics 

and the film that animate my excursus (when read together, alongside each 

other) coagulate around a series of impossibilities. Is this work a genealogy of 

missed encounters, of paradoxes, of impossible aporias? At first glance, 

anadiplosis/climax seems an imperfect tool – one that does not succeed in 

giving poetry access to that transcendental realm it wants to describe and 

possess so urgently. What I wished to outline, in the course of my 

investigation, surpasses and defies this limited judgment by unveiling the 

complexity at the core of anadiplosis/climax and – more widely – of poetic 

and rhetorical praxis. The excessus mentis Dante strategically wields (so to 

preserve his poetic reputation) epitomizes, in this sense, the corporeal trace of 

the limits of the lyrical word – a word that, as we have seen in Agamben, is 

doomed to remain “unaware, as if fallen from the sky” (Stanzas xvii).152 The 

                                                 
151 Rosselli, War Variations 243. See p. 46.  
152 See p.19.  
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fallen, post-Edenic word – transient, broken, fallacious – is what mystical 

writers are left with: the Songs of Ascents, the Old Testament, John, and 

Caterina da Siena variously employ anadiplosis/climax to make language 

(re)ascend to the idea of God. Linguistic steps are created and simultaneously 

climbed, with the pace of a chanted supplication and the desire to reunite with 

a lost meaning; and yet that staircase leads nowhere. Or better, it ends with an 

irremovable wall – a wall that language tries to demolish by hurling itself 

against. Anadiplosis/climax does not seem to stop in front of the threshold 

between human experience and divinity, its aspiration remains intact: in 

rejecting the asphyxia153 of this non-space, which could easily lead to silence, 

this rhetorical tool keeps pulsing lively against the wall. Now a repetitive, 

thumping noise, anadiplosis/climax is the echo of a struggle that arises from 

the irreducible will to soar beyond the limits of ineffability. The authors and 

texts I engaged with in my first and second chapters are catapulted into the 

sphere of an impossible poetry.  

 The blind – but also blinding and disastrous – faith towards language 

and God that motivates mystical writers encounters a different articulation in 

post-war Italian poetry, of which I elected Pier Paolo Pasolini and Amelia 

Rosselli as luminous representatives. Their subversive attitude, stemming 

from a profound knowledge of the Italian canon and a tormented relationship 

with the sacred, renders them the ideal exempla of how the twentieth-century 

allegorical reimagination of poetics harbors a particularly strong bond with 

                                                 
153 I am using this word in its original meaning: α-, "without" and σφυξία, "pulse”.  
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iconoclasm. As a Jacob’s ladder – one that, as I argued at the beginning of my 

work, affords a movement towards the divine but also, even more 

interestingly, down to the mundane – anadiplosis/climax proved itself to be a 

weapon aimed at towering Gods, vacuous altarpieces, and all-too-human 

Christs. Infused with new and radical vitality, this rhetorical figure sets the 

stage for a violent slaughter: Pasolini and Rosselli, fully aware of the cul-de-sac 

that awaits whoever adventures onto the staircase, turn to the descending 

function of anadiplosis/climax. Rosselli’s complex game of repetitions 

(scattered everywhere in the War Variations and The Dragonfly’s structures, 

shaping their very fiber) drags Christ from the cross to the ground: he is now 

fixed in his cadaveric, unprophetic, creatural state.  

Pasolini’s La ricotta, similarly but perhaps more affirmatively, displaces 

Christ in a Roman borgata in order to invest him with a revolutionary 

meaning: his tale, thanks to Pasolini’s gaze, is now experienced and incarnated 

in the sore body of the proletarian Stracci, whose death on a fake cross 

regenerates the revolutionary afflatus of the Christic message.  Both Pasolini 

and Rosselli concentrate on the caducity of Christ’s flesh; their iconoclastic 

employment of anadiplosis/climax is also extended, however, to the holy 

paraphernalia that populate the Passion tale: the descent to which crowns of 

thorns and crosses are subjected becomes both the cause and the effect of the 

heresy displayed by these two poets.   

 I wish to return to what prompted this conclusion: is this work a 

constellation of missed encounters, of frustrated impossibilities?  Perhaps. 
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Nevertheless, I do not conceive of my dissertation as a genealogy of failure; I 

rather view it as the exposure and validation of a multifaceted struggle: against 

the boundaries of language, the imposed authority of the biblical text and the 

literary canon, and the (supposed) untouchable aura of religious images. With 

this piece, I wished to build a literary investigation into the ontological and 

iconoclastic forces behind anadiplosis/climax, taken as a living object 

touching upon various genres and literary periods.  

It was, indeed, a struggle (on my end) to bridge far and apparently 

distant traditions – the Christian, the Greek and Latin, the Jewish, and the 

Italian – under the sign of common ascensional/descensional impulses. The 

tension arising from my project’s miscellaneous and distant objects is 

approached with a two-fold methodology: on the one hand, I regarded 

anadiplosis/climax as a vibrant and vibrating red thread. The first occurrence 

of the figure, through a system of intertextual connections and polysemic 

references, initiated an itinerary that took off from Jacob’s dream and ended 

with Pasolini’s declination of the evangelical tale – thanks to a combinatory 

movement where spatial and temporal limitations morphed into flexible, 

interdisciplinary, and transhistorical routes. Following these paths is what led 

to this project’s (apparent) unorthodox assemblage of texts. Secondly, I 

exercised an irreverent attitude towards these very works: while celebrating 

their mystical or iconoclastic ambition, I preferred to partly dismiss the 

grandiosity of their motivations in order to focus on procedures and objects 
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that could be viewed as merely instrumental and easily disposable (ladders, 

crosses, crowns, etc.).  

The same irreverence encouraged me not to consider a theory that 

could have easily enriched my study on the limits of representation, the 

faltering suspension of language, and repetition compulsion. In choosing not 

to work with psychoanalysis, I wished to perform a precise gesture towards 

Amelia Rosselli and the scholarship that has haunted and contaminated the 

reading of her poetry (fostering many of the toxic and trite tropes attached to 

women poets, especially those who have committed suicide): narrowed down 

to a sequence of mere Freudian slips since her literary debut,154 I wanted to 

listen to this extraordinary writer’s voice by de-pathologizing her lyrical words. 

I stood with this decision (or controversial exclusion) for the entire 

progression of my dissertation.  

Anadiplosis/climax is not a widely investigated figure: it appears 

almost bashfully in Biblical hermeneutics and it is certainly not at the center of 

any conversations in the field of Italian studies. As I outlined in the first 

chapter of this study, however, we commonly use anadiplosis/climax in 

conversational language and it is one of the most exploited tools in 

advertisement and political speech.155  And yet, my work approaches 

anadiplosis/climax with a distinct theoretical effort in mind: in liberating it 

from the above stigma – that confines it to a sphere of manipulation, where it 

                                                 
154 See n.13.  
155 See n.5. Grasping the essence of anadiplosis/climax seems crucial in 
understanding the mechanisms behind media and commercial manipulation: a 
critical arc I have engaged in my pedagogical praxis. 
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is  juggled by dangerous rhetoricians and voracious marketers –  I wished to 

read it as the complex, multifaceted, kinetic figure it is.  

I have only started to disclose, I believe, the hermeneutical implications 

of anadiplosis/climax. Various and substantial are the further directions in 

which this figure could guide us: one of the most fertile would concern the role 

of anadiplosis/climax in Italian contemporary theater and, more specifically, 

in the use of silence and repetition by the Socíetas Raffaello Sanzio.156 On the 

other hand, and maybe more urgently, I intend to continue my work on 

rhetoric, critical theory, and poetics by applying this same methodology to 

Italian feminist post-war manifestos. Through the re-imagination of rhetoric 

performed in second-wave Italian feminist texts, films, artworks, and politics, 

the women writers157 I will take into consideration defied the canon and 

reconfigured the relationship between theoretical complexity and stylistic 

accessibility. I am particularly interested in observing how anadiplosis/climax 

operates within political activism: what are the spatial and temporal 

configurations drawn by these pamphlets? Does feminist rhetoric grow from 

political theology, and how? How can language ascend, and grasp, the idea of 

revolution?  

Pondering from afar the answers to these questions, while in the 

meantime contemplating the many disciplinary avenues this study could 

explore in the future, also means taking into consideration the risks that 

                                                 
156 See n.59.  
157 Consider, as an initial constellation of names, Carla Lonzi, the Diotima group, and 
Adriana Cavarero.  
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anadiplosis/climax carries within itself: as the trace of a struggle or as the 

violent tool for the slaughter of the divine, it irremediably measures what 

language can and cannot achieve. Anadiplosis/climax, as a ladder, answers to 

the impossible whim of naming what lies beyond itself or, conversely, of 

dragging the divine into the mundane through its narrow, dangerous steps. No 

matter the ascensional leap or the martyrdom, as majestic and radical as they 

might appear, we must not circumvent the stage on which they take place. 

Paying attention to that old ladder, after all, made me recognize the 

hermeneutical value intrinsic to its opaque, not so attractive ambivalence. Step 

by step, piece by piece, finally understanding that when Rosselli asks “Ma le 

divinità (o sono perse?)” (War Variations 243),158 we should put aside the 

anxiety of answering – concentrating, perhaps, on the astonishing significance 

of reiterating that question from the top of a “scala poco divina”, multiple 

times, while struggling to maintain balance and trying very hard not to fall.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
158 See p. 193.  
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APPENDIX  1  
General scheme for the Figures of Speech. Heinrich Lausberg’s classification adapted by Bice 
Mortara Garavelli (Garavelli 186) 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

[1] EPANALESSI 
[2] ANADIPLOSI 
[3] CLIMAX, (GRADATIO O CATENA) 

[4] EPANADIPLOSI o INCLUSIONE 
[5] ANAFORA e POLISINDETO 
[6] EPIFORA 
[7] SIMPLOCHE 

[8] PARANOMASIA 
[9] POLITTOTO 
[10] FIGURA ETIMOLOGICA 
 
[11] SINONIMIA 
 
[12] DIAFORA 
[13] ANTANACLASI 

 (TRADUCTIO) 

 
INTERPRETATIO 

DITTOLOGIA 

 (TRADUCTIO) 
[14] CLIMAX2 

[15] DIALLAGE 
[16] ENUMERAZIONE 
[17] DISTRIBUZIONE 
[18] ENDIADI 

[19] EPITETO 
[20] ENALLAGE DELL’AGGETTIVO 

[21] ELLISSI 
[22] ZEUGMA 
[23] ASINDETO 

[24] ANASTROFE 
[25] IPERBATO 
[26] EPIFRASI 
[27] SINCHISI 

   a) SUBIUNCTIO 
[28] ISOCOLO  b) ADIUNCTIO 
 o  c) DISIUNCTIO 
        PARISOSI       [29] OMEOTELEUTO 
                (e ALLITTERAZIONE) 
        [30] OMEOTTOTO 
        [31] PAROMEOSI 

a contatto 

a distanza 

per 
variazioni 
di forma 

in forma 
immutata  

(i) coordinante 

(ii) subordinante 

(i) con 
     
uguaglianza 
     dei 
membri 

(ii) con 
      differenze 
      fra i   membri 
 

(a1) ripetizione 

(a2) accumulazione 

(A) per 
      
aggiunzione 

(B) per 
      sopressione 

(C1) permutazione 

(C2) corrispondenza 

(C) per 
      
ordine  
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APPENDIX  2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IF 

An Altarpiece for Amelia Rosselli159 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
159 This brief piece has been accepted for the fourth edition (2019) of The Vassar 
Review, titled “Fact, Fiction, Fabrication: Truth and Lies in Art and Literature”.  
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If from the mouths of archangels bitter words fell 
if from your bitter words I conferred character upon 
my discipline, if from your words disordered and 
confused 
to the point that I couldn’t help but remove every 
disorder from 
my mind good things might be born, if from your 
hardheadedness 
flowers might be again born! if from my tiredness a 
refrain 
of love might sound, if from bitterness something 
new might 
be born: if from my madness a new victory might flow 
if from my disorder a new order might be born, if 
from 
my prayer might spring a certainty…I would have 
found you. If in the palm of your hand there were 
the 
perfect coin – If from the love of discipline were 
born 
the soldier’s step that doesn’t win but withdraws 
without 
firing a shot. If from the light might spring a new 
sun flaming with love and silences… 

 
Amelia Rosselli, from War Variations (1964) 
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The lyric exploded. One of its pieces, the conjunction “if”, gives birth to an 

obsessive ontological movement – one that will never find a solution, a resting 

certainty. The verses fall, and language inevitably shakes at every descent. 

Words are abnormal organisms that tumultuously filter the thinking flux, 

giving back a distraught image of it.  

The subject’s leaps will never prove effective in ascending towards the T/truth, 

and the poem is destined to follow the motions of a plethora of relentless, 

mundane thoughts.  

Divinity and order are pure aspirations.  

The “if”, in Rosselli, measures the space of the Self – its resistance, its 

existence – against language.160 The epistemological afflatus can only turn into 

a hypothetical effort.  

The “if” sustains the bundling of poetic images, which are here attending (as 

Hugo Friedrich would say) the “festival” or “the collapse of the intellect” (109).   

Language becomes a pulsing, wounded body that finds its meaning only in 

itself. The absolute need for poetry does not hide the deformity of its progress. 

A series of fragments: the scattering of the “if” speaks of a lyrical corpus that 

imploded under the weight of its own stylistic features. Each and every of 

Rosselli’s variations is the echo of a lost unity.  

We participate, when reading Rosselli, in a stripping of the flesh of language. 

The pulverization of a hymn.  

                                                 
160 In Italian “if” is “se”, while the reflexive personal pronoun (third person) is “sé”. The 
difference lies in an accent.  
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It is here, in a dark and rarefied space where perception can only be imperfect 

and tortuously deductive, that the enigmatic absence of a sole meaning 

becomes allegorical representation.  

The immediacy of a possible symbolism has succumbed, and the page becomes 

the theater where Passion, Absence, and Disorientation are the only characters 

worthy of attention. In this difficult abyss, forgotten by meaning, Rosselli is 

not able to name the world and bears witness to the catastrophe language has 

had to endure. This lyric is deeply hers and irremediably ours – words are 

condemned to always say something else, to skid away from their objects, to 

modulate themselves on themselves. 
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